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Shearwater rides the WAVE

The 23rd Shearwater WAVE (Wearable Arts Vision in 

Education), once again a breathtaking performing 

arts event, wowed more than 1,000 members of the 

community last week. Photographed is Macushla Bere 

wearing Natalie Hamblin’s creation Green Lights.

‘Shearwater’s Wearable Arts event has built, over 

more than two decades, a true artistic interface 

between high school and the world,’ says WAVE 

Director Josh Rushton, who has been part of the event 

since its inception. ‘A competition that goes out to the 

community; a high school production that builds an 

incredible show around an inspiring theme; and finally 

the integration of competition entries that brings the 

show to life.’ Photo Jeff ‘Life in the Limelight’ Dawson

The Department of Communities 

and Justice revealed in NSW Budget 

Estimate hearings, that the per day 

cost of keeping a person under 18 in 

prison is $2,700. This amounts to an 

annual cost per child of $985,500 

and with 212 young people pres-

ently in custody in NSW, the state is 

currently spending $208 million per 

year on young people in prison. 

Greens MP and spokesperson 

for justice, Sue Higginson, said the 

department also disclosed that of 

the 212 children in custody, 129 are 

First Nations young people. 

Ms Higginson said it was also 

revealed that of the 212 young 

people in prison, just 51 had 

received a custodial sentence and 

the rest are held on remand. 

‘The department admitted 

that children are often denied bail 

because of a gap in services that 

would allow them to be released. 

‘The millions of dollars spent on 

keeping children locked up is money 

that should be invested in the broad 

expansion of diversionary programs 

and wrap-around services that keep 

children out of prison.’

Read full story on The Echo
online: www.echo.net.au.
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There are 212 children in prison in NSW

Paul Bibby

A proposed holiday unit develop-

ment in the heart of Byron Bay 

that has been twice knocked back 

by Council due to height breaches 

is set to get the green light at this 

week’s Council meeting.

The unit block proposed for 

43 Lawson Street originally came 

before Council back in 2015, but 

was refused because it breached 

the town’s 9m height limit.

The developer brought it back 

six months later with a revised 

development application that was 

approved by Council.

Adding a fourth storey
However, eight years later, 

without a brick having been laid, 

the developer brought the project 

back to Council once again with 

an eyebrow-raising addition of a 

rooftop pool that effectively added 

a fourth story.

The modified application, which 

proposed a three-metre height 

breach, was given short shrift by 

both councillors and Council staff, 

who described it as having ‘signifi-

cant detrimental environmental 

impacts’ and ‘not in the public 

interest’.

‘The proposal does not dem-

onstrate it is in keeping with the 

predominant character of the area, 

and would result in an intrusion 

when viewed from public land 

in the coastal foreshore locality,’ 

Council Planner, Patricia Docherty 

said at the time.

Now, the developer is back 

again with yet another modified 

application.

All rooftop enclosures have been 

removed from the proposed devel-

opment, and the rooftop terrace 

has been reduced in size.

‘While the amended proposal 

still results in a non-conformance 

with the 9.0m height limit, the 

reductions in overall height result 

in a building that is at the same 

height as existing buildings on 

either side,’ consultant planner Rob 

Van Iersel said in written comments 

in the agenda to this week’s Council 

meeting. 

‘The removal of the rooftop 

enclosures significantly reduce the 

visibility of the rooftop facilities 

when viewed from adjoining areas.  

‘It is considered the proposal 

is acceptable in terms of the DCP 

provisions and this is no longer a 

reason for refusal.’

Should councillors accept Mr 

Van Iersel’s recommendation it 

would pave the way for the devel-

opment to finally get under way. 

This would begin with the demo-

lition of the existing building on the 

site, the Main Beach Apartments.

Exceeding height limits, again

43 Lawson Street DA before amendment (pictured left), and after (right).
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ALL REFERRALS 
ACCEPTED, including 
North Cost Radiology 
and Lumus

Pensioner and 
Health Care Card 
holder exams 
available

Accredited standalone 
ultrasound medical 
imaging facility

Parking at rear 
accessible through 
McGoughans Lane

56 Stuart Street, MULLUMBIMBY  •  www.nrimaging.com.au  •  02 6684 2354

NEW SPECIALIST 

  U
LTRASOUND CLINIC 

   N
OW OPEN IN

 MULLUMBIM
BY

Northern Rivers Ultrasound and Imaging (NRI) is part of the Advanced Radiology Clinics group. 
ARC is the largest provider of imaging services on the Tweed Coast.

www.arcxray.com.au

OPEN 7 DAYS
140 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay NSW 2481 | 02 6685 6874 | www.edenatbyron.com.au

Living Christmas trees arriving this week

QUALITY FURNITUREQUALITY FURNITURE
DONATIONS NEEDEDDONATIONS NEEDED

Kindn�s is magicKindn�s is magic

ALSO HOMEWARES, ELECTRICAL, MANCHESTER & CLOTHING

0457 192 225
For FURNITURE PICKUPS... please TEXT 

your name, address & photos of  donations. 

Your donations make our charity projects possible.

2 Grevillia St. Byron Industrial (next to Bunnings)
GLOBAL RIPPLE OP SHOP

Paul Bibby 

How should Byron Council 

deal with unauthorised 

dwellings that lie on land 

that is not zoned for housing 

and is potentially susceptible 

to bush fire?

This is the question facing 

councillors this week as they 

consider an application from 

the owners of unauthorised 

dwellings on Settlement 

Road in Main Arm.

According to Council 

documents the owners of the 

unauthorised dual occupancy 

made an application to Coun-

cil in September 2021 seeking 

to bring the dwellings back 

into the fold. The dwellings 

had been on the site since 

1997 and 2009 respectively.

With the land in question 

zoned as RU2 Rural Land-

scape and C2 Environmental 

Conservation, a dwelling 

entitlement that amends the 

Byron Local Environmental 

Plan is required for the dwell-

ings to be approved.

This requires approval 

from both Council and the 

state government, a costly 

process that takes years to 

complete.

In his report on the 

matter, Council’s Develop-

ment Investigations Lead, 

Dylan Johnstone noted that 

the land in question was 

mapped as bush fire prone 

and contained a mix of high 

risk, low risk and medium 

risk vegetation.

‘The existing dwellings 

are located within vegetation 

Category 3 with the hazard 

identified as grassland,’ 

Mr Johnstone said.

He noted that Bushfire 

and Ecology assessments 

had been submitted which 

demonstrated that the estab-

lishment of the required Asset 

Protection Zones to comply 

with bushfire protection 

rules would have ‘negligible 

biodiversity impacts’.

Mr Johnstone has recom-

mended to councillors that 

they proceed with the dwell-

ing entitlement process, 

expressing the view that the 

issues were ‘addressed to the 

satisfaction of Council’.

However, he noted that it 

was also within their remit to 

refuse the application.

The application is the 

latest test for Council’s 

strategy for dealing with 

unauthorised dwellings.

Back in June 2018 Council 

asked staff to prepare an 

unauthorised residential 

accommodation policy.

The subsequent policy 

was then relegated to the 

status of ‘guideline docu-

ment’ as a result of issues 

raised during the public 

submissions process.

The strategy proposed 

for the Settlement Road 

property is in keeping with 

the guidelines.

How to deal with unauthorised dwellings?

Big Scrub Rainforest Day 

celebrations will have over 

15 events, scheduled for 

November 23–26.

The 25th instalment of 

the event will feature Science 

in the Pub at the Eltham 

Hotel, a multi-school com-

munity planting day, seed 

propagation workshops and 

guided walks in Lismore 

Botanic Gardens, Bodhi Tree 

Forest Monastery, Dorrobbee 

Grass Reserve, Booyong 

Nature Reserve, Victoria Park 

Nature Reserve, Bangalow 

Parklands and Cape Byron 

Distillery. 

‘This year marks a quarter 

of a century of bringing 

the community together to 

celebrate the work done to 

save the Big Scrub,’ said Dr 

Tony Parkes, president of 

BSR.

Registrations essential: 

www.bigscrubrainorest.org.

Celebrate 25 years of the Big Scrub Rainforest Day
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Book a tour of our school by visiting our 
website at hinterland.nsw.edu.au 

or call 02 6684 1559

If you want your children to 
flourish academically, socially, 
and emotionally, Hinterland 
Christian College is the best 
school for you.
Within our safe and 
environmentally sustainable 
facilities you will find a 
dedicated team of high-
performance teachers that are 
passionate and committed to growing 
socially responsible and well-educated human beings.

Save Wallum activists stop slashing at Wallum Estate
Aslan Shand 

Save Wallum activists 

took to the heathland last 

Friday afternoon after it was 

reported a tractor was on 

site slashing at the Bayside 

Wallum Estate site near 

Brunswick Heads.

The site was approved for 

127 residential lots and three 

small medium density sites 

by the Northern Regional 

Planning Panel (NRPP) in May 

2023. Following the approval a 

group of locals have started the 

Save Wallum group in Septem-

ber and have been highlighting 

the range of threatened and 

endangered species that are 

on, or access, the site. 

As a result of community 

action the developers, Clar-

ence Property, have been 

asked to self refer under the 

Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999 (EPBC) due to the 

potential significant impact 

on Matters of National 

Environmental Significance 

(MNES).

According to wallumbrun-

swick.com.au, the ‘premium 

land estate’ will see almost 

18 acres (60 per cent of the 

site) rehabilitated for flora 

and fauna habitats. However, 

the Save Wallum groups say 

that ‘The housing subdivision 

proposes to clear and fill 

about half the site, removing 

scores of old growth scribbly 

gums and swamp mahogany 

trees, key habitat and feed 

trees for species such as 

koalas and glossy black 

cockatoos’.

Threatened species
The Save Wallum group 

say that the ‘nationally and 

state-listed protected species 

on the site will not be able 

to co-exist with the planned 

development’. 

‘Not only are the glossy 

blacks and koalas at risk by 

the development, two spe-

cies of endangered frogs and 

a range of other threatened 

species and ecological com-

munities also live, feed and 

travel through this critically 

important area,’ said James 

Barrie, coordinator of Save 

Wallum.

When community mem-

bers came onto the Wallum 

Estate site the tractor ceased 

work and police attended 

the scene. Police were quick 

to de-escalte the situation 

and seek confirmation 

from the activists that they 

would remove themselves 

from the site if police asked 

the developer to cease any 

further action on site until 

the conclusion of the EPBC 

investigations to which they 

agreed.

The community campaign 

to Save Wallum has grown 

to over 4,100 members and 

seeks to have the area gazet-

ted as a conservation reserve.

Clarence Property were 

asked for comment but did 

not respond prior to going to 

print. 

Activists were quick to take action when a tractor was spotted slashing the Wallum Estate 

last Friday saying that the developers need to wait until the EPBC determination has been 

completed. Photo Alsan Shand

There are 5.3 million pet cats 

in Australia and 2.8 million 

feral cats and they kill a lot of 

native animals. 

Students from Wilsons 

Creek Public School were 

highlighting this devastating 

impact in their school poster 

that was picked up on social 

media by national organisa-

tions including the Invasive 

Species Council. 

The poster was designed 

to raise awareness about 

the impacts of pet cats on 

wildlife, and to encour-

age responsible pet cat 

ownership.

This was part of their 

broader school science 

curriculum that has seen the 

22-strong student school 

‘achieving amazing things 

for conservation and the 

environment over the past 

year,’ said Sarah Legge, one 

of the parents assisting with 

the science program. 

‘The students have been 

improving the habitat quality 

of the school grounds by 

erecting nestboxes on trees. 

‘Local possums have 

gratefully taken up 

residence. They’ve also been 

building a large wetland area 

for frogs and other aquatic 

life, and are due to complete 

the planting of the gardens 

around the wetland.’

The students even got 

a recent visit from Priscilla 

O’Bryan, the Animal Educa-

tion and Enforcement Officer 

from Byron Shire Council 

who brought along a bagful 

of goodies from the RSPCA 

for the kids because they 

were so impressed by the 

feral cat poster.

Wilsons Creek Public School gets hands-on with conservation
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BOOK ONLINE 
through Hotdoc  

Bangalow Medical Centre has been providing health 
care in our local community for over 40 years.

Our friendly and experienced doctors, along with a 

are here to provide comprehensive care in our 
accredited general practice. 

Special services include: 
• Skin cancer – screening and minor surgery
• Sleep medicine and sleep apnoea 

assessments
• Holter monitors
• Women’s health including pap smears 

• GP management plans and health 
assessments

• Men’s health

Emergency clinic: 
Monday – Friday 

9am – 10am

Appointments: 
Monday – Friday 

8:15am – 5pm

Mixed billing 
practice
• B/B Aged 

• Pensioners 
• Children

LOT 1, BALLINA ROAD, BANGALOW 
www.bangalowmedicalcentre.com 

02 6687 1079   

MBBS

News from across the Northern Rivers. 
Covering Byron, Tweed, Lismore and Ballina.

Read online now!
Subscribe for free and get daily highlights straight to your inbox.

Aslan Shand 

The Darling Muffs of May 

have launched a women’s 

health initiative with a bit 

of fun thrown in. The idea 

is that during the month of 

May each year participants 

make a pledge to raise 

money for that years health 

focus by either joining in the 

Muff (who wants to be Muff 

the Magic Dragon!) and art 

exhibition at the end of May 

or coming up with an alterna-

tive pledge (making muffins, 

doing something with ear/

oven muffs, etc.) that friends 

and family can sponsor them 

for and raise money for the 

nominated charities. 

‘Women’s health and well-

being is something we are all 

passionate about,’ said one 

of the founding muffketeers 

Mel Saunders. 

‘This year, from the 

aftermath of the floods 

and Covid, we wanted to 

direct our attention to the 

many women suffering from 

homelessness.’

The Mullumbimby and 

District Neighbourhood 

Centre (MDNC) has auspiced 

the project and will be one 

of the six recipients for the 

money raised by the Darling 

Muffs of May project. 

The other groups receiv-

ing money are Fred’s Place 

in Murwillumbah, Fletcher 

Street Cottage in Byron, 

Women Up North based out 

of Lismore and a domestic 

violence service based in 

Ballina. CASP (Country Arts 

Support Program) have 

provided funding support for 

both the final Muff exhibition 

and a merkin making work-

shop in early 2024. 

Ambyr Johnston, Manager 

of the Women’s Resource 

Service for the MDNC told 

The Echo that in their experi-

ence ‘the leading cause of 

homelessness and/or the risk 

of homelessness in women 

accessing our service is 

domestic and family violence 

(DFV).’

The Women’s Resource 

Service (WRS) is a specialist 

DFV service. 

‘In the last financial year 

approximately 30 per cent of 

our clients have experienced 

an immediate risk of home-

lessness or have become 

homeless,’ explained Ambyr. 

‘Overall, 34 per cent 

of WRS clients in the last 

year have been between 

the ages of 36-45 years. An 

additional 24 per cent have 

been between the ages of 

26-35 years. In the last year, 

the largest cohort of women 

we have worked with who 

have been at immediate 

risk of homelessness or are 

homeless have been in the 

36-45 age bracket,’ explained 

Ambyr. 

To find out how to get 

involved in the Darling Muffs 

of May project check out their 

website at: www.darling-

muffs.com.au, find them on 

Insta: @darlingmuffsofmay, 

or find them on Facebook.

Elle Marinucci, Aslan Shand, Mel Saunders and Sally Mathrick 

are the four muffketeers who have developed The Darling 

Muffs of May project that will be raising money for 

Northern Rivers charities that support older women who 

are homeless. Photo Tree Faerie
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ABORIGINAL REGISTRATION FOR COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
LENNOX HEAD PUBLIC SCHOOL 

On behalf of Schools Infrastructure NSW (SINSW, Katy.Johnson3@det.nsw.edu.au, the proponent) GML 

GML

Unhappy 
with your Plant 
Medicine clinic?

We constantly hear about other clinics 

At Ananda you can expect:

02 5624 5024.
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BOOK NOW

with a Doctor

LEARN MORE

 $99

anandaclinics.com.au

Enough is enough – it is time for peace
Paul Bibby

A significant proportion of 

Northern NSW residents 

are struggling to get a GP 

appointment and some 

are waiting a week or more 

to see their local doctor, a 

recent survey has found.

Going to emergency 
instead of GP

As the nation-wide 

shortage of healthcare 

workers continues, a survey 

of local residents undertaken 

by Amplar Health found 

that nearly one in three 

respondents had to wait a 

week or longer to see their 

doctor.

This was more than 

double the national average, 

which stood at 13 per cent.

The survey also found 

that the challenges of getting 

in to see a GP in a timely 

fashion were forcing some 

locals to present to a hospital 

emergency department with 

a non-urgent ailment.

Close to a quarter of 

survey respondents said they 

had been to the emergency 

department for a non-urgent 

medical problem during the 

course of their lifetime.

The survey was 

conducted electronically via 

an external research agency, 

with nearly 630 Australians 

surveyed, including those 

both in and outside the 

Northern NSW catchment.

Dr Peter Baird, Senior 

Medical Advisor with 

Amplar Health, said he 

was unsurprised to hear 

that more than a third 

(40 per cent) of locals 

were concerned about 

accessibility to healthcare.

‘The survey findings 

are consistent with our 

engagement of local 

clinicians and community 

members,’ Dr Baird said.

‘Northern New South 

Wales locals are concerned 

about healthcare access and 

are in favour of additional 

healthcare services to 

address non-urgent medical 

needs.’

24-hour telehealth 
service 

The survey findings were 

timed to coincide with the 

launch of a new 24-hour 

telehealth service – North 

Coast Connect.

The service connects 

locals with qualified nurses 

who provide clinical support 

and advice to patients over 

the phone or via online chat. 

Where deemed clinically 

appropriate, nurses can 

also organise for the patient 

to see a GP face-to-face, or 

schedule an appointment 

with a pharmacist.

Eligible residents must be 

based in or around Northern 

NSW, a full list of available 

suburbs can be viewed on 

the organisation’s website.

A Care Workforce 

Labour Market Study 

commissioned by the 

Australian government in 

2021 predicted a gap of more 

than 200,000 full-time care 

workers across Australia by 

2050.

Health Workforce 

Australia verified this 

estimate to confirm a 

shortage of more than 

100,000 nurses and more 

than 2,700 doctors within the 

next three years. 

The 2021–2031 National 

Medical Workforce 

Strategy, published by the 

Australian government 

Department of Health and 

Aged Care, has prioritised 

actions to rebalance the 

maldistribution of doctors, 

reform medical training 

pathways, and build 

generalist capability in the 

incoming medical workforce.

Waiting to see your GP? 
Last Sunday around 250 

people gathered in the 

pouring rain at Main Beach, 

Byron to show support for 

the people of Palestine and 

to join the millions of people 

worldwide asking their gov-

ernments to pressure Israel 

for a ceasefire.
Rally organiser Subhi 

Awad, a member of the 

Byron Palestinian community 

said ‘The foundation of this 

meeting is all human lives 

are equally precious, that all 

people deserve equal human 

rights.’ In calling for a cease-

fire he condemned Hamas 

and told the crowd: ‘Let’s be 

clear, the attack in Israel on 

October 7 is an atrocity and a 

war crime. Release hostages.’ 

All speakers at the event 

condemned the actions of 

Hamas and called for release 

of hostages.

Ex-magistrate David Heilp-

ern stood as an Australian of 

Jewish heritage. ‘I support 

the right of self determination 

for Palestinians in the face of 

decades of oppression,’ he 

said. ‘But most urgently I sup-

port the rights of the civilians 

in Gaza and Israel to the most 

fundamental right of all. To 

live, to grow and to flourish 

and not to be cut down in a 

horrible act of vengeance.’

‘The bombing of Gaza must 

stop and must stop now. That 

statement is not anti semitic. 

In fact the very essence of 

Judaism is “Thou shall not 

kill” and “do unto others as 

you would do to them”.’

Greens candidate for Rich-

mond, Mandy Nolan called 

out the failure of the Labor 

government to condemn the 

Israeli government’s ground 

invasion of Gaza or call for a 

ceasefire. ‘There is something 

very wrong when our govern-

ment won’t call for an end to 

the killing of innocent women 

and children and civilians.’

Member of Byron For Pal-

estine Duncan Shipley-Smith 

shared his belief that ‘It is not 

possible to isolate the civilian 

population from this kind 

of violence. Israel has now 

cut off water and power and 

denied access to urgent food 

and medical supplies.’

Earlier in the week mem-

bers of the The Loud Jewish 

Collective stormed the office 

of Deputy PM and Defence 

Minister, Richard Marles, lock-

ing on and declaring ‘not in 

our name’. Collective member 

Gem Stone was at the Byron 

rally to represent those in the 

Jewish community who are 

calling for a ceasefire. The 

distinction that Judaism is 

not Zionism was made, in fact 

‘their goals are fundamentally 

opposed,’ she said.

Speakers said that those 

opposed to a ceasefire 

believe that it will not end the 

violence, but there is credible 

evidence from around the 

globe where a ceasefire has 

been the pathway to peace.

Irish singer songwriter 

Aine Tyrrell said ‘in Ireland 

we had a situation that 

seemed unsolvable but it 

was a ceasefire called by the 

international community 

which has resulted in 20 years 

of relative peace.’

Palestine peace rally held at Byron Bay. Photo Jeff Dawson
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easter long weekend • THU 28TH MARCH - MON 1ST APRIL 2024
VIP Camping TIPItent-motel  Glamping

BYRON EVENTS FARM - BYRON BAY, NSW, Australia.

w w w . b lu es f est . co m . au

and more to come!

Jack Johnson        • Tom Jones
The Teskey Brothers • Matt Corby • Tedeschi Trucks Band  

portugal. the man • L.A.B • Ziggy Alberts
The Cruel Sea • Elvis Costello & The Imposters

The Dead South • peter garrett & The alter egos
TAJ MAHAL     • Tommy Emmanuel     • TIM FINN

snarky puppy • blind boys of alabama       
RICKIE LEE JONES • ian moss • Drive-by Truckers

dan sultan • The Paper Kites • The Whitlams Black Stump
meshell ndegeocello • Coterie • playing for change band

Newton faulkner • taj farrant
19-twenty • Lisa Hunt's 'Forever Soul' •  steve poltz

• the turner brown band • harry manx
erja lyytinen       • JACKIE VENSON      • pierce brothers

Clayton Doley's Bayou Billabong • Here Come The Mummies     
Caravãna Sun • WILSN • little quirks • velvet trip

hussy hicks • Blues arcadia • Women of Soul Collective
roshani • sweet talk

rockwiz live 
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Aslan Shand

It has been a challenging 

five years for most people 

in the Northern Rivers, from 

drought to the Black Summer 

fires of 2019/20 followed by 

the pandemic and then the 

2022 floods. As difficult as 

it has been for the average 

person, it is even more chal-

lenging for people with a 

disability. 

‘I was saddened to see 

that after the Black Summer 

fires and the 2022 floods 

there were no emergency 

plans put in place for people 

with disabilities, the elderly 

and vulnerable,’ long term 

Rural Fire Service (RFS) 

firefighter and community 

education officer Murray 

Drechsler told The Echo.

Taking note of the lack of 

preparedness Mr Drechsler 

decided to take action and 

took on training developed 

in conjunction with Sydney 

University called the 

Person-Centred Emergency 

Preparedness Toolkit.  

‘This is a personalised 

plan to meet people’s specific 

needs designed by people  

with a disability for people 

with a disability,’ said Mr 

Drechsler. 

‘People with a dis-

ability face a unique set 

of challenges in an emer-

gency. A Person-Centred 

Emergency plan (PCEP) 

provides them with a plan 

on how to respond in a given 

emergency, knowing what 

to do, where to go or who 

to call for help. Having the 

plan in place also gives indi-

viduals and families a peace 

of mind.’

What are your risks? 
Heatwaves are one of the 

biggest killers and something 

as simple as power outages 

might impact phones, lifts, 

heating and cooling facilities 

and other services without 

which the disabled or elderly 

can be put at risk.

The PCEP program takes 

about two hours a week for 

around five to six weeks and 

takes an indepth look at the 

needs and requirements of 

the individuals in a range of 

emergency situations. 

‘It is designed to address 

the personalised challenges 

that each individual faces,’ 

explained Mr Drechsler. 

‘We look at where the 

accessible emergency 

services are, if they have pets 

where they can go, when it 

is the right to stay in place 

or leave, etc. It gives people 

ownership over how they 

respond in an emergency.’

For more information 

call Murray on 0481 754 869, 

email: murraydrechsler@

gmail.com, or look up the 

program online at: www.

collaborating4inclusion.org. 

Emergency response plans for the vulnerable

Murray Drechsler has been a member of the RFS and 

community engagement officer for 22 years. He is helping 

vulnerable members of the community develop personal 

emergency plans. Photo Jeff Dawson

Chrissie and Lulu of Ocean Shores were just two of hundreds of householders that opened 

their carports on the weekend for the North Coast’s biggest day of garage sales – Second 

Hand Saturday. Early rain threatened to put a dampener on the weekend but despite that 

that it was a big day for buyers and sellers. Photo Tree Faerie

Elements of Byron is plan-

ning to add an extra 40 

metres of sandbags to its 

existing coastal protection 

works at Belongil Beach.

In an application to be 

determined by the Northern 

Regional Planning Panel, the 

resort has applied to extend 

the works to ‘manage ongo-

ing coastal erosion issues’.

Located next to the public 

beach access at the northern 

end of the resort precinct, 

the site already has 210 

metres of geobags. But this 

was reportedly not enough 

to prevent significant erosion 

from occurring last year.

According to the State-

ment of Environmental 

Effects (SEE) the extension 

will have a ‘negligible’ envi-

ronmental impact.

‘Potentially adverse 

impacts are able to be miti-

gated sufficiently to ensure 

that direct and indirect 

impacts on biodiversity 

values will be avoided and 

minimised,’ the SEE, prepared 

by Planners North, states.

‘The proposed works 

are not anticipated to have 

a significant impact on the 

landscape or scenic quality of 

the locality. 

‘The existing geobag 

wall demonstrates that on 

completion the works are 

not intrusive in terms of the 

visual impact on the coastal 

location.’

The resort has promised 

to undertake revegetation 

of the dune areas after 

the works have been 

completed.

Elements apply for extra 40m of geobagging

Treasures sold at Saturday clearout
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Albanese Labor Government’s

North Coast 
Infrastructure BoostMASSIVE

Labor Governments deliver.

For details on local projects, visit 
justineelliot.com.au/infrastructure

TWEED SHIRE

BYRON SHIRE

BALLINA SHIRE

Here are just some
of the projects we’re
funding in our areae p

ding in

More than $121 million 
in disaster funding 
for over 50 local 
infrastructure projects.
We’re repairing, upgrading and 
building roads, bridges, drainage,
parks, walkways, community 
buildings and tourism and 
recreational facilities impacted 
by storm and flood events 
in 2022 and making them 
more resilient for the future.

Fo
jus

BYRO

2022 and g
ore resilient for the future.

Justine Elliot MP Your Federal Member for Richmond

Justine Elliot and the

Here 
for you.

Authorised Justine Elliot, ALP, Tweed Heads South
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Get Ready NSW

Making a plan now 
can make a difference 
in a crisis

NSW has experienced tough times. From droughts to storms, 

•
• heatwaves
• storms
•

Visit nsw.gov.au and search ‘get ready’

D
C

S
_00805 23/10/23
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Award for former Byron SAE student

Successful Byron SAE Crea-

tive Media Institute graduate 

Cameron Drew has been 

recognised by the global SAE 

community for his outstand-

ing work on the Kia Seltos 

international advertising 

campaign, winning Best Film 

& TV Production at the 18th 

annual SAE International 

Awards held in Cologne, 

Germany.

‘I was super stoked,’ said 

Cameron. 

‘It’s pretty wild and 

quite an honour to say I’ve 

been recognised by the SAE 

international community.’

The Kia Seltos advertising 

campaign, which featured 

the music of American 

rapper and singer Jack 

Harlow, was played globally 

at the start of 2023. The edit-

ing process, which took two 

weeks to complete, Cameron 

explained, was far from 

straightforward.

‘It was a fun project to 

be a part of, but it was also 

the toughest job I’ve ever 

worked on,’ Cameron said. 

‘The director and I had 

about 60 hours of footage 

to go through, and it wasn’t 

scripted either. When you 

watch the ad, it has a cool 

flow to it, but it took a lot of 

time to get it down to under 

a minute.’

After completing his 

study Cameron said ‘it was 

incredibly tough, as the pan-

demic had just begun, but 

things started to pick up and 

I’ve been busy ever since. 

Over the years I’ve built 

some good relationships 

with directors, and they’re 

the ones that ultimately 

employ you.’

20th Ocean Shores art show

Cameron Drew and Tim Alexander. Photo supplied

Mick Stovin won first prize with Unite a 

Nation (above) and Sharon Shostak took 

out second prize with her mosaic tablet, 

The Many Sentiments of Variation (right). 

Photo Jeff Dawson

The Ocean Shores Art Expo 

celebrated its 20th anniver-

sary with the appropriate 

theme ‘Celebration’. This 

year there were 172 art works 

entered in the open category 

from over 150 artists. There 

were 99 primary school 

works, and 158 secondary 

school works, entered and 

exhibited in the main hall 

of the Ocean Shores Com-

munity Centre. 

The judges stated the 

works were of a very high 

quality for a local community 

art exhibition. Over 250 

patrons came through the 

door for opening night with 

many more over the follow-

ing two days. 

The Expo’s many 

performers included very 

young talented dancers 

from the Brunswick Valley 

School of Dance and the 

magnificent vocalists of The 

Songbirds, all showcasing 

their creative talent.

The highest prize of 

$2,000, the Frank Mills Award, 

was won by Mick Stovin with 

a charcoal on paper, Unite a 

Nation. ‘The Women’s World 

Cup and the Matilda’s success 

united us in so many ways, 

bringing together people of 

all ages, sexes, and sporting 

preferences regardless of a 

win, loss, or draw. A fantastic 

display of collective unity 

and celebration,’ said Mick.
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY RECALL

RESU 7H, 10HRESU 3.3, 6.5, 10, 13
www.lghomebattery.com.au/isyourbatterysafe

productrecall@lgensol.com.au

www.solaxpower.com.au/electrical-safety-recall/

service@solaxpower.com

SolaX Power Station 
Opal Storage

SolaX X-Cabinet

Om Fest transformative success 

Over 1,000 people attended Om Fest at the Bluesfest site, coming together to ‘bask in 

the transformative power of meditation, yoga, music, and a shared celebration of love 

and connection,’ said organisers. ‘Our volunteers, the unsung heroes of Om Fest, worked 

behind the scenes to ensure that every aspect of the event ran smoothly. Their commitment 

to creating a safe, welcoming, and inclusive environment allowed participants to fully 

immerse themselves in the experience, free from distractions.’ Photo Jeff Dawson

Byron Community College’s 

(BCC) permaculture students 

recently undertook a ‘Perm 

Blitz’ at Byron Youth Activity 

Centre (YAC) to restore its 

permaculture garden. The 

students were responsible 

for the design, planning and 

implementation of the blitz 

which is part of their annual 

project work. 

Over two days the 

students revitalised a very 

unloved and out of control 

garden. Christian Tancred 

General Manager of the YAC 

said, ‘It was wonderful to see 

a groundswell of students 

and community members 

coming together to work on 

this garden which is an asset 

to the community. The YAC 

does not have the resources 

to stay on top of the regular 

work needed so we are very 

grateful to the students and 

the team from BCC.’

This is the first 

collaboration of the YAC and 

BCC who plan on running 

an accredited ‘Work and 

Vocational Skills’ program 

commencing in 2024, for 

school leavers looking to 

explore career and study 

pathways.

Following the 2022 floods 

there has been a significant 

increase in the weed known 

as giant devil’s fig (Solanum 
chrysotrichum) which can 

turn into shrubs or large 

trees and risks poisoning 

livestock and causing 

injuries. 

‘Giant devil’s fig is becom-

ing quite widespread and it 

is especially important that 

people manage infestations 

before mature plants fruit,’ 

said Sarah Angus, Weed 

Biosecurity Officer for Rous 

County Council. (See https://

weeds.dpi.nsw.gov.au/

Weeds/Giantdevilsfig).

It has prickly stems and 

leaves, which are very hairy 

when young. Small, white 

flowers grow in clusters from 

autumn to spring and large 

lobed leaves. 

The plant is native to 

Mexico and Central America 

and has been spread 

throughout south-east 

Queensland and coastal and 

central northern NSW.

It is important that people 

who have this plant growing 

on their property see to its 

removal promptly as it is 

flowering and fruiting and 

is spread by animals eating 

the fruit. 

Tropical soda apple
‘We are also highlighting 

giant devil’s fig’s nastier 

cousin tropical soda apple 

(Solanum viarum),’ said Ms 

Angus. (See https://weeds.

dpi.nsw.gov.au/Weeds/

Tropicalsodaapple).

‘Tropical soda apple is 

a reportable weed and one 

that we want to eradicate 

from the North Coast and 

stop it before it becomes as 

common as giant devil’s fig.’

The tropical soda apple 

is an aggressive, prickly, 

perennial shrub 1–2m high. 

It invades open to semi-

shaded areas, particularly 

pastures and riparian zones, 

but also forests, roadsides, 

recreational areas, and horti-

cultural and cropping areas. 

Removal
Both plants can be either 

removed by hand or by use 

of a herbicide. They can then 

be burnt (check fire regula-

tions and required permits) 

in a hot fire. Regular check-

ing of the burn site is advised 

to check for regrowth. 

‘If you find tropical soda 

apple, contact your local 

council weeds officer for 

advice and assistance to 

eradicate it. Tropical soda 

apple grows quickly and 

seeds prolifically. A few 

plants can form a hectare-

sized thicket in six months. 

Inappropriate control efforts 

can accidentally spread this 

weed,’ states the Department 

of Primary Industries. 

Invasive weeds need removal

Above: Flowering giant 

devil’s fig. Photo Aslan Shand

Right: tropical soda apple 

fruit. Photo Bernard Dupont 

flickr.com

Byron Community College students blitz the YAC
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Paul Bibby

House prices in Byron Shire 

and its neighbouring shires 

fell significantly in the 12 

months to October 2023, 

new figures show.

The latest figures from the 

Domain House Price Report 

show that Byron’s median 

house price fell 16.5 per cent 

to $1,370,000 over the past 

year.

It was part of an ongo-

ing decline in prices from 

the almost unfathomable 

heights reached during the 

lockdown years as city folk 

fled to the Northern Rivers in 

search of freedom.

But it is still a long way 

from erasing the price 

increases which occurred 

over that period, with prices 

still nearly 46 per cent higher 

than they were back in 2018.

Lismore see greatest 
fall in house prices

The recent downward 

trend was echoed across 

much of the Northern Rivers, 

with towns in our region 

taking four of the five spots 

in the list of NSW regional 

towns with the biggest price 

drops.

Lismore was particularly 

hard hit, experiencing a 20.8 

per cent decline over the 

past year to record a median 

of $515,000.

Prices in Ballina also 

dropped, recording a 16.4 per 

cent fall to reach a median of 

$920,000.

Richmond Valley also 

fell, making it the most 

affordable Northern Rivers 

shire with a median price of 

$444,000.

Drop easing
Experts attribute the 

fall to a natural post-Covid 

correction, along with cost 

of living pressures, higher 

mortgage costs and changes 

to bank lending practices 

which have made it harder to 

qualify for a home loan.

However, they also 

suggest that the ongoing 

decline may have already 

reached rock bottom and 

that prices are already begin-

ning to recover.

‘The depth of that decline 

[in Byron] has started to 

ease,’ Domain’s chief of 

research and economics Dr 

Nicola Powell told the Sydney 
Morning Herald.

‘The peak rate of declines 

has passed.

‘They are moving into that 

stage of recovery.’

Adding further weight to 

this argument is the strong 

increase in prices experi-

enced by NSW as a whole.

The state hit a record 

median of $735,000 during 

the September quarter as 

prices climbed in a string of 

towns.

The median house price fell in Byron Shire by 16.5 per cent. 

Photo Aslan Shand

House prices fall by over 16 per cent
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Northern Rivers locals 
remember Las Balsas
It’s almost fifty years since 
the balsa rafts of the Las 
Balsas Expedition arrived 
in Ballina, after crossing the 
Pacific from Ecuador on their 
extraordinary record-break-
ing voyage.

$17m apartment 
development in 
Kingscliff approved 
by Tweed Council
A $17.4 million four-storey 
apartment development will 
be built close to the centre 
of Kingscliff under plans 
approved by Tweed Shire 
Council last week.

SCU enterprise 
agreement overturned 
by Fair Work 
Commission
The Fair Work Commission 
has found that Southern 
Cross University misled staff 
in an effort to have an enter-
prise agreement approved.

Help support farmers 
affected by bushfires
NSW Farmers has activated 
its natural disaster fund to 
accept cash donations to 
support farmers in Northern 
NSW affected by the recent 
bushfires.

Help NRAS help 
animals this Christmas
Northern Rivers Animal Ser-
vices says there’s no better 
way to give your holiday 
spirits a lift than to help some 
abandoned and surrendered 
furry friends while also being 
kind to the environment.

www.echo.net.au

North Coast News

Tweed Council on monopoles, textile recycling and refugees
Aslan Shand

A range of issues for Tweed 

Shire were addressed at 

last week’s council meeting 

(October 26) from the lack of 

mobile and internet cover-

age at Pottsville to textile 

recycling and how best to 

welcome refugees. 

Lack of mobile and inter-

net telecommunications in 

Pottsville has been an ongo-

ing issue for the area, leaving 

people without EFTPOS in 

shops, or able to connect 

with family in emergencies. 

At the June 1, 2023 council 

meeting the construction of 

a new Telecommunications 

monopole tower in Pottsville 

was rejected by Tweed 

councillors. 

Highlighting the previous 

rejection of the monopole 

by Tweed Shire Council 

(TSC) a petition containing 

1,615 signatures, with 1,383 

valid signatories, had been 

received by TSC on October 5 

stating it was ‘Time for Better 

Phone & Internet Reception 

in Pottsville!’

Councillor Reece Byrnes 

(Labor) who was the ‘owner’ 

of the petition said that it 

was ‘time that this matter 

gets resolved. And we’re 

aware of course that the 

provider has resubmitted the 

application, I think, today.’

Responding to the petition, 

Cr James Owen (Liberal) 

– who has commented 

multiple times that the staff 

should be allowed to get on 

with approving and rejecting 

development applications 

(DAs) with less interference 

from councillors, ‘because 

they are the professionals’, 

told the meeting that ‘in this 

case, they got it wrong’.

However, Mayor Chris 

Cherry (Independent), who 

has family in the affected 

area, rejected Cr Owen’s 

assertion that the council staff 

had previously ‘got it wrong’ 

to recommend rejection of 

the pole. Cr Cherry said that 

the council’s ‘staff were acting 

in accordance with the legisla-

tion that’s required’ with the 

provision of their advice. 

She reminded the meeting 

that providing telecom-

munications was not the 

responsibility of the council 

but the responsibility of 

‘telcos’ and that it was their 

responsibility ‘to provide 

proper service to Pottsville 

and the surrounding area’. 

Cr Cherry pointed out that 

previously  the telcos had 

not submitted the required 

‘ecological studies that are 

needed to allow the staff to 

recommend it for approval’. 

Councillor Dr Nola Firth 

(Greens) also pointed out 

that the pole needed to be 

moved approximately 18m 

so that it complied with the 

wetland protections.

Cr Cherry said she had 

repeatedly met with the 

telcos to clarify how to move 

forward with the application. 

The site for the monopole is 

also subject to a caravan park 

application so ‘there’s a lot of 

things in play here,’ she said.

‘I’m very glad that they 

[the telcos] appear to be 

finally committed to taking 

some action on Pottsville 

because until today we had 

no application on the table. 

Council [were] powerless to 

do anything to change the 

outcome here. So I think it’s 

a positive step that they have 

finally submitted that review 

application.’

While Cr Cherry said the 

monopole would help in 

Pottsville she highlighted 

that it would not ‘solve all of 

Pottsville’s issues’.

All councillors noted the 

petition. 

Textile waste
Councillors Firth and Mer-

edith Dennis (Independent) 

brought forward a Notice of 

Motion (NoM) to investigate 

a trial partnership with local 

charities and textile recycling 

services.

Cr Firth highlighted that 

around 6,000kgs of textile 

waste goes to landfill every 

ten minutes in Australia and 

that much of this material 

contains plastic. Councillor 

Dennis highlighted that the 

local charity she works with 

‘would have a minimum of 50 

very large bags every week’ 

that are collected and likely 

go to landfill. 

The NoM was supported 

by all councillors (Cr Warren 

Polglase was absent).

Welcoming refugees 
to Tweed

Cr Firth also moved 

the NoM that looked to 

provide welcome packs to 

refugees in the TSC area 

reminding councillors that 

in September 2015 the TSC 

had resolved ‘that council 

joins the initiative of the 

Refugee Council of Australia 

in making a declaration 

that Tweed be identified as 

a Refugee Welcome Zone.’ 

The official declaration was 

signed in October 2016. 

The proposal was brought 

forward at the request of the 

Tweed Welcomes Refugees 

group who are working 

with CRISP (Community 

Refugee Integration and Set-

tlement Pilot is an Australian-

partnered program) and is 

looking to assist in settling a 

refugee family in Tweed. 

‘The program provides a 

year’s worth of support for 

a refugee family including 

accommodation, work, 

setting up services, etc,’ 

explained Cr Firth.

Squabbling over ‘Team Cadwallader’ and ‘The Greens’
Ballina Shire Councillor 

Jeff Johnson has strongly 

criticised Mayor Sharon 

Cadwallader’s use of her 

casting vote on the issues 

of conservation zones and 

electoral boundaries.

He says that at the last 

Ballina Council meeting the 

mayor used her casting vote 

to ‘kill off new land manage-

ment initiatives aimed at 

improving conservation 

outcomes in the Ballina 

Shire’. This includes over 2300 

hectares of wetlands, coastal 

areas, endangered ecological 

communities, forested areas, 

scenic escarpments and rural 

farming properties.

‘The council vote was 5-5 

with all four Team Cadwal-

lader councillors supporting 

the radical decision to allow 

property owners to deter-

mine their own property zone 

through an “opt-in” concept 

that goes against the advice 

of senior council staff and the 

NSW Department of Planning 

and Environment (DPE),’ said 

Cr Johnson.

‘Team Cadwallader cur-

rently has four out of ten 

councillors, so they only need 

the support of one other 

councillor to make unilateral 

decisions,’ he said.

‘This isn’t the first time the 

mayor has used the casting 

vote to go against the advice 

of the professional staff. This 

approach to decision making 

tarnishes Ballina Council’s 

reputation and brings the 

organisation into disrepute.’

The mayor responded to 

The Echo using some equally 

piquant language.

‘It’s quite sad to see one of 

my fellow councillors attack 

our highly respected council 

and calling for it to be sacked, 

just because the Greens Party 

didn’t get their desired out-

come on a couple of issues,’ 

she said. (Note: Jeff Johnson 

is not actually a Green, but an 

independent).

‘In my almost two decades 

serving on Ballina Shire 

Council, I’ve seen mayors 

use their casting votes 

many times, but I’ve never 

witnessed a councillor who 

didn’t get his way behaving in 

such a petulant manner and 

bringing the organisation he 

serves into such disrepute.’
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Pottsville residents say patchy mobile and internet 

coverage is putting lives in danger. Photo Chris Newling 
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Visit bom.gov.au before and during 
your day out for regular weather updates.

Weather can change quickly.

Have you checked 
the weather?

North Coast News / Articles

The endless idiocy of Tony Abbott
David Lowe

F or a bloke on a very 

large pension, former 

prime minister, the 

not-so-honourable Tony 

Abbott is working very hard for 

the Institute of Public Affairs 

(IPA) these days. His latest 

IPA speech in London was 

outrageously stupid, playing 

down the climate crisis even as 

his own country burns and the 

international numbers confirm 

the situation is more dire 

than ever.

Widely reported by Murdoch 

media, Mr Abbott was speaking 

at the launch of a document 

called ‘Energy Security is 

National Security’, as part of 

the ironically named Alliance 

for Responsible Citizenship 

conference in the UK last week.

‘The climate cult will 

inevitably be discredited,’ he 

said. ‘I just hope we don’t have 

to endure an energy catastrophe 

before that happens.’

Flying cheerfully in the 

face of the overwhelming 

majority of scientific expertise, 

Mr Abbott claimed warnings 

about the climate emergency 

were ‘ahistorical and utterly 

implausible’, citing as evidence 

previous climate variations 

which took place prior to the 

burning of fossil fuels, such 

as the Little Ice Age and the 

Medieval Climate Anomaly.

Unfortunately for Abbott’s 

thesis, and those of us hoping 

for a liveable future on this 

planet, research from NASA and 

others show that these events 

did not affect the whole globe 

at once, and were nowhere near 

as severe as what we’re facing 

now, with July probably being 

the hottest month our planet 

has seen in 100,000 years, 

and international scientists 

recently warning that Earth’s 

life systems were being pushed 

into ‘dangerous instability’ by 

human activity.

Cost of living or going 
extinct?

Ignoring all that, Tony Abbott 

said last week that he believed 

voters would continue prioritis-

ing cost of living and energy 

price issues over serious action 

on emissions reduction.

Forgetting that time in 2019 

when he lost his blue ribbon seat 

of Warringah to an independent 

who campaigned heavily for 

urgent climate action, Abbott 

said ‘on every occasion in 

Australia where energy policy 

and climate policy has been a 

big election focus, it’s the people 

who have been on the sceptical 

end of the spectrum who have 

done well.’

The issue has certainly kept 

him in the public eye between 

media-friendly moments of 

budgie-smuggling and raw 

onion eating. In 2009, Tony 

Abbott described climate 

change as ‘absolute crap’ and 

in 2017 he said attempts to do 

something about emissions 

were akin to ‘primitive people 

once killing goats to appease 

the volcano gods’. The former 

trainee Jesuit priest remains 

completely out of step on the 

climate issue with his own 

supposed spiritual leader, Pope 

Francis.

By getting rid of Julia Gillard’s 

misnamed ‘carbon tax’ while 

in office, perhaps our last 

best hope as a nation to do 

something about the crisis, Mr 

Abbott set in motion a series of 

events which led to the current 

Labor government’s proposal 

for net zero emissions, now his 

public enemy number one as 

he campaigns for more dirty 

energy.

He described the Albanese 

plan to reach 82 per cent 

renewables by 2030 as utterly 

irrational and ‘impossible’, lead-

ing Climate Change and Energy 

Minister Chris Bowen in turn 

to accuse Abbott and his ilk for 

being responsible for ‘a decade 

of catastrophic climate policy’.

Nasty solar
As for the IPA report itself, 

the stupidity just keeps coming. 

‘If wind and solar energy are 

cheap, then they are also nasty,’ 

claims the author, Professor 

Stephen Wilson, who is from the 

School of Mechanical and Mining 

Engineering at the University 

of Queensland. Fossil fuels and 

nuclear energy are so much 

nicer, apparently.

‘Contrary to public opinion, 

the more wind and solar power 

that is added to a system, the 

more expensive it becomes to 

deliver as a service.’ And so it 

continues.

Professor Wilson recently 

spoke at a forum organised 

by the Centre for Independ-

ent Studies, which is in turn 

affiliated with the US-based 

Atlas Network, an organisation 

with close ties to the tobacco 

industry, as well as coal and gas 

producers.

For Tony Abbott, up on the 

IPA podium, it was a case of back 

to the future, as he lamented 

Australia’s lost chance under 

Labor to be a coal, gas and ura-

nium ‘superpower’, even as vast 

quantities of these substances 

continue to be dug up.

‘I suppose I’m one of the very 

few national leaders who have 

been elected to office promising 

to end the emissions obsession 

which has dominated energy 

policy for the last two decades,’ 

said Mr Abbott. 

At least he was honest about 

negativity being at the core of 

his political ambition.

Don’t come the raw onion with me! Image – Cloudcatcher Media

Greyhound 
death at Casino 
casts doubt over 
protection scheme
The racing death of a greyhound at the 

Casino track has shown that a new scheme 

to prevent on-track deaths has failed, say 

animal welfare advocates.

According to the Casino stewards’ 

report for 2 November 2023, in Race 3 

Clover Energy collided with another dog 

at the first turn and suffered a ‘compound 

fracture on the offside hind leg’.

Although the report does not mention 

death, the injury is classed as Category 

E, defined as any ‘greyhound that 

died during a race or was euthanased 

by the officiating veterinarian due to 

the catastrophic nature of the injury 

sustained.’

Clover Energy died six days short of 

her fourth birthday, had run 37 races, and 

won $8,040. She was forced to race at both 

Casino and Ipswich in Queensland.

The race video shows Clover Energy 

running at speed across the finish line.

The Coalition for the Protection of 

Greyhounds (CPG) said the greyhound 

racing industry’s efforts to stop the 

surge in racing injuries were failing and a 

smokescreen for ongoing animal suffering.

Greyhound Racing NSW (GRNSW) 

launched the Greyhound Care Scheme 

(GCS) 2.0 on 1 July to, in the words of CEO 

Rob Macaulay, ‘ensure each and every one 

of our greyhounds get the greatest of care.’ 

He described it as a ‘significant moment 

for the industry.’

In the 37-day period from 26 September 

to 2 November, five dogs have been 

euthanased at NSW tracks with treatable 

broken legs

So far in 2023, 38 dogs have died racing 

on NSW tracks.

NSW director, CPG, Kylie Field, said 

Clover Energy is the latest victim of a cruel 

industry. ‘Greyhound racing is inherently 

dangerous and tracks can’t be made safe. 

It now looks like the much-promoted 

Greyhound Care Scheme 2.0 has already 

failed.

‘There needs to be an independent 

review of the scheme. The racing industry 

is poorly regulated and needs independent 

oversight.’

Tony Abbott 
is working hard 

for the IPA these 
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Time to learn to listen and heal
I didn’t want to turn 60 last week – 

and turned mournfully to my trusted 

source of advice and empathy. That 

would be my Mum. She listened carefully 

and simply asked: ‘well, how do you think 

I feel?’ Ouch – she had in a stroke, made 

me feel better about my looming birth-

day, but also reminded me that I needed 

to get over myself. 

So I quickly moved on and asked Mum 

her thoughts on some issues – the failure 

of the Voice referendum, the horrifying 

reports of war and political scandal. The 

fragility of democracy, the death of civil 

discourse, the future of peace and what 

sort of collective lunacy seems to have 

suddenly taken hold around the world? 

My Mum has been indulging these mas-

sive questions my whole life – she is so 

awesome.

I know I am far from alone as children 

much younger than me are asking their 

own parents different incarnations of 

the same questions. Both my sons have 

asked me – even though we have dif-

ferent views about Israel we have been 

able to talk like the adults we are. What 

I appreciate is their anxiety (it is good to 

care) and that they want to include my 

thoughts in the gigantic jigsaw puzzle of 

information pouring in.

And although I am 60 I also need to 

find out what Mum thinks. I have been 

asking from a very young age – too 

many questions really. One of my sisters 

confided how much I bored her and 

the others at the dinner table with the 

‘dreaded Catherine questions’. I was 

probably ten when they started and my 

siblings are younger so, eek – I get it was 

no fun for them.

But these days I often have Mum all to 

myself and her opinion is always so intel-

ligent and thoughtful – but she belongs 

to a quiet generation where it is never 

proffered – you have to ask. Mum left 

school after the Year 9 Leaving Certificate 

to become a nurse, but is the best read 

person I know. Her views are never harsh 

or ideological but always compassionate 

and often accompanied by a literary 

quote or a line of verse. 

I am pretty sure all of us, of all ages, 

are having these conversations – but 

with so much anger and contested facts, 

we tend to keep them private and with 

people we trust. 

Having just turned 60 it is suddenly so 

clear how much my life experiences have 

shaped my views. My Mum has said the 

same – she grew up during World War II 

and has a completely different life experi-

ence – and truly, however bad we think 

things are we must show respect for what 

they endured. 

I fall in between the ‘silent generation’ 

and the youth of today. In my teenage 

years I recall prime minister Bob Hawke, 

as the first Australian prime minister to 

ever visit Japan, being denounced as 

a traitor by the RSL (which was at the 

time populated by veterans and former 

POWs from the Pacific War). Today prime 

ministers get criticised if they don’t visit 

Japan, so you see how this shapes the 

different beliefs and attitudes of different 

generations. It is completely legitimate 

for experiences to generate different 

views – we all need to respect that.

Our generation’s experiences matter 

because we have lived longer and have 

some informed wisdom. But young 

people’s views deserve to be respected 

equally because they are based on the 

here and now, not weighed down by 

the baggage of history. They have way 

more invested than us because they, and 

their children, are going to live with the 

consequences far longer than us. 

I feel like I am stating the obvious 

but there is such a disconnect emerging 

between our generations and I perceive 

an impatience and inability by my gener-

ation to listen to them properly and know 

our place in the scheme of discourse.

My generation grew up with the threat 

of MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction 

– the Cold War situation where any war 

between the USA and USSR was basically 

the end of life on our planet). We were the 

subject of the first ever Australian Youth 

Survey conducted by ANOP (Australian 

National Information Polls) in the 1980s 

that found over 90 per cent of us believed 

we would not live our natural lives due to 

the inevitability of nuclear war. I person-

ally recall being angry (unfairly so) with 

older generations for somehow putting 

us in this situation. 

During this period a wall divided Ger-

many and people died trying to cross it. 

For us the Vietnam War divided a nation. 

In the UK the IRA (Irish Republican Army) 

blew up Lord Mountbatten, tried to kill 

the British Cabinet, the Queen’s Annual 

Parade was targeted and images of dead 

horses were all over the front pages of the 

newspapers. The entire Israeli Olympic 

Team was taken hostage at the Munich 

Olympics. Flights were hijacked almost 

routinely. There was Idi Amin’s murder-

ous rule in Uganda. The revolution in Iran 

and failed attempt to rescue US Embassy 

hostages. World leaders assassinated – 

even Ronald Reagan was shot. And then 

the unforgettable day John Lennon was 

murdered – a day almost everyone of 

my vintage will recall. It seemed a vast 

conspiracy of evil was gripping the world 

and killing everything that was good.

I loop back to those years to demon-

strate that the events of recent weeks 

and months are far from unprecedented 

in world history. But they are unprec-

edented for young people like my sons 

who have been able to roam the planet 

almost at will and whose greatest chal-

lenge was having the brakes slammed on 

by the pandemic.

I cannot say for sure if the freedom 

and prosperity we Australians have 

experienced since the Berlin Wall fell 

and Nelson Mandela was set free are 

‘normal’ times – the reality is the world 

has struggled with nationalism, brutality 

and ideology for millennia. For young 

people who have only known this relative 

stability the events of recent months 

have shaken them profoundly.

I feel we all need to stay composed 

and absorb the horror we have become 

so unused too – and understand even 

though we may be grieving for different 

reasons – we are all grieving. There is an 

enormous sense of loss when confronta-

tion disintegrates to war and for ordinary 

people the true horror unfolds. 

I personally feel a need to bond around 

the better angles of humanity which 

do not demand we all think the same 

thoughts. Rather that we can respect and 

grow by listening to different perspec-

tives. We all have to get over ourselves 

and listen to each other. If I have one take-

out lesson from life, that has to be it.

Putting planning 

F rom the protests over the development of Bayside’s 

Wallum Estate at Brunswick Heads to local housing 

forums and demands for housing for all, the challenge 

facing us is difficult. How do we balance human needs and 

our impact on the environment and other species?

The history of how land has been zoned in NSW has its 

impact on good planning, especially when zonings were 

made 40 years or more ago. The Iron Gates development 

near Evans Head is one example. It has a residential zoning 

in an environmentally sensitive area that is both fire and 

flood-prone. The site was originally zoned for residential 

development in 1982, a period when there was very little 

thought put into the broader implications of future impacts. 

Rather a developer bought a site and recommended it to 

council or state government for rezoning and it was more 

likely than not that it would be approved for the requested 

residential development. Yet many of these sites have lain 

either dormant or, as is the case with Iron Gates, have had 

the local communities fighting against what they perceive as 

inappropriate development.

Up and down the east coast of Australia, sand mining 

reshaped the coastline and farming clear-felled many 

areas. When sites have remained undeveloped or are no 

longer used for farming they begin to revert to their natural 

state and become a haven for plants and animals, and also 

become more valuable for humans to live on. How do we 

weigh the values of land for housing and land for the natural 

environment?

Following the devastating 2022 floods the state 

government said there would be no more development 

on floodplains. Yet local communities are feeling betrayed 

as there are significant development applications (DAs) 

approved on floodplains that continue to be developed or are 

now being brought back to life. For example, the DA for land 

in Tringga Street, Tweed Heads, next to the Cobaki estuary on 

the Tweed River, was approved in 1996. It has been kept alive 

with a mixture of amendments to the DA and actions onsite 

(some as minimal as popping in a surveyor’s peg).

The federal government and the states must come 

together and look at the carrying capacity of each region in 

relation to water, infrastructure, fire and flood risk, and look 

at how the population can be fairly distributed for people 

and the environment. They need to grow communities in 

areas that need rejuvenation so that pressure can be taken 

off overwhelmed coastal communities. They need to look at 

what creates effective, interconnected communities that also 

respect the environment.

Aslan Shand, acting editor
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‘I cannot say for sure if the freedom and 
prosperity we Australians have experienced 

since the Berlin Wall fell and Nelson Mandela 
was set free are “normal” times’

Catherine Cusack
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He would say that
In last week’s front page 

story by Paul Bibby on plans 

for a ‘jobs hub’ at The Saddle 

Road, Brunswick Heads, 

the developer’s marketing – 

sorry, planning – consultant 

Stephen Connelly strenu-

ously denied it was a facade 

for de facto residential 

housing.

To quote Mandy Rice-

Davies on another contro-

versial issue, the Profumo 

Affair, ‘He would [say that], 

wouldn’t he?’

As one of the co-

principals of Planners 

North, Mr Connelly has been 

eminently successful in help-

ing to get up a range of large, 

sometimes contentious, 

residential and commercial 

developments in Byron and 

Ballina shires and parts 

further afield. While the 

Planners North website is 

somewhat scant on details, 

the Echo’s digitalised print 

archives would make inter-

esting reading for the ardent 

shire resident.

Prior plans to redevelop 

the rolling hills of The Saddle 

Road have met with contro-

versy. I’d expect no less of 

the current proposal.

Michael McDonald

Bairnsdale

Good for the goose
When Council granted me 

a community title subdivi-

sion some years ago, I 

was required to provide a 

firefighting water tank of at 

least 5,000 litres which was 

to be reserved for firefight-

ing purposes only, and 

which had a fitting ready-

made for the connection to 

fire trucks plus a minimum 

specified pipe diameter, plus 

easy access and turnaround 

space for fire trucks. 

I complied with all of 

that and the local rural fire 

brigade duly signed off on 

my efforts. 

However, after selling 

off some blocks, I find that 

three of the lots that have 

been built upon, are now 

occupied without any sign 

of an equivalent tank, which 

I believe has been required 

of all new dwellings for 

some years as a condition of 

consent. 

My property has now 

run out of water, which is 

a sign of how dry the local 

bush is becoming, but I have 

not even been tempted to 

touch the fire tank because 

I suspect that mine is the 

only such tank on Newes 

Road and may turn out to be 

critical. 

This is not an issue of 

compliance for compliance’s 

sake, and I’d like to know 

what Council is doing to 

protect life, property, and 

the bush.

Fastbucks

Coorabell

White ‘splainin’ 
blame
If you remember, Martin 

Bryant shot and killed 

35 people, including two 

from Ocean Shores, at Port 

Arthur 27 years ago, and was 

sentenced to 35 consecutive 

life sentences (1,035 years) 

without parole. 

Now just imagine one 

day he dies of old age and 

the police track down his 

closest living relative, say 

a cousin and arrest him 

and then chuck him into 

prison because despite 

dying of old age, Bryant had 

not completed his 35 life 

sentences (even though this 

person had nothing to do 

with the crime), he was held 

accountable, looked upon 

and treated like a criminal. 

Then one day he dies of 

old age and his closest living 

relative is arrested and held 

accountable for ’Bryant’s 

crime and jailed for life and 

so on until 35 life sentences 

have been served. 

The majority of those in 

prison would never have 

met, or ever even had a link 

to Bryant except through 

genealogy, or would not 

have been born at the time 

Bryant committed the crime. 

To me, this is what is 

happening in Australia. Right 

now we white Australians 

are still being held account-

able by those of Aboriginal 

descent for the actions of 

others, that occurred a few 

100 years ago, despite the 

fact that no one is alive 

today, who witnessed or 

took part in it, is directly 

impacted by those events. 

Stop blaming Australian 

people alive today for the 

actions of the British a few 

100 years ago. Come to 

think of it nobody blames 

descendants of the Japa-

nese or Nazis for what they 

did. 

Wilf Sprengel

Ocean Shores

In the November 1 Echo
classifieds, directly under 

the meaty blowfly, was 

an announcement by the 

NSW state Department of 

Planning and Environment 

(DPE), that from Monday, 

September 25 through to 

Monday, December 18, the 

beach and dunes of South 

Ballina Beach will be baited 

with 1080 poison. 1080, or 

sodium fluoroacetate, is one 

of the most toxic poisons on 

the planet. It is categorised 

by the federal government in 

the highest bracket of poi-

sons, alongside arsenic and 

strychnine. Only five other 

countries on the planet 

besides good ol’ Australia 

allow its use. 

The US banned 1080 

back in the 1970s after it was 

linked to human deaths. But 

the DPE knows best.

There is no antidote to 

1080. Any living being that 

consumes it will die a hor-

rific and excruciating death. 

It kills everything: intro-

duced animals, native ani-

mals, herbivores, predators, 

snakes, reptiles, raptors, the 

lot. It should be ideal then 

to exterminate the plague of 

foxes that sunbake on South 

Ballina Beach. How many 

foxes have been seen on 

South Ballina Beach hassling 

the threatened shorebirds? 

Is there a count? What is the 

methodology used to justify 

the obscene decision to 

pepper a public beach with 

deadly poison? I haven’t 

received any response from 

the DPE as yet.  

Marc Westley

Mullumbimby

If you’re not part of 
the solution…
So we are going through 

another ‘housing solution’ 

meeting are we? Just like the 

other ones?

This will not be resolved, 

not any more. This will hit a 

wall and people will be going 

to jail.

The crimes committed 

and the injustice involved is 

on a scale such that no solu-

tion will present itself.

Matthew Hartley

Byron Bay

NOVEMBER 11 - DECEMBER 2

3/18 CENTENNIAL CCT BYRON BAY
ARTKIND.COM.AU   PH 0404946553

FANTÔME
AUSTRALIEN II
EMMA BAHAMA
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ALL WELCOME
DRINKS AND FOOD PROVIDED

Thurs 9 Nov Doux Lord
Fri 10 Nov Pink Zinc 8pm-11pm

Sat 11 Nov Ragga Jump
Sun 12 Nov Felicity Lawless duo
Mon 13 Nov Kooka White
Tues 14 Nov Jon J Bradley
Wed 15 Nov Sam Buckley

Thurs 16 Nov Dan Hannaford

AND THE FAMOUS 

RAILS kitchen

86 JONSON St, BYRON BAY  |  6685 7662  |  therailsbyronbay.com
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assessment and counselling.
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Career Guidance 
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Remedial / Deep Tissue / Lymphatic Drainage / Sports / Relaxation / 
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Irregular buses
How might an irregular bus 

user go about accessing 

information and services? 

Timetables are not always 

easy to locate, are often 

inaccurate and regularly out 

of date.

Transport For NSW’s 

Trip Planner is the key 

digital resource. Since 2020 

I have logged and reported 

hundreds of buses listed 

that do not run, buses 

running that are not listed 

and nonsensical wild goose 

chase results often involving 

services that do not exist and 

excluding much closer and 

quicker options. Stops are 

listed but not serviced. Trip 

Planner stop identifiers do 

not appear at bus stops and 

even at key interchanges, 

information is lacking and 

poorly presented. Many 

‘ghost buses’ continue to list 

in Trip Planner years later. 

It is so bad that any single 

search with Trip Planner is 

likely to produce spurious 

results. Good luck visitors 

and first time users.

In hinterland areas many 

hybrid local and regional 

services travel long distances 

without stops away from 

population centres. The 

640 linking Byron Bay and 

Brunswick Valley uses the 

Pacific Highway instead 

of alternative routes such 

as Myocum Road. The 

635 linking Lismore and 

Byron notionally services 

hinterland routes, but barely 

stops anywhere. This bus 

runs along Bangalow Road 

between Bangalow and 

Byron without a timetabled 

stop and where there is not 

a single bus shelter, bus bay, 

sign or any indication that 

a service exists. If you don’t 

know, you don’t go.

In town access is also 

an issue. If we want a fair 

transport network that is 

accessible and capable of 

providing real choices for 

people wishing to be more 

sustainable, then we need to 

ensure that local bus services 

are allowed to return to town 

centre stops in Mullumbimby 

and Byron Bay.

Basil Cameron
Goonengerry

Mad, irresponsible, 
reckless…
Totally agree with Annie 

Radermacher (Echo Nov.1).

Council needs to put their 

resources into fixing the cur-

rent infrastructure problems 

before contemplating adding 

thousands more homes 

to this area – fixing them, 

not patching them. This 

includes communicating and 

negotiating with relevant 

agencies to clear Brunswick 

River and Saltwater Creek to 

ensure the future safety of 

Mullumbimby residents and 

businesses.

Mullumbimby Residents 

Association asked why 

Coolamon Scenic Drive is 

included in the Residential 

Strategy when a DA was 

refused in 2018 – flood 

area and impact on existing 

residences was not assessed.

Impact on existing 

residences and businesses 

should be the top priority in 

any and all planning.  These 

people have spent their lives 

paying rates and taxes to 

achieve a safe secure home.

They expect the council 

they elected to do their job 

and protect them.

The current emphasis on 

new housing has ignored 

consideration of the impact 

on existing residences.

Mad, irresponsible, reck-

less decisions to provide 

housing for one group while 

simultaneously making 

existing groups potentially 

homeless should be strongly 

rejected by all ratepayers/

taxpayers in large, loud 

numbers.

Surely it’s now clearly 

evident that government’s 

disaster relief is mostly politi-

cal grandstanding, empty 

rhetoric. So prevention is 

better than hoping for help.

Marlene Crompton
Mullumbimby

‘Colonists’? C’mon
‘What bloody “colonists”?’ 

is the obvious response to 

Mandy Nolan’s infelicitous 

mischaracterisation of 

modern Australian citizens 

(Echo 18/10).

In over 80 years, I have 

not met any such fictional 

person, funnily enough. I 

do not believe I ever will. 

Native-born descendants 

of actual colonists are 

Australian whatever their 

origin might have been. 

Does Mandy Nolan refer to 

descendants of Jutes, Danes, 

and Normans in England as 

‘colonists’? If not, why not? 

At least that would provide 

consistency in what passes 

for thought!

Does Mandy Nolan refer 

to descendants of Goths, 

Visigoths, Vandals or Mon-

gols in Europe as ‘colonists’? 

If not, why not? That, too, 

would provide consistency in 

what passes for thought!

The ‘colonists’ who 

‘enacted’ (sic) the refer-

endum result are foolish, 

foppish, flippant, flatulent, 

fatuous figments of Mandy 

Nolan’s fervid imagination 

(and, no doubt, of those 

whose votes she wishes to 

retain or harvest).

For her (and their) 

elucidation, I reveal that the 

‘colonists’ are modern-day 

citizens of an independent, 

sovereign nation which 

directs its own affairs in 

one of the planet’s oldest 

democracies. In short, ‘colo-

nists’ are all dead and gone. 

However, to conclude on 

a less critical note, Mandy 

Nolan really does know this, 

but the politician pretends 

not to.

J Rose
Mullumbimby

A few forward slashes
After being bombarded 

with the never-ending 

uneducated/racist/lower 

socio-economic/dinosaur/

lack interest/ etc. tags for 

the entire Voice debate and 

thereafter, it is time to give 

your readership a dose of 

honesty and reason for the 

entirely predictable referen-

dum outcome.

A double barrel, uncon-

nected question, requiring a 

single response, was always 

doomed to result in a nega-

tive response.

PM Albanese failed to 

consult, to seek bipartisan 

support, or to even explain 

what his defined ‘modest 

proposal’ actually contained 

and even went so far as to 

tell the voters that he hadn’t 

actually bothered to read the 

document.

The 60/40 result is a 

product of Albanese’s failure. 

Rather than the uneducated, 

disinterested voters of Dr. 

Greg Kramer or the dinosaurs 

of Ray Martin, the 60 per cent 

‘No’ voters realised that ‘Yes’ 

actually only meant a con-

tinuation of existing failed or 

poorly directed policies and 

a new direction was needed.

In Price and Mundine, we 

now have a strong will to 

have those changes made.

Tim Harrington
Lennox Head

A letter from David 

Brown can be found at 

www.echo.net.au/letters.
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No other bird on the planet can do what the lyrebird can do.

Including a short talk on our own local Lyrebirds by Sandy Gilmore.

Tickets $25 
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bangalowmuseum2479@gmail.com
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Cnr Ashton and Deacon Streets, Bangalow
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‘Only the dead have seen the end of war’ – Plato
Plagiarism
I sincerely apologize for my 

plagiarism, by not properly 

acknowledging the original 

source of a quote in a recent 

Echo letter. ‘War is outdated’, 

is a saying of the 1989 Nobel 

Peace Prize recipient, His 

Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama. 

He also says, ‘Destruction of 

your neighbour, is actually 

destruction of yourself.’

Peter Olson

Goonengerry

Proof, please?
In his letter in last week’s 

Echo, Danny Wakil stated 

he had seen online people 

laughing over body bags 

and make-up artists faking 

wounds.

I was wondering which 

channel Danny was watching 

as all I have seen are grieving 

mothers and men with chil-

dren in their arms running to 

get help.

Lyle Clarke 

East Ballina 

Palestine matters
Byron Friends of Palestine 

was established to foster 

awareness and support for 

Palestinian civil and political 

aspirations to sovereignty, 

independence and nation-

hood. International law 

allows for armed resistance 

against an occupying mili-

tary power but unequivocally 

prohibits the mass murder of 

non-combatant civilians and 

thus we condemn the assault 

on civilians in Southern 

Israel by the military wing of 

Hamas, the Qassam Brigade, 

and the indiscriminate and 

disproportionate response 

by Israel’s military forces 

in Gaza. 

The death toll among 

civilians, including women 

and children amounts to war 

crimes on both sides. The 

right to self-determination is 

upheld by international law 

and Palestinian civil society 

has agreed, by a great major-

ity, on one non-violent strat-

egy: The Boycott, Divestment 

and Sanctions (BDS) move-

ment, based on the model 

used to pressure South Africa 

to end Apartheid. The three 

main demands behind the 

BDS movement is an end to 

the occupation, the end of 

Apartheid in Israel and the 

occupied territories and the 

right of return of refugees 

displaced by Zionist settler 

colonialism. 

Palestinian refugees are 

the largest refugee popula-

tion in the world numbering 

more than six million. If we 

believe human rights and 

international law have value, 

we share a moral duty to 

divest from Israel and com-

panies that profit from the 

occupation and support the 

cultural, sporting, academic 

and trade boycott of Israel. 

It took 30 years to achieve 

its goal in South Africa; the 

people of Palestine have 

waited 75 years for justice, 

independence, equality and 

nationhood. 

Duncan Shipley-Smith 

Byron Friends of Palestine

Could it be?
Is it possible Putin master-

minded the Israel-Hamas 

war as a diversion to take 

Ukraine? Putin has always 

been in thick with Iran, Syria 

and the Palestinian fighters.

Certainly, the gaze of 

world media swung like a 

gun turret the day Hamas 

stormed Israel, and when the 

gaze went to Gaza, Ukraine 

disappeared from the news 

cycle.

Yet the poor Ukrainians 

are still fighting the West’s 

proxy war against Russia. 

There is no way Ukraine  can 

ever defeat Russia without a 

hideously expensive stream 

of weapons flowing from the 

West.

But we are all so 

distracted by the scale and 

horror of Israel’s iron fist 

smashing Gaza to pulp, that 

attention and funding will 

turn to the East – and in the 

depths of a bitter cold winter, 

Russia will defeat Ukraine.

Just as Palestinians 

became angry and vengeful 

when their nation was taken 

from them and occupied by 

Israelis,  defeated Ukrainians 

will be just as angry and 

vengeful when Russians steal 

and occupy their land. As in 

Palestine,  the only way hard-

liners can control the angry 

and dispossessed is with 

an iron fist. So Ukraine will 

become another Palestine. 

 Michael Balson

Upper Wilsons Creek

Anti Israeli lie
The letter from Danielle 

Haliczer in last week’s Echo
has been widely condemned 

by the truth-loving people on 

both sides of the conflict, as 

it is filled with absolute anti-

Israel lies, and does not help 

the Palestinian cause.

Israelis and Jews do NOT 

feel an ‘instinctual hostility 

towards Arabs’. Jews and 

Israelis want nothing more 

than peace. This war is not 

against Arabs, or against 

Palestinians, it is against 

Hamas.

Hamas are a death cult 

that couldn’t care less about 

Palestinian civilians as 

they hide safely 40 metres 

underground with huge 

stockpiles of food, water, fuel 

and weapons. They will not 

share these resources with 

their civilians, and aim for 

the highest Palestinian civil-

ian death toll possible, using 

them as human shields and 

actually killing Palestinian 

civilians if they try to move 

out after Israel gives them 

warnings to leave, as Israel 

tries to target the Hamas 

cowards. That tells you eve-

rything you need to know.

The next lie is that 

‘Palestinians unlike the Jews 

of that land, never left’. The 

exact opposite is the truth. 

Jews have lived on the land 

for over 3,000 years and 

Muslim armies invaded in 

the 7th century. Palestine 

was a vast region including 

all of what is now Jordan 

and beyond. Arabs on the 

land only really identified as 

‘Palestinian’ since 1964  with 

Yasser Arafat as their leader 

who was an Egyptian 

(not Palestinian). Prior to 

this, the Jews were called 

Palestinians, since the Arabs 

thought this title beneath 

them. Haliczer, if this is not 

true, tell me other Arab 

Palestinian leaders in all of 

history prior to Arafat?

Haliczer next has an issue 

calling the mass murder 

of 1,500  Israeli civilians an 

actual mass murder which 

beggars belief, yet then goes 

on to use the word ‘geno-

cide’ when talking about the 

Palestinian casualties. Every 

death on either side is a trag-

edy, let’s be very clear about 

that yet there has never ever 

been a ‘genocide’ of the new 

Palestinian Arabs, and they 

have one of the very, very 

highest population growth 

rates in the entire world.

The next and final claim 

which is just as ridiculous is 

that the ‘Palestinians whose 

existence side-by-side with 

other mostly Arabic states 

would be more peaceful’.

Not only do you clearly 

not know history, but also 

the rivalry between Muslim 

Shia and Muslim Sunni 

states.

Peace is the only answer 

and anti-Israel lies just delay 

any peaceful outcome. I 

invite you to be part of the 

solution and not part of the 

problem. 

Danny Wakil

Billinudgel

I write to the community 

as an active pacifist. One 

who stands in opposition or 

resistance to war, militarism 

or conscripted acts of 

violence. 

Citizens have a right and 

moral duty to demand that 

elected political leaders 

address international dis-

putes and see them settled 

and resolved peacefully.  

International journalists 

are now deprived entry to 

report war from Gaza, defy-

ing international laws. 

Civilian deaths in Gaza 

exceed those in Ukraine. 

Embracing pacifism 

requires deep soul work in 

order to achieve a collective 

consciousness that truly 

defines compassionate 

humanity. 

Jo Faith

Newtown

A great place to learn and grow.

Psst

Be part of what’s going on locally. 
Book your space for a whole year
in our 40th publication since 1984.
SMS: 0428 847 390   0421 422 645

Rusty’s Byron Guide 2024
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byrondogrescue.org  •  Ph 0447 927 600

Op Shop
Cnr Tweed St & Booyun St 

Brunswick Heads 
Next to IGA Supermarket
Mon to Fri 10am–4pm

Sat 10am–1pm
ALL CLOTHES $2

Volunteers required
Personal tech support for bamboozled bipeds

0431 122 057
�

1/53 Tamar St, Ballina
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97 dalley street mullumbimby | 02 6684 6532

Proudly supporting 
the Mullumbimby 

Agricultural Show

Facial
Massage

Body treatments
Waxing

Nails
Spray tan

MULLUM VET
124 Dalley Street Mullumbimby

Phone 6684 3818
Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:30pm  |  Sat 9am-12pm

After Hours Emergency Service
Small & Large animals.

Locally owned with a friendly & caring team!

MAIN ARM STORE MAIN ARM STORE
MAIN ARM ROAD

XMAS PARTY  XMAS PARTY 
FRIDAY 1 DECFRIDAY 1 DEC

FREE  BBQ 5.30-6.30PM WITH SANTA’S 

ARRIVAL AT 6PM WITH TREATS.

LIVE MUSIC TILL LATE. 

PIZZA NIGHT STILL ON, 

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL. 

EVERYONE WELCOME!

6684 55886684 5588

and counting
30 years

devinequalitymeats.com.au

64 STUART ST, MULLUMBIMBY

We love being part of a small community with a huge 
heart. We are proud to offer a wide range of locally 

farmers. Call, email or drop into the shop to order 
your grassfed local beef, sausages, roasting meats, 

       and delicious award winning 
ham and bacon.

D E V I N E  Q U A L I T Y  M E A T S

For all your rural, animal
& garden needs

Animal Needs
Gardening
Tools & Hardware
Water Management

Fencing
Work Footwear

Delivery Service
24hr Fuel

VISIT US
AT THE
SHOW!

NOV 11 - 12

www.mullumbimbyshow.org.au

King Brown Camp Ovens ~ Sam Handford Trick riding show 
~ Trotting display ~ Bar and BBQ ~ Coffee Van ~ Show 

Jumping ~ Horses ~ Beef Cattle ~ Poultry ~ Mullumbimby 
Truck Show ~ Spaghetti Circus Performances ~ Mower 

Races ~ Pavilion arts & crafts ~ Reptile World  ~ 
Children’s Petting Zoo  ~ Farrier Demonstrations ~ Clelia 

Adams & Ray Essery ~ One 2 many Band ~ Billy Gudgeon 
Band  ~ Maria (The Frocks) ~ Tug of War ~ Show ‘n’ Shine 
Cars & motorbikes ~ Airtime FMX Bike Show ~ Demolition 

Derby ~ Pet Show ~ Talent Quest ~ Fireworks ~ Food 
Trucks ~ Bush Dog Demonstration ~ Showmens Guild Rides 
& Sideshow Alley ~ Antique Machinery ~ Clay Play ~ Show 

Bags ~ Bees Dispay ~ Motorbike Barrel Racing

MAJOR SPONSORSMAJOR SPONSORS

AUSTRALIA DAY
AWARD 2018

Mullumbimby Agricultural Show

Bridglands

For more information:
www.mullumbimbyshow.org.au

Airtime FMX Freestyle Motocross
Sponsored by  Bridglands Betta Home Living

10th, 11th & 12th November
Mullumbimby Showgrounds

 Mullumbimby 
Show 2023

Memberships are available from Secretary’s office 
at the Showground on Thursday 9th and Friday 10th 

November from 9:00am to 3:00pm

C

T

MULLUMBIMBY SHOW 2023 10, 11 & 12 NOVEMBER
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MULLUMBIMBY SHOWGROUNDSwww.mullumbimbyshow.org.au

HOMEWARES

Mullumbimby Show is on this weekend. 
The theme will be ‘History’. Mullumbimby, 
nestled in the brunswick valley, alongside 
the brunswick river and at the foot of Mt 
Chincogan, has a rich history of innovation 
and a collective community ethos. 
Mullumbimby has, for the past century, 
been known as the Biggest Littlest Town in 
Australia for this very reason. 
Within the Main Show Pavilion, the Brunswick 
Valley Historical Society will feature a display 
that everyone will be interested in– see 
why your town is the Biggest Littlest Town 
in Australia. Perhaps from when a timber 
cutters camp was established in 1850, 
evolving steadily in the next 100 years 
developing critical infrastructure and primary 
industries. From 1850 timber, 1880 dairying 

1894 railway station, 1897 sawmill and timber 
yards, 1902 newspaper, 1905 Agricultural 
Show Society, 1909 court house, 1921 
hospital, 1924 dam for permanent water 
supply, 1925 hydro-electric power station, 
1937 butter factory and 1949 brickworks.

Learn how this was achieved under the local 
government structure of the Mullumbimby 
municipality, made up of 6 councillors. With 
infrastructure in place the town thrived as a 
shopping and commercial centre.
The Mullumbimby Agricultural Show Society 

in 1907, with 3,000 people attending. The 
annual show has been a core community 
event in Mullumbimby’s evolving history.

This year’s show will continue this community 
involvement and engagement over Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday. We have created an 
action-packed Main Ring with Friday kicking 
off from 8am with stock horse judging, 
trotting demonstration, side shows, BBQ 
and bar. Saturday kicks off again with trade 
stalls, food vans, horse judging, trotting 
demonstrations, show jumping, beef cattle 
judging, poultry judging, pavilion judging plus 
many attractions–petting zoo, reptile show, 
King Brown Camp Oven demonstrations, 
truck show and Main Stage entertainment. 

Farrier demonstrations, mower races and 

jumping, pet show, talent quest, motor bike 
barrel racing, Sam Handford Trick Riding 
Show–morning, mower racing, tug–o–war, 
show n shine cars and bikes, working dog 
show, Airtime FMX Freestyle Motorcross and 
demolition derby.

Bring the family along and join us for a 
great weekend of entertainment, renewing 
acquaintances from last year and meeting 
new ones.

Tickets online at 
www.mullumbimbyshow2@gmail.com 

For more information:
www.mullumbimbyshow.org.au

MAJOR SPONSORS

Tickets $2 Each
Available from Stewarts Menswear, Mullumbimby

www.eastonbyron.com.au

Accomodation Package
East on Byron Luxury Apartments, 2 Nights Accomodation for 2 Valued over $1,000

MAJOR FUNDRAISING

RAFFLE
wwww eaeaeaea tstttttonbybybbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb ronnn ccococ mwww eeastonbyron ccomwww eastonbyron com

DRAWN at Mullum Show at Mullum Showgrounds on
Saturday November 11th 2023

Bridglands

Sat

www.mitre10.com.au

Weber Baby-Q BBQ
Subsidised by James Hardware Mitre 10 Mullumbimby

www mitre10 cwwwwwwwwwwww.wwwwwwwwww mitre10.c

ll bi b

www.stewartsmenswear.com.au

$100 Voucher
$100 Gift Voucher at Stewarts Menswear

r

tttttttwww tststewww.stewww stewww ste

0 V$100

www.facebook.com/thehairydeck

$50 Voucher
$50 Gift Voucher at The Hairy Deck

Wards Landscape Supplies
$250 Voucher donated by Wards Landscape Supplies
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MULLUMBIMBY

WE STAND BEHIND OUR FRESH FOOD 
We guarantee our fresh food will always be fresh, or we’ll replace it and refund your money.*

DINO’S IGA MULLUMBIMBY
62 BURRINGBAR STREET • PH 6684 2207

PROUD SUPPORTERS 
OF THE 

MULLUM 
AGRICULTURAL 

SHOW

ELECTRICAL
COOKING
LAUNDRY

 TVs
AUDIO

106 STUART STREET
PH:6684 2511

BRIDGLANDS

YOUR LOCAL STATIONERY SUPPLIERS. 
2024 BOOK PACKS AVAILABLE HERE 
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
44 Burringbar St, Mullumbimby • 02 6684 2127
stationary.mullumnews@gmail.com

Mullumbimby Newsagency

6684 3003 | 73 Station St, Mullumbimby

For all your pool, 
parties and tool needs.

Mullum Hire & Sales locally 
owned for over 20 years.

“Everything you need for your inner Handyman!”

www.mullumbimbyshow.org.auMULLUMBIMBY SHOW 2023 10, 11 & 12 NOVEMBER

SATURDAY 11 NOVEMBER

ALL DAY:
6:30amGates open &
Horse entries open
Pavilion
Trotting demonstration
Show jumping
Side-show alley
Entertainment main stage
Petting zoo
Reptile show
King Brown Camp Oven King
BBQ and bar

MORNING:
Horse judging
Poultry judging
Beef cattle judging
Farrier demonstration
11am Truck show parade
11am Spaghetti Circus 
performance

AFTERNOON:
12:15pm Spaghetti Circus
performance

Farrier demonstration
Truck show presentation
Mower races
Billy Gudgeon Band performing
main stage
Fireworks

7–9am  Pavillion entry items drop off to Main Pavillion
9am–3pm 
  Trotting demonstration
  Stock horse judging
  Side-show alley
  BBQ and bar

SUNDAY 12 NOVEMBER

ALL DAY:
Trots
Mini trots
Reptile show
Entertainment on main stage
BBQ and bar

MORNING:
10am Talent quest on main
stage
10:30am Pet show
Show jumping
Motor bike barrel racing
Sam Handford Trick Riding Show
Mower racing
Tug-o-war
Working dog demonstration
Show n shine cars and bikes

AFTERNOON:
Charity auction

Airtime FMX Freestyle 
Motocross – 2 performances
Demolition derby
One 2 Many performing main
stage

FRIDAY 10 NOVEMBER

TIMETABLE
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Structural Steel Specialists
Proud supporters of the Mullum Show

and Show & Shine

17 Towers Drive Mullumbimby
Ph: 02 66842325

mullumbimbyengineering.com.au

Adults at kids’ prices - just $5 entry
Mullumbimby Agricultural Show
Saturday, 11 November ~ 11.00am & 12:30pm

Enjoy our circus cabaret by the Mighty Stream 

performers aged 7-13 years. $5 Tickets on entry.

Phone: 6684 3038www.spaghetticircus.com

COME AND 
WATCH US 
PERFORM!

Your home of fun, food and 
entertainment you will love!

58 Dalley Street
P: 6684 2533
www.mullumexservices.com.au

PROUD SUPPORTER OF 
THE MULLUM SHOW

SATURDAY 11 NOVEMBER

10–10.15am   Welcome and sponsor thanks
10.15–11.15am Clelia Adams & Ray Essery
11.15am–12pm Recorded music
12–12:45pm   Ally Palmer
12.45–1.15pm
1.15–2pm   Ally Palmer
2–2.30pm   Recorded music
2.30–5.15pm
5.15–6pm   Recorded music
6–9pm
8pm

SUNDAY 12 NOVEMBER

10–11am   Talent quest
11am–3pm
3–3.30pm
3.30–3.45pm   One 2 Many Band
3:45–4:15pm
4:15–5pm   One 2 Many Band

MULLUMBIMBY SHOWGROUNDSwww.mullumbimbyshow.org.au

ENTERTAINMENT STAGE
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Eateries GuideGood Taste

MULLUMBIMBY

Yaman 
Mullumbimby 
62 Stuart St, Mullumbimby
6684 3778
www.yamanmullumbimby.com.au

Open 7 days 
from 9am–8pm
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Coffee, malawach rolls, pita pockets, falafel, 

traditional Yemenite spices and all your 

favourites, always freshly made.

Drop in for an authentic atmosphere.
Dine-in or takeaway.

Something for all tastes, from epic burgers to 
vegan delights. Enjoy delectable treats and 
good vibes at this Mullum icon. 

Order and pay online: 
Scan the QR code to view the menu 
and order online.

The Empire
20 Burringbar St, Mullum
6684 2306

Open for brunch and lunch
FB/Insta: EmpireMullum
empiremullum.com.au
Online orders: 
mryum.com/theempire

CATERING

lizzijjackson@gmail.com

0414 895 441

GLUTEN FREE AND SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS CATERED FOR

Celebrations 
Cakes by 
Liz JacksonCELEBRATIONSCELEBRATIONS  

BY LIZ JACKSONBY LIZ JACKSON

BANGALOW

Stone baked sourdough, hand rolled pastries, 
small batch pies, house made cakes.

Your local artisan bakery, specialising in all things 
sourdough. Serving Old Quarter coffee along with 

freshly made sandwiches using our own sourdough 
bread, hand rolled pastries, award winning pies and 

a variety of house made cakes.

Bangalow Bread Co.
12 Byron St, 
Bangalow

6am–3pm weekdays.
7am–2pm weekends.

6687 1209
www.bangalowbread.co
info@bangalowbread.co

BANGALOW BREAD CO.

LENNOX HEAD

Views, Brews, Cocktails, Beats, and Eats!

Live Music Friday, Saturday, Sunday.

Bookings essential.

Head to lennoxpizza.com

Follow on Insta: @lennoxpizza

Lennox Head
Pizza & Pasta
4/74 Ballina St, Lennox Head

Open 7 days
Lunch: 12–2pm
Pizza & drinks only: 2–5pm
Dinner from 5pm

BYRON BAY

Signature cocktails, and casual dining 
with ocean views. 

Happy Hour | Every day from 4–6pm.
$8 loft wine or lager, $10 spritzer,

$14 margaritas & $30 house wine bottle
Half price deli board & $2.50 fresh oysters

Espresso Martini Nights | Every day 9pm–close,
2 for $25 Classic Espresso Martini.

Open 7 days from 4pm. Sat lunches from Noon.

Loft Byron Bay
4 Jonson Street, 
Byron Bay

6680 9183

Book online: 
www.loftbyronbay.com.au

NEWRYBAR

Harvest
18–22 Old Pacific Highway 
Newrybar NSW 2479

02 6687 2644

www.harvest.com.au
@harvestnewrybar

RESTAURANT
Lunch | Wed–Sun | 12–3.00pm

Dinner | Thurs–Sat | 5.30–8.30pm

DELI
7 days | 6.30am–3.30pm

MURWILLUMBAH

A hinterland ‘destination dining’ favourite with 
spectacular views, first or last stop on the Rail Trail

from M’bah station.

Modern cafe / bistro fare featuring regional produce 
with a cheeky Asian twist.

Excellent coffee, fresh artisan pastries and a full a la carte 
brunch and lunch menu accompanied by a natural wine 

list, cocktails and house made soft refreshments. 

Apex Dining
Fully Licensed Café
Brunch + Lunch
Weddings + Events

Wednesday–Sunday from 9am

Bookings recommended.
ww.apexdining.com.au
@apexdining

APEX DINING
T W E E D  R E G I O N A L  G A L L E R Y

We are a part of a plant-based movement 

and invite you to join us on our expedition to 

save the Earth one Brussels sprout at a time.

#brusselsnotbeef

www.nobones.co

NO BONES
VEGAN KITCHEN + BAR.

BYRON BAY
11 Fletcher Street
0481 148 007

OCEAN SHORES
82 Rajah Road
0422 355 928

Barrio Eatery & Bar 
1 Porter Street, North Byron

Mon–Wed: 7am–3pm 
Thurs–Sat: 7am–10pm

www.barriobyronbay.com.au
@barriobyronbay

0411 323 165

Barrio brings together the local community in a 
relaxed environment for all-day dining.

The wood-fired oven and open-flame grill 
is the heart of the restaurant.

Keep an eye on socials for daily specials. 

All your favourites, every lunch and dinner. 
Experienced Thai chefs cooking fresh, delicious 

Thai food for you. 

BYO only.

Welcome for lunch, dinner and takeaway.

Menus available on Facebook.

Success Thai
Open Lunch Wed–Fri 
12–2.30pm.
Dinner Mon–Sat 5–8pm. 
Closed Sunday
3/31 Lawson St, Byron Bay 
www.facebook.com/
pages/Success-Thai-
Food/237359826303469

Open for takeaway daily, 12 midday until dinner. 

Menu and more details

@mainstreet_burgerbar

‘Make a meal of it’
Add chips and a drink, just $5.

Main Street
Open for takeaway daily, 
12 midday until dinner.

Menu, more details –
@mainstreet_burgerbar

18 Jonson Street

6680 8832

Byron’s Freshest Pizza
Order online and join 
our loyalty program.

Catering for up to 100 people lunch 
and dinner.

BYO

Locally owned and operated.

Scan code for menu.

Legend Pizza
Serving Byron Bay for 30 
years.
Open 7 days.
Delivery from Suffolk to 
Ewingsdale.

2/3 Marvell Street, Byron Bay
6685 5700
www.legendpizza.com.au

KARKALLA
Byron Bay
Native Indigenous Restaurant 

Cnr of Bay Lane & Fletcher St, 
Byron Bay

5614 8656

KARKALLA BYRON BAY
Ancient food and modern flavours.

PROUDLY BUNDJALUNG.

Monday Locals night from 5pm.
Thursday 5–9pm.

Friday & Saturday Drinks & snacks from 4pm.
Sunday Live and local music from 6pm.

Seasonal, local & native inspired menu.

Happy Hour 6pm–8pm
$6 tap beer or wine

$12 selected cocktails

$25 Pasta & Wine/Beer + Garlic Bread
Live Music Thursdays and DJ Saturdays

Open for dinner Wed–Sun

The Rocks
Brunch 7am–1pm

Dinner 5pm–10pm 

14–16 Lawson St, 
5642 0149 

therocksbyronbay.com.au
@therocksbyronbay

Crystals and cocktails, tapas and wine
In the heart of Byron Bay this crystal gallery is a 

stunning visual experience and a taste sensation 
not to be missed. Sit amongst magnificent crystals 

from all over the world while sipping on crystal 
infused cocktails. We also offer delicious vegan 

tapas by No Bones, an eclectic wine list, an event 
space, and a view of the Byron Bay lighthouse.

QUARTZ GALLERY
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
12pm–10pm
Upstairs at Mercato, above  
Woolworths, 108–114 
Jonson St. Byron Bay
Insta – @thequartzgallery
Web – quartzgallery.com.au

QUARTZ GALLERY

Good Life continues after 
the Made Here feature

Good Life continues after 
the Made Here feature
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Premium quality

01 MAde HeRe
Issue #5 Spring 2023
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02

MAKING IT LOCAL, BUYING IT LOCAL 
Aslan Shand

BOOST LOCAL ECONOMY 

ENVIRONMENT WINS

JOB CREATION 

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES 
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More Than A Lighting Shop!

MAde HeRe

THE DANCING PIXIE IN BYRON BAY
Step into the magical world of The Dancing Pixie, 
a locally-owned homewares store brimming with 
otherworldly, handmade treasures. Each piece held 

talented and creative artisans.

and Suvira McDonald. Zodiac Art Prints by The 
Mindful Dandelion are beautifully written and 
brought to life by the exquisite images of local 

handmade chandeliers, pendant and wall lights. As 

lights made exclusively for The Dancing Pixie by 
internationally renowned, local glass artist, Noel Hart.

Amanda Gorr, the founder and owner of The 

does it come from, who made it, what else are they 

wandering the globe before returning home to 

homewares and lighting collection.

whimsical atmosphere in-store and can go on their 

that perfect gift for someone else or a treasure 

Mention this story in-store for a 10% discount.
Shop 1, 75 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
www.thedancingpixie.com.au

THE SUNGLASS FIX
of a simple scratch.

deep-seated commitment to our environment they set out to build a local 

all over the world revive their favourite sunglasses. At last count, saving over 

custom cutting lenses for almost every sunglass frame on the planet; with 
over 400,000 models from Gucci to Maui Jim and everything in between.

Their high quality optics are as good if not better than the original lenses on 

saving money, and giving a helping hand to our planet, 
through one small and simple action.

Unit 3/Lot/18 Mogo Pl, Billinudgel 

03
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RACHEL AYLAND
Designer • Maker

of Bespoke 
Footwear & Leatherwork

Repairs & Alterations

www.bangalowshoemaking.com.au     

t: 0266872255
m: 0403721840   

B A R E F O O T  S H O E S
H a n d c r a f t e d  i n  B a n g a l o w

p e r a c l e s . c o m

DUSTY.
Dusty The Label
Combines style 
& sustainability, 
transforming cotton 
blankets into 
playful, 
one-of-a-kind 
pieces.

dustythelabel.com.au
@dusty_thelabel

0414 462 106
woodbymossy@gmail.com.au
www.woodbymossy.com.au

woodbymossy

KÊ LÌ JEWELLERY
A part-time mental health 
social worker at Byron 
Hospital by day, and an opal 
cutter, metalsmith, jewellery 
maker on all other days! Each 
individual opal is hand-cut, 
shaped, polished and set by 
the Bejeweller, Kê Lì. Ethical 
Australian opals and recycled 
solid 9ct gold along with 
Argentium or sterling silver 
are sourced for the making of 
the Bejewellery. Every aspect of 
craftswoman-ship is handmade 
with love right here in the 
heart of the Byron Shire. 

Want to see how it’s made? 

Follow bejewelledbykeli. 
Customers, please enquire at 
info@bejewelledbykeli.com.au, 
or simply DM on Instagram. 

Unique, original and at times, 
unconventional designs, 
there’s certainly something for 
everyone. Be quick, because 
each piece is made only ONCE. 
One-of-a-kind jewellery: 
www.bejewelledbykeli.com.au

MAde HeRe

DUSTY THE LABEL
Dusty takes a creative approach to 

reducing textile waste, transforming 
blankets into fun, unique products. 

Sustainability is at the heart of 
their brand, using only recycled 
materials to create one-of-a-kind 
pieces to treasure. Celebrating 
local craftsmanship, they design, 
cut & produce all garments in 
the Northern Rivers, reducing 

their carbon footprint 

community. 

Dusty’s core product 
is unisex upcyled 

shirts, with vests and 

a range of accessories created using 

Visit: dustythelabel.com.au
Follow : dusty_thelabel 

DUSTY TH
Dusty takes a creati

reducing textile was
blankets into fun,

Sustainability is 
their brand, usin
materials to cre
pieces to treasu
local craftsman
cut & produce
the Northern

th

shir

a range of acces

Visit: dustythe
Follow : dus

WOOD BY MOSSY
A local Northern Rivers business, born out of a desire to 
create meaningful, eco-friendly, unique timber homewares, 
that are 100% sustainable.

Caz Moss who are a two-part team in work, life and love. 
Between them they have over 45 years of wood turning 
knowledge and skill.

homewares that will last a lifetime. Each creation is 
handcrafted from recycled timber using solar power.

antique restoration.

Contact Caz or Wayne on: 0414 462 106
woodbymossy@gmail.com
www.woodbymossy.com.au

woodbymossy

04

SHOEMAKERS COLLABORATE
Rachel Ayland and Andrés Perez have adjacent workshops on the 
Bangalow Industrial Estate and they combine their individual 
talents and businesses on some projects. Rachel continues to 

renovation service on all leather goods, and boutique classes in 
leatherwork. Andrés is passionate about making eco-friendly 
minimalist footwear from locally sourced and salvaged premium 
Australian leathers. Explore his collection of sandals, boots and 
leather accessories online at www.peracles.com.au. Or  visit our 
workshops for a truely unique footwear experience.

7 Bugam Place, Bangalow
www.bangalowshoemaking.com.au
www.peracles.com.au
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Handcrafted
one-of-a-kind 

jewellery made 
with ethically- 

sourced, hand cut 
Australian opals 

and recycled 
solid 9ct gold, 
argentium or 
sterling silver

@bejewelledbykeli
www.bejewelledbykeli.com.au
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A R T  x  F a s h i o n

www.honeyhunt.style

HONEY HUNT
STYLE

Shop
Locally

Made

   lloveove
linenlinen

Custom T-Shirts, Streetwear & Apparel
Family owned and in Byron since ‘95

Print while you wait - full colour digital prints
Order in store or online today!

drmoose.com.au
48 Jonson Street, Byron Bay

02 6685 5825

Support Local Independent Family Owned Business

BEAUTIFUL LOCALLY HANDMADE LINEN DECOR AND 
TOYS USING HIGH QUALITY FABRICS AND FINISHES

FINCH & FOLK
Finch & Folk is a local business selling solely online. Most 
products are locally handmade using high quality fabrics 

and Minky handmade blankets (which can be personalised), 
handmade organic toys, lovely fringed linen personalised 
cushions and custom-made hand painted wooden blocks. 
Also available are organic playmats and swaddle wraps.

Folk website or Etsy store. 

05

www.echo.net.au

DR. MOOSE. 
PERFECT LOCALLY MADE 
GIFT IDEAS FOR ANY 
OCCASION! 

Dr.Moose is one of Byron’s longest running independent family 

slow fashion movement - print to order, minimum waste. 

excellent service, with a smile! 

create something that is totally unique to them, or yourself! 

ELEVATE YOUR STYLE: 
DISCOVER LOCAL 
ARTISTRY AND 
COMFORT!
Experience the essence of local craftsmanship at 
Honey Hunt studio, where an exclusive collection 
of Australian-made fashion and linen, made in-

in the comfort of their new dresses, adorned with 
captivating artworks by Jules and her daughter 
Rosabella. With a wide array of exquisite gift ideas 

and perennially popular leggings, they invite you 
to indulge in the beauty of handcrafted pieces that 
resonate with the heart of the community. 

Don’t miss the opportunity to support local talent 
and explore the authenticity of their locally made 
creations. Visit today and think local with a touch 
of homegrown elegance.
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MAde Here

Beautiful candle light & the 
gentle aroma of beeswax

MAde HeRe 06

TEMPLE OF THE SUN
Temple of the Sun is located on Arakwal 
Country, situated in the Byron Bay 
Industrial Estate. As one of the Northern 
River’s most iconic brands, Temple of the 
Sun is renowned for their blend of modern 
and ancient design - it’s impossible not 
to notice Temple’s opulent golden glow 
adorning our community and beyond. 

Founded in 2014, Temple of the Sun is the 
embodiment of a shared creative vision 
between couple Yonna Derofe and Darren 
Gallant. The Temple ethos is anchored 
in a deep appreciation of ancient craft, 
archetypal symbology and contemporary 
design, translating into modern ancient 
heirlooms of rare beauty that transcend 
both time and trend. 

Designed by Derofe in their Byron Bay 
headquarters, the skilled ceramicist and 
silversmith expertly blends past and 
present to create timeless designs steeped 
in meaning. Centring on the rich cultural 
heritage of the Mediterranean basin, pieces 
develop through a studied approach that 
favours the artisanal, fusing worlds old 
and new to bring an archival approach to 
contemporary jewellery. 

In 2022, Temple of the Sun unveiled their 
solid gold studio in Byron Bay, marking 

welcomed their engagement ring and 
wedding band collection, along with an 
exclusive bespoke service, granting their 

clientele the long-anticipated opportunity to 
create a piece of legacy jewellery in Temple’s 
signature modern ancient aesthetic. 

jewellery styles, Temple’s ceremonial and 

perspective on the rare and sublime. These 
pieces commemorate life’s most profound 
moments, paying homage to the enduring 
role jewellery has played throughout history.

Handcrafted with meticulous precision, 
Temple’s team of skilled artisans transform 

gemstones into timeless treasures. Often, 
these pieces feature discreet, personalised 
elements, such as hidden diamonds, love 
knots or engraved messages on the inside 
of bands, nurturing an intimate connection 
between the piece and its wearer. 

Ceremonial and bespoke collections are 
crafted from solid 9K, 14K, and 18K yellow 
and white gold, using Australian gemstones 

diamonds and lab-grown diamonds.

Temple of the Sun’s boutique and solid gold 
studio is open 9.30am to 4pm, Monday to 
Friday, and 9am to 2pm on Saturdays during 
December/January.

3 Ti-Tree Place, Byron Bay
www.templeofthesun.com.au

HAPPY FLAME CANDLES
Happy Flame has been handcrafting 
beeswax candles on the Northern Rivers 
for over 17 years. Renowned for their bright 

their candles are a wonderful way to 
decorate your home.

Their range of beeswax candles has been 
extended just in time for Christmas. With a 
new angel and two new decorated Christmas 
tree candles, there is a candle for everyone 
on your gift list.

For the Christmas table Happy Flames tall 
candle sticks are perfect, with long burn 
times they will keep you company all day 

long. If you prefer candles in glass they 
have everything from tea lights to large 

and designs.

All their candles are 100% beeswax, nothing 
added, collected from local beekeepers, with 

ensure a totally chemical-free candle light 
for Christmas.

Happy Flame beeswax candles are available 
online and their shop.

8 Owens Cresent, Alstonville
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Modern Ancient heirlooms hand-crafted with integrity.

G O L D  S T U D I O  &  S H O W R O O M  |  3  T I - T R E E  P L A C E ,  B Y R O N  B A Y
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08MAde HeRe

OLIVER’S HENS

Oliver Bora began his sustainable agriculture 

an assignment morphed into a massively the hens is then turned into an activated 

The Farm, 11 Ewingsdale Rd, Ewingsdale
www.olivershens.com
@olivershens
E: thelocalbyron@gmail.com

Organic-fed pasture-raised 
and truly free range

HAPPY HENS MAKE HEALTHY EGGS!

Get your eggs from Oliver!
Byron Bay & Mullumbimby Farmers Markets 

& smart stockists around the Shire

olivershens.com
@olivershens

CONSCIOUS CRYSTAL CUTTING

altar adornments and has begun to set 

Jon Veranese
0411 031 301
www.ptahrocks.com
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OPEN 7 DAYS FROM 7AM
38 SOUTHBEACH RD, BRUNSWICK HEADS 
(beach end of the footbridge)   

R iver
 Coffee 
  Beach 
  Food

The 

Good Life

Open 6am – 12pm
Monday – Saturday

Shop 6/108 Stuart Street
Mullumbimby.

ALLPRESS ESPRESSSO

C O F F E E  S H O P

Simon Haslam

An iconic Claude Monet 

‘Haystacks’ painting 

Meules, milieu du jour,
1890) will be exhibited 

at our local Tweed River 

Regional Art Gallery 

in Murwillumbah from this 

month, providing yet another 

reason to visit this excellent 

free gallery. Monet, a key 

Impressionist painter, devoted 

about 18 months in 1890 and 

1891 to capturing the very act 

of perceiving nature, creating 

30 paintings of the haystacks 

in a field near his house at 

Giverny, and this is a wonderful 

opportunity to see this work 

with your own eyes. 

In response to the 

upcoming exhibition of the 

Monet work, Apex Dining, 

the new bistro at Tweed 

River Gallery, will serve a 

French-inspired menu and 

will even feature a dish called 

‘Haystacks’. 

Also reflecting Monet’s 

themes of landscape, Apex 

has an elevated perspective 

with picturesque views that 

sweep right across the Tweed 

River Valley to Queensland 

in the north and Wollumbin 

(Mt Warning) in the south-

west. The cafe has plenty of 

‘plein-air’ dining space on its 

open decks to soak up the 

landscape as well, the dining 

room is largely open and 

breezy and easily captures the 

stunning vista.

The fare at Apex are small 

works of art, Red Wangara iced 

tea, made from local hibiscus, 

star anise, peach and lime, 

is a deep claret colour and is 

served in a large, stemmed 

balloon glass with garnish 

and straw. There are equally 

admirable cocktails and 

mocktails as well.

New operators Toby and 

Hannah Bamford are experi-

enced Tweed foodies, they’ve 

been involved in many of the 

region’s premier dining desti-

nations for over 20 years, and 

they own the bakery Baked at 

Ancora, so the delicious bakery 

and dessert items you see in 

the cabinet are freshly baked 

by their own team. 

The current menu is a 

treat as well, new head chef 

Andelson Dela Vega has 

curated an Asian fusion menu 

from our regional produce. 

The ‘Baingan’ masala – a curry 

of eggplant, garam masala, 

tomato, cumin, coriander 

and with warm paratha bread 

was absolutely more-ish and 

pan-fried fish fillet of the day, 

with roast cauliflower cream, 

bok choy and sesame soy 

was delicious! This menu has 

plenty of scope for a return 

visit, with: panko crumbed 

prawns with spicy mayo; two 

Korean chicken dishes; and 

kare kare peanut pork belly. 

Twice-cooked pork belly, 

lemon grass, bok choy, green 

beans and peanut coconut are 

also eye-catching menu items. 

There’s also a cabinet menu 

available, with a selection of 

fresh local ingredients that 

include salads, toasties, loaded 

croissants and other pastries 

like the spanakopita, or sweet 

potato roll or their signature 

sausage roll, with pork, fennel 

and apple in flaky pastry.

The Northern Rivers Rail 

Trail has a Gallery stop, with 

easy access to the gallery and 

Apex Dining via stairs. Cyclists 

pop in for a refuelling bite or a 

performance-enhancing coffee 

or other refreshing beverages, 

whether they make it to their 

next trail stop… that can be 

decided later.

The only thing better than 

dining at Apex and taking in 

the view would be indulging 

in this during a glorious 

sunset over the valley. Apex 

is hosting Twilight Series 

over the warmer months, 

featuring relaxed Asian street 

food, happy hour and live 

McMahon’s Apples 
Victoria Cosford

Vanessa – favourite apple, 

Pink Lady – has a wide white 

smile which dazzles each of 

the steady troop of customers 

who come to buy apples. For 

three years she’s been there, 

selling the Pink Ladies and 

Granny Smiths and the rough-

and-ready juicing apples pro-

duced at the McMahon family 

orchard up near Stanthorpe. 

These are certified organic 

apples devoid of waxes and 

sprays, picked just within 

days of going to market 

themselves. ‘People’, she tells 

me, ‘know me as the Apple 

Lady – it’s so sweet!’

As sweet as those apples 

you crunch into. Only picked 

when they’re ripe – unlike 

supermarket apples that 

are picked well before their 

prime, gassed, stored for 

months – McMahon’s have 

a texture and a flavour alto-

gether superior. Eating one, 

I’m transported instantly to 

a Canberra childhood and an 

eccentric grandfather whose 

backyard housed his own 

apple orchard.

A man juggles two hand-

fuls of very small apples; 

another woman thoughtfully 

selects lime-green Grannies 

– but most seem to come for 

those Pink Ladies. ‘They’re 

the most popular’, says 

Vanessa, who herself eats 

‘a lot of apples!’ She and I 

discuss recipes – she usually 

makes a gluten-free apple 

cake, apples both grated and 

chopped into a buttery eggy 

almond meal batter. 

With the kilo of Grannies 

I take home, I decide on the 

simplicity of an apple pie; a 

shortcrust pastry and a Karen 

Martini mix of finely chopped 

apples, grated lemon rind, 

ground cloves and caster 

sugar piled in to the base and 

sealed with 

its lid, slashes to 

let the steam out, a good long 

bake till golden.

But before I leave the stall I 

ask Vanessa if she has a little-

known fact about apples for 

me. Her face brightens. ‘I do!’ 

she says. ‘Apples come from 

the same family as roses. I 

love that!’ 

McMahon’s Apples are at 

Mullumbimby Farmers Market 

every Friday from 7 to 11am.

More SMH hats
In our rush to inaccurately 

mention SMH Good Food 

Guide 2024 hat winners 

recently, we inadvertently 

omitted Pipit in Pottsville, who 

received two hats again, for 

the second year, holding one 

previously. They were finalists 

for Regional Restaurant of the 

Year, and have been winners 

of the title twice before. Well 

done chef and owner Ben 

Devlin, who is Byron born and 

bred. We did manage to men-

tion two-hatted Raes Dining 

Room and Bistro Livi.

Other notable omissions, 

gaining a hat each, were: You 

Beauty in the main street of 

Bangalow, led by chef/partner 

Matt Stone; Paper Daisy in Hal-

cyon House in Cabarita (chef 

Jason Barrett); Frida’s Field 

(chef Alistair Waddell ); and 

waterfront restaurant Beach 

Byron Bay (Karl and Katrina 

Kanetani). We did manage to 

mention Bar Heather.

sealed w

l d l h

Above: the view at Apex.

Left: Claude Monet 

Meules, milieu du jour 

(Haystacks, midday) 

1890, National Gallery 

of Australia, Kamberri/

Canberra, purchased 1979.

musicians – book online.

Dining at Apex is such 

a pleasure, it is a beautiful 

sojourn up to the Tweed 

and to the gallery and to 

add a pause on the decks of 

the dining room with truly 

enjoyable food and drink is 

a gift that allows us to reflect 

and really appreciate the 

sensory wonders of life.

Bookings: apexdining.com.au

Phone 02 6672 5088

Gastronomic Impressionism
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W: echo.net.au/entertainment

Tickets $25
Saturday 18th November 7pm

www.mullumexservices.com.au/events/category/entertainment

with an all-star band Dave Sanders, 
Aaron West, Brendan St Ledger, 

Laura Nobel, Greg Lyons, Geoff Wight.

CHARITY EVENING

WWWWWEEEEDDDDD 22222299999ththth NNOOVV, 88pppmmm
BALLIINNNAAAAA PPPPPLLLLLAAAAAAYYEEERRSS TTHHEEAATTRRREEE

SWIFTT  SSSTTTRRRRRREEEEEEEEEETTTT,,, BBBAAALLLLLLLLIIINNNNAAAA
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Tickets are $40 and can be purchased online from 
www.seabirdrescue.org.au or humantix.com

ÁINE AND DOBBY IN BRUNS
Don’t miss Áine Tyrrell and

DOBBY live at Brunswick Heads 

on November 17. This isn’t just 

a show; it’s a statement. Join in 

an unforgettable night of music, 

storytelling, and connection.

Áine Tyrrell, renowned for her 

inspiring and thought-provoking 

artistry, is a multi-instrumentalist 

and songwriter who stands out as 

an unmissable live act. Unwilling 

to be pigeonholed by the music 

industry’s narrow scope of Irish 

Folk, Áine is carving a path all her 

own, steadfastly defining her genre 

as ‘Irish as fuck’. Her performances 

seamlessly flow from soulful Irish 

songs, the strumming of acoustic 

guitars, her resonant vocals, to the 

rhythmic beats of spoken word 

and hip hop, all fueled by her 

undeniable passion.

DOBBY, a multi-talented Filipino 

and Aboriginal musician from 

Murrawarri and Ngemba land 

of Weilmoringle and Brewarrina 

NSW, is renowned for his dynamic 

performances as a rapper, 

drummer, and composer. Winning 

accolades like the best video 

for ‘I Can’t Breathe’ at the 2020 

FBi SMAC Awards, this anthem 

resonates at Australia’s Bla(c)k Lives 

Matter protests and educational 

institutions. Known as the 2018 

‘BIGSOUND buzz act’, DOBBY has 

left international audiences in awe, 

making waves at events like The 

Great Escape, UK, and Reeperbahn 

Festival, Germany.

Áine Tyrrell and DOBBY are back 

to recreate the magic that lit up 

Splendour in the Grass in July, a 

performance that brimmed with 

truth, power, love, and fire. 

See this great show at 7pm, 
Friday, November 17 at 
Brunswick Picture House.

Tickets: 
https://ainetyrrell.com/tour.

BEAUTIFUL FOR SEA LIFE
Australian Seabird & Turtle Rescue (ASTR) is hosting 

a charity night at the Ballina Players Theatre with a 

presentation of Beautiful – The Carol King Musical on

Wednesday, November 29. 

ASTR receives no government funding and relies on 

events like this to keep the organisation going. ASTR 

rescues and rehabilitates seabirds, marine turtles 

and sea snakes at the turtle hospital in Ballina. The 

organisation was founded 30 years ago by Lance Ferris 

and is a service which continues today. 

His daughter Rochelle will be at this performance.

This special night will include a raffle and a silent 

auction with some amazing items, including paintings, 

photos, jewellery, a massage, gift vouchers and more. 

Supper will be available with cakes made by the 

wonderful volunteers.

ASTR have almost finished their hospital, aviary 

and education facility upgrade – next on the list 

is a flight aviary where they can flight test rescued 

and rehabilitated birds to make sure they are ready 

for release.

This special event is on Wednesday, November 
29 at 8pm. Tickets are $40 and can be purchased 
online from www.seabirdrescue.org.au, or 
events.humanitix.com/carol-king-musical-charity-night.

To arrange a cash purchase phone Anna Dicker 
0415 642 867.
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FOR THE LOVE OF MUD
Australian Ceramics 
Annual Open Studios 

event is on again this 

weekend, November 11 
and 12. 

Several local studios are 

taking part – the work of 

each of these ceramicists 

is very different and 

reflects the huge range of 

possibilities using clay and 

different firing techniques. 

Pieces vary from intricate 

hand-built sculptures, small 

animals and Japanese-style 

pieces to colourful, high-

fired stoneware cups, plates and bowls.

Byron Shire has become a renowned hotspot for creativity, and ceramics made here are 

sent all over Australia and around the world. What’s amazing is each ceramic piece is 

unique. It’s the nature of handmade works of art.

It’s great to support local artists working in the Shire, rather than buying mass-

produced imported ceramics lacking in soul. It’s also a benefit to our local economy.

For details and photographs of participating ceramicists, go to the Australian 

Ceramics website: australianceramicscommunity.com. If you’re on Instagram, visit 

@australianceramics and see what’s on offer.

Ceramic studios open this weekend include: Janet Fraser’s Hoof Print Pottery at 16 

Taylors Road, Eureka; Sasa Scheiner at 878 Binna Burra Road, Federal; Richard Jones’ 
Rainforest Ceramics at 56 Gittoes Lane, Possum Creek; and Jacqui Sosnowski’s SOS 

Ceramics at Murphy’s Lane, Mullumbimby.

FEELING THE FLOW
NORPA’s free, outdoor theatre event 

Flow is on this month on November 16 

and 17 at Maclean Showground (Yaegl 

country), and November 23 to 25 at 

the Lismore Quad (Widjabul Wia-bul 

country). 

Flow is a powerful First Nations story, 

both contemporary and ancient, 

that creates space for reflection and 

understanding of our river systems. 

Set on an incredible outdoor stage it’s 

part music concert, part theatre, and 

presented in NORPA’s ambitious style. 

In addition to the performance of Flow, 

NORPA invites you to take part in a series 

of free workshops, talks and activities, 

taking you deeper into the themes of 

Flow and encouraging deep listening 

and learning. The activities take place 

prior to the evening performances. 

In Maclean, you are invited to join 

acclaimed Yaegl artist Frances Belle 
Parker in an interactive river painting 

workshop, Connecting to Biirrinba. 

Together participants will contribute to a 

collaborative work that will come to life 

over the season of Flow on Yaegl country.

In Lismore, cultural facilitator Jarmbi 
will take you through a Grounding and 

Connecting meditation workshop on 

the banks of the Wilson River. You are 

also invited to engage in important 

conversations at two panels sessions 

presented in partnership with Southern 

Cross University and Koori Mail: A New 

Storytelling exploring the power of 

storytelling in future-proofing First 

Nations knowledges; and Country First 

led by Rhoda Roberts AO discussing 

the importance of Bundjalung-led 

management of Bundjalung country. 

A Place of Oysters is an event presented 

in partnership with Living Lab Northern 
Rivers. You’re invited to celebrate the 

humble oyster that was once abundant 

in the region due to Bundjalung 

custodianship of country and care of the 

catchment. Enjoy oysters, drinks, and 

science at the Living Lab in Lismore as 

you learn more about the historical and 

future importance of the oyster, their 

ancestral and cultural connection to 

Bundjalung peoples, and the vital role 

they play in repairing our rivers.

At each performance of Flow, a local 

First Nations musician will take to the 

stage from 7pm, before the show begins 

at 8pm. Musicians include Blakboi, 
Madison King, The Boy of Many 
Colours and Benji Roberts.

Flow performances and activities 
are free but numbers are limited 
so registrations are required. For 
more details and bookings go to 
www.norpa.org.au.

A SOULFUL INFUSION
A soulful songwriter and cover artist 

infusing a range of genres from acoustic, 

blues, soul, rock and funk to create an 

engaging show, Damien Cooper 

is a Lismore lad who took a four-

year hiatus to Newcastle where he 

worked as a movement teacher 

and osteopath – it was then he 

realised he had a deep calling as a 

musician and performer. 

Damien writes poetic lyrics 

accompanied by intricate guitar 

work and rhythms integrating 

vocals, guitar, stomp box, and 

beatbox, both with and without a 

loop pedal.

You can catch him on Wednesday at 
The Rails.

WORK BY SASA SCHEINER
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A 25-YEAR LOVE AFFAIR 
WITH AUSTRALIA
Harry Manx has been one of the most successful 

international touring musicians ever to grace stages in 

Australia – this deeply original multi-instrumentalist has 

entertained audiences with more than 11 extensive tours 

since 2001 – Manx loves Australia, and the feeling is mutual!

I have never met a Canadian I didn’t like and speaking to 

Harry Manx proves the point – we caught up last week 

from his home on Salt Spring Island as the Canadian winter 

began to spread its icy wings.

Is the weather getting cold? Is there snow?
Not here, but I just came back from Quebec the other day 

and it was snowing there, so, we’re getting there.

Harry, you’ve been to Australia lots of times. I’m just 
curious what you love about it?
There isn’t anything I don’t like about it, except, maybe the 

venomous snakes – the rest is all good for me.

Have you ever met one of our snakes?
Yes! I was out down Margaret River on the west coast there. 

And I saw a king brown right outside my door.

You know I’ve been having a 25-year love affair with 

Australia and I’m always happy to come back. I’ve been 

coming there for 23 or 24 years and I don’t know if I chose 

the place or the place chose me really. I keep getting invited 

back. And you know, the crowds keep coming out to the 

shows. So I’m glad. I feel like Australia has embraced me. 

And that’s really great.

How many times have you done Bluesfest?
I think this is probably my eighth. Once I was there (2012) 

and I was on the stage alone. Meanwhile, Earth Wind and Fire 

were on stage on one side of me and Crosby, Stills and Nash 

were on the stage on the other side of me. I was feeling a bit 

lonely, but, kept my head down and did my best.

Have you got some new music to bring us in 2024?
Yes, I’m back in the swing of writing. I took a break during 

the pandemic but I’m back at it now. I just released an 

album Way Out East. But it’s mostly just the songs that 

I’ve recorded over the years based on Indian 

melodies. And it’s the kind of record you 

want to have at home when you’re chilling. 

You know, songs that are not meant for live 

performance. But I’ve got some new songs for 

the live set that are working out pretty good.

What personnel will you be bringing – will 
you be on the stage by yourself with big acts 
on either side, or have you got company?
I have my longtime buddy there from Sydney, 

Mr Clayton Doley. He’s also on the on the bill 

with his big band, his Bayou Billabong band. 

Clayton and I have been touring around 

Australia together many times and he’s a 

wonderful keyboard player and great musical arranger.

You’ve definitely got an affinity with Indian music, do 
feel like you’re reincarnated or something, or that you’re 
channelling something?
You know, I went to India on the hippie trail – as they used 

to call it – in the ‘70s from Europe. I was pulled there. I don’t 

know what was pulling me, but I just had to go there and I 

fell in love with the place. I went back in the mid-’80s and 

stayed for 12 years. Yeah, you might say I’ve had a past life 

experience there because I felt so at home there. And not 

just the place, but the music and the people – I lived in an 

ashram there for about eight years. I couldn’t get enough 

of it. But at some point, I decided I should go back to the 

west and see if I couldn’t get a life together. And so I came 

back here in 2000. And, you know, for the first time I got 

myself a car, and a house and a refrigerator, and all that, all 

the goodies. But basically, I’d been choosing adventure over 

comfort for a long time. And that was part of the Indian 

experience.

Do you ever go back?
I went back in 2017. And the city where I was living, had 

gone from 4 million to 16 million people. It was shocking 

and the level of pollution and the amount of cars was pretty 

mind-boggling. I decided that it wasn’t the India that I left 

so maybe I’d had enough. You know, I got the message, so I 

hung up the phone.

You’re a dad? Tell me about your lad
Yeah, I’ve got a son. He’s 21. He’s been working with me for 

the last couple of years. He was on the last tour of Australia 

with me. And we’ve been over in Europe and across Canada 

many times. He’s my roadie now. And he’s getting a good 

experience of the world. He also has a great passion for 

Australia. He came over there the first time when he was 

eight months old and every couple of years I’ve been 

bringing him over and he feels quite at home there.

Is there anything different about in particular the 
Bluesfest audiences?
You know, they’re in a great setting. The environment is so 

beautiful around there, maybe it puts the people in good 

spirits – I have always encountered that. Folks, are in a good 

spirit there and just having a good old time. 

I would say the average age is a bit younger at Bluesfest 

than many festivals I’ve been to – folk festivals tend to 

be like more seniors, they’ve got their fixed seating. They 

don’t get up much. But Byron, you know, they’re all on 

the feet and they’re ready to rock and roll. It’s definitely a 

younger crowd.

Have you had a chance to look at the bill yet?
Yeah I did a little bit. And you know what I’m most excited 

about is Tom Jones. Oh man, he just kills it now.  I’m very 

excited to see Tom Jones. 

I’ve seen some of the greatest big acts at Byron, you know. 

Usually when I’m at a festival, I don’t catch a lot, I do my 

thing and I go back to the hotel or whatever. But in Byron, I 

tend to want to see acts and I’ve seen and met some great, 

great acts backstage. You often share the area with some of 

your heroes. And I’ve gone around and shook hands with 

many great acts that I’ve only dreamed of meeting. So that’s 

a real bonus.

I’m often curious to know whether artists feel that they 
have an obligation as a person with a profile to stand up 
for the causes they believe in – what do you think?
That’s very good. You know, I think everybody should 

have their heads in the right place when it comes to the 

environment and social activism and all that. I think it’s very 

important. Maybe you won’t say much about it, but you 

should live it at least. My focus has always been more of the 

awakening of the individual and that people should take 

responsibility for themselves, and live in a way that reflects 

the highest values possible. So yeah, I’m down with that and 

I like it when I see people who are socially active like John 

Butler is and Xavier Rudd. I’m not out on the front of the 

train like those guys but I try to spread the love in the show 

just by my songs and my presence – I hope that makes the 

world just a tiny, tiny, tiny little bit better than it was before 

I got there.

Harry, what in life inspires you?
Well, I’m a person that is very deeply into the spirituality 

of India, meditation, and moving forward in the world of 

consciousness, so that’s what drives my life, and it informs 

my music and my lyrics.

Are you having enough fun?
Fun? Mate, I’m having heaps. I feel like I won the lottery to 

be a musician who actually gets to earn his living at it, you 

know, because so few musicians can actually survive. So I’ve 

been blessed and it has to do with the audience and the 

people who’ve received me. I feel very blessed about that.

You can see Harry Manx on Easter Sunday and Monday 
at Bluesfest 2024. Tickets: www.bluesfest.com.au.

More at bayfm.org 

There’s no ‘same old, same old’ at BayFM. 
Our wide range of music shows are diverse 
and dangerous (and a couple are deadly).

Jump onto 99.9FM for the best in dance, 
pop, rock, blues, reggae, soul, folk, punk, 

Americana and vintage, plus hot local acts 
and music from around the world in our 

foreign language shows. Check our online 
Program Guide for details.
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CINEMA

HAVE YOU SENT 
US YOUR GIG?

Submit your event to the Echo’s free Gig Guide. 

Running in The Echo and online at echo.net.au.

gigs@echo.net.au

PARTY AT FRED’S PLACE
Can you survive five nights? The terrifying horror game 

phenomenon becomes a blood-chilling cinematic event, 

as Blumhouse – the producer of 3GAN, The Black Phone
and The Invisible Man – brings Five Nights at Freddy’s to 

the big screen.

Five Nights at Freddy’s is a supernatural horror film based 

on the video game series and franchise of the same name.

The film follows the troubled Mike Schmidt (Josh 

Hutcherson) as he begins working at Freddy Fazbear’s 

Pizza, where the previous night a security guard 

desperately attempted to flee from an unseen force but 

was captured and strapped to a torture device, which 

mutilates his face and kills him.

Schmidt is fired from his job as a shopping mall guard 

after assaulting a negligent father whom he mistook for 

a kidnapper. Mike’s career counsellor, Steve Raglan, offers 

him a job as a night guard at Freddy’s. Though initially 

reluctant, Mike accepts after social services threaten to 

take custody of his younger sister Abby and pass her 

over to their estranged aunt Jane, who desires only the 

custody’s monthly payments.

On the first night, Mike falls asleep and dreams about his 

brother Garrett’s kidnapping; he also sees five children 

who witnessed it but when Mike tries to approach them, 

they run away. On the second night, Mike has the same 

dream, but when he attempts to confront one of the 

children, he is attacked, causing him to awaken…

Will Mike last five nights?

Find out at Ballina and Byron’s Palace Cinemas.

WEDNESDAY 8
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
DAMIEN COOPER
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM CHLOE JETT
BYRON THEATRE 7PM 
SCREENING ‘SURVIVING TO 
THRIVING’
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL
BRUNSWICK HEADS PICTURE 
HOUSE 7PM TOM GLEESON 
– GEAR
BANGALOW BOWLO 7.30PM 
BANGALOW BRACKETS 
OPEN MIC
METROPOLE, LISMORE, 
6.30PM POETRY

THURSDAY 9
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
DOUX LORD
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM BEN WALSH
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL
THE ROCKS, BYRON BAY, 6PM 
OLE FALCO
HOTEL BRUNSWICK 6PM ALLY 
PALMER
BRUNSWICK HEADS PICTURE 
HOUSE 7PM TOM GLEESON 
– GEAR
THE LEVEE, LISMORE, 5PM 
TERRI NICHOLSON
ROCHDALE THEATRE, 
LISMORE, 7.30PM FIVE 
LESBIANS EATING A QUICHE
THE CITADEL, 
MURWILLUMBAH, 5.30PM 
AMATEUR MUSIC EVENING

FRIDAY 10
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
8PM PINK ZINC
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
5PM KANE MUIR + MICKA 
SCENE & PACHA MAMA + 
NO ID
BYRON THEATRE 7PM 
DEEPDOWN
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL
NORTH BYRON HOTEL 5.30PM 
DJ YAZMIN
THE NORTHERN, BYRON BAY, 

7PM THE RIONS
HOWL & MOAN, BYRON BAY, 
7PM JESSE WITNEY, RYELLE 
& LAVERDE
BANGALOW HOTEL TIM 
STOKES
HOTEL BRUNSWICK 6PM JACK 
CASEY
BRUNSWICK HEADS PICTURE 
HOUSE 7PM TOM GLEESON 
– GEAR
WANDANA BREWING CO., 
MULLUMBIMBY, 4PM DJ PAPA 
BITCHO
ST JOHN’S SCHOOL HALL, 
MULLUMBIMBY, 7.30PM 
ECSTATIC DANCE MULLUM 
WITH DJ DAKINI
MIDDLE PUB, MULLUMBIMBY, 
8PM KRAPEOKEEE WITH 
JESS
CLUB LENNOX 7PM SAM 
GREEN
LENNOX HEAD COMMUNITY 
CENTRE 7.30PM STEVE 
BANKS & THE SIDEMEN
BALLINA RSL BOARDWALK 
6PM OOZ
CHERRY STREET SPORTS CLUB, 
BALLINA, 7PM KAFFENE
ROCHDALE THEATRE, 
LISMORE, 7.30PM FIVE 
LESBIANS EATING A QUICHE
KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS 
1PM BEN WHITING
KINGSCLIFF BEACH HOTEL 
8PM DJ NIGHT RIDER
TWIN TOWNS, TWEED HEADS, 
THE SHOWROOM 8PM 
TOMMY FLEMING

SATURDAY 11
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
RAGGA JUMP
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM ANIMAL VENTURA DUO 
+ DJ MY HAPPY PLACE
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL
NORTH BYRON HOTEL 1.30PM 
TIAGO FREITAS, 5PM DJ IAIN 
YES
THE NORTHERN, BYRON BAY, 
8PM SOUTH SUMMIT
THE GREEN ROOM, BYRON, 
1PM RE:CONNECTION 2023
HOTEL BRUNSWICK 4.30PM 
SATISVIBES REGGAE

BRUNSWICK HEADS PICTURE 
HOUSE 7PM TOM GLEESON 
– GEAR

WANDANA BREWING CO., 
MULLUMBIMBY, 4PM DJ ROB 
SYDNEY

KOHINUR HALL, MAIN ARM, 
4PM SHAKU SHAKTI ‘INZEN’ 
LAUNCH

VARIOUS VENUES, FAR 
NORTH COAST, AUSTRALIAN 
CERAMICS ANNUAL OPEN 
STUDIOS

CLUB LENNOX 7PM KAFFENE

SHAWS BAY HOTEL, BALLINA, 
6PM OOZ

BALLINA RSL BOARDWALK 
6PM DAN GRACE

CHERRY STREET SPORTS 
CLUB, BALLINA, 8PM HARRY 
NICHOLS BAND

ELTHAM HOTEL 7PM MAPLE 
GLIDER

TWO MATES BREWING, 
LISMORE, 5PM SAM GREEN

NORTHERN RIVERS 
CONSERVATORIUM, LISMORE, 
7PM SONYA & CHRISTINE: 
ABOVE/BELOW

ROCHDALE THEATRE, 
LISMORE, 7.30PM FIVE 
LESBIANS EATING A QUICHE

MURWILLUMBAH SERVICES 
CLUB 6PM LEIGH JAMES

KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS 
6PM GREGG PETERSON

SHEOAK SHACK, FINGAL 
HEAD, 6PM SHMONE

SUNDAY 12
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
FELICITY LAWLESS DUO

BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
4.30PM GOODRICH

PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL

NORTH BYRON HOTEL 
12.30PM BEN WHITING

HOTEL BRUNSWICK 4PM 
ANIMAL VENTURA

MIDDLE PUB, MULLUMBIMBY, 
3PM OPEN MIC WITH THE 
SWAMP CATS

WANDANA BREWING CO., 
MULLUMBIMBY, 4PM DJ 
MATTY P

VARIOUS VENUES, FAR 
NORTH COAST, AUSTRALIAN 
CERAMICS ANNUAL OPEN 
STUDIOS
TINTENBAR HALL 3.30PM 
TINTENBAR UP FRONT 
FEATURING MELISSA MAIN
CLUB LENNOX 3PM TIM 
STOKES
BALLINA RSL BOARDWALK 
2.30PM BALLINA BLUES 
CLUB WITH FBI & GUEST 
SWEET FELICI
SHAWS BAY HOTEL, BALLINA, 
3PM MASON RACK BAND
ROCHDALE THEATRE, 
LISMORE, 2PM FIVE 
LESBIANS EATING A QUICHE
THE LEVEE, LISMORE, 4PM 
NATHAN EGGINS
DUNOON SPORTS CLUB 4PM 
PLUCKERS AND POETS 
OPEN MIC
LENNOX HEAD COMMUNITY 
CENTRE 5PM DIS-CO BALL

MONDAY 13
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
KOOKA WHITE
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM SAIJE
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL

TUESDAY 14
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
JON J BRADLEY
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM INO PIO
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL

WEDNESDAY 15
RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
SAM BUCKLEY
BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY, 
6PM SIMON WRIGHT
PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY, 
BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL
BANGALOW BOWLO 7.30PM 
BANGALOW BRACKETS 
OPEN MIC
BRUNSWICK HEADS PICTURE 
HOUSE 6.30PM SCREENING: 
THE MESSAGE OF THE 
LYREBIRD

GIG 
GUIDE

It’s free to list your gigs in the gig guide

gigs@echo.net.au 
echo.net.au/gig-guide

DEADLINE 5PM ON FRIDAYS
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Congratulations class of 2022 alumni Leonard Dowling, he 

was acknowledged last month at the NSW State Library for his 

extraordinary achievement in English Extension 2 for his work, 

‘Thou Art Powerful’. He says, ‘One moment I most loved was 

the truly ‘young writers’ classes 1-6, who each wrote beautifully 

crafted short stories. One young boy wrote a story about a 

camel revolt amongst the Bedouin tribes in 1913. It was written 

so eloquently and in a perfectly uncomplicated style. It was 

inspiring to be in the presence of so much creativity, from people 

my age down to six years old. Congratulations to everybody that 

devoted hours to the often-unsteady labour of shaping stories, 

I’m sure I’ll be seeing many of these faces again in the future.’

216 Balraith Lane 

Ewingsdale

02 6639 9300
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Hinterland Christian College, nestled beneath Mount 

Chincongan, invites you to embark on an exciting journey 

in 2024. Explore their loving, supportive and creative 

educational environment, where your child’s potential will 

flourish. 

Take a tour of their beautiful campus to experience 

firsthand the unique atmosphere that defines the 

school. The college’s warm and inclusive atmosphere 

fosters a strong sense of community, where students are 

encouraged to explore their potential and express their 

creativity. With a strong Christian foundation, Hinterland 

Christian College instils values of compassion, respect 

and integrity in its students, preparing them not just 

academically but also for life. 

Enrolment opportunities for 2024 are now open, and 

they look forward to welcoming new students, nurturing 

young minds and helping them become compassionate, 

respectful and creative individuals.

114A Main Arm Road, Mullumbimby 

02 6684 1559 

www.hinterland.nsw.edu.au
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$15k value - fully funded Diploma of Sustainable Operations. 

Only five spots left for Byron Shire residents face-to-face 

classes in Byron Bay. 

Upskill yourself and your business with their MSS50122 

Diploma in Sustainable Operations course! The comprehensive 

curriculum covers the pillars of sustainability - from 

environmental impacts management and stewardship to 

social responsibility and economic feasibility. 

Learn how to integrate and implement environmental, social 

and economic considerations into your business to ensure 

operations in a manner that is consistent with sustainable 

development. 

Learn to reduce your impact today and make a better future.

Reach out to them today, 07 5535 3766 or email info@

envirotech.edu.au 

Check the back page of The Echo for direct QR code link to 

enrolment information. www.envirotech.edu.au 

Apply: ikon.Edu.Au 

Email: courseadvisor@ikon.Edu.Au 

Phone: 1300 613 801 (ext 1) 

Online and on campus  
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McLardy McShane North Coast are an award-winning brokerage 

focusing on protecting businesses. 

They value personal relationships, professional advice and 

contributing to the community. Their reputation is based on 

delivering great service. 

They have a depth of experience and expertise in a wide range of 

industries including, but not limited to: Agriculture, construction, 

hospitality, manufacturing, retail & transport. 

If you need a quality insurance broker for your business, or 

you’re after a comprehensive, no obligation, comparative quote, 

contact them now.

LOCAL INSURANCE BROKER – LOCAL SERVICE

Call 02 6620 9700 to speak with one of their staff about 

your insurance requirements, or email kathleen.moore@

mclardymcshane.com.au

McLardy McShane North Coast – THEY’VE GOT YOUR BACK

Director Mike McShane, and CEO/Director Don McLardy
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Salisbury Concreting has been operating within the Shire and 

its surrounds for over 30 years, and have mastered everything 

concrete. With experience in civil, industrial, residential and all 

things decorative, Salisbury Concreting is the right choice for all 

your needs.  

The last 30 years have seen a lot of changes in the building 

industry and as a result many new creative styles of both indoor 

and outdoor concrete works have been added to the ever-

growing skillset at Salisbury Concreting. Since its foundation 

the business has apprenticed many young, locally-born 

tradespeople.

For all your concreting, formwork and steel-fixing needs 

please feel free to contact Daryl and his experienced team for 

what you’ll know to be a professionally finished job, carried 

out by a truly local crew. 

0418 234 302
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Got issues with your Mac computer or Apple device?

Dave ‘Mr Mac’ is here to help you with your digital life. Computer systems do 

need periodic maintenance, and a tune-up can work wonders with the efficiency 

of your Mac. If you’re not getting the best out of your Apple devices, call Dave to 

organise an appointment – either at yours, or at the Brunswick Heads workshop.

You may need help with iCloud advice, backups, system space or email issues.  

Maybe a laptop battery replacement or desktop RAM upgrade is needed.

To organise a booking call or text 0418 408 869,

or use the contact form at www.mrmacintosh.com.au

Mr Mac is also on Facebook (Mr Macintosh) or Instagram (@mrmacbyronbay)

�
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Make the most of the Lennox Head lifestyle with true work/life balance. 

Harmony Early Learning Journey Lennox Head is located in the heart of the 

Lennox Head community and offers flexible work arrangements so you can 

truly live your best life. The centre has experienced significant growth and 

is now looking for locals who have a genuine love of nurturing children, 

to join their team, in both casual and full-time positions. The generously 

resourced and stunning environments provide everything you need to walk 

straight into a learning studio and be able to get on with the job. 

As part of the rapidly growing Harmony network, you will be offered 

industry-leading training and development programs, and career 

progression opportunities. Contact Harmony Lennox Head for further 

information.

5 Outrigger Road, Lennox Head

02 8319 5637

www.harmonylearning.com.au

www.instagram.com/harmony_lennoxhead/
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Michelle Walker, a local visual artist is offering classes 

in silversmithing, stone-setting and enamelling. If you 

are just starting out, you can learn the foundations of 

working in silver, or if experienced, learn advanced skills 

in one weekend. Michelle has 20+ years’ experience in 

jewellery-making and loves sharing the joy of making 

precious items that will be worn for decades. Her studio 

workshop is equipped with a large variety of tools and 

equipment, and is in an idyllic spot in the Byron Shire, 

close to the beach and surrounded by nature. Beginner to 

advanced level classes are on offer. 

Visit her website at www.michellewalkerart.com/

workshops or call 0407 119 795

for more information.

www.michellewalkerart.com/workshops

0407 119 795
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It’s a busy end to 2023 for Rainforest Rescue and they’d love you to get involved!

Besides their ongoing supportive relationship with their founding organisation 

Big Scrub Rainforest Conservancy (whose 25th Annual Rainforest Day 

celebrations are 23-26 November), Rainforest Rescue are working hard to 

protect unprotected land in the Daintree Rainforest. They need donations to 

protect an amazing parcel of endangered Littoral Rainforest forever. 

This area, at Cape Tribulation, is prime southern cassowary habitat, creating 

a wildlife corridor between National Park land and the Coral Sea coast. Intact 

rainforest also minimises soil runoff into the Great Barrier Reef, aiding healthy 

coral. Conserving rainforest is a simple way to take climate action.

Can you help Rainforest Rescue with a donation?

Learn more: rainforestrescue.org.au/lot-1-cape-tribulation-rd
Photo: Martin Stringer
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Building, developing, buying property? Before 

you sign a building contract, let CA Construction 

Management provide advice to ensure you gain the 

best understanding of the risks and responsibilities. 

They provide advice to property buyers seeking 

future development potential, offer concise detail 

on restrictions and offer guidance on building and 

land entitlement. Their extensive experience in the 

building industry provides clients with guidance on 

their construction and development projects, offering 

sound purchase, due diligence advice, potential 

development opportunities, facilitating design & 

approval processes, and managing construction 

contractors through to completion. Affiliated with 

Castrikum Adams Legal and Bangalow Conveyancing, 

their businesses undertake the complete suite of 

property transactions, along with construction and 

development project management. Complex property 

matters, conveyancing, easements, construction 

contracts, progress claims, completion inspections – 

they are there for you.

www.caconstructionmanagement.com.au

0411 575 991

Suite 2/5 Lismore Rd, Bangalow�������������������
Australian Law Group is excited to introduce their leading team in Byron Bay, headed 

by Justin and Alison Peters with Brad Heydon. Australian Law Group merged with 

Heydons Lawyers in 2019 and Brad remains (and will do so for many years) a leading 

solicitor within the firm.

ALG was lucky enough to employ Lynda, a barrister of 15 years from Sydney, who 

decided to relocate to the beautiful Byron Bay, with Mike and Harry, experienced 

solicitors who are more than willing to assist the clients with their knowledge. ALG 

practise in property law, litigation, family law, wills and estate and also have offices in 

Murwillumbah NSW and at Toowong, Morningside, Wynnum and Birkdale QLD.

 02 6685 6188 

14 Middleton Street, Byron Bay (Cnr of Fletcher Lane)

www.australianlawgroup.com.au

byron@alglawyers.com.au
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Fresh Eyes
on

Byron Bay

The synergy of local business leaders 
coming together to share their insights and 
experiences is a potent force for the growth 
and development of Byron business. Last 
month the Byron Bay chamber of commerce 
Leadership Through Local Knowledge’ 
event, held in celebration of NSW Small 
Business Month, showcased the power of 
collaboration. With a deep well of expertise at 
the table, participants exchanged invaluable 
knowledge to explore new opportunities 
and foster innovation within the community. 
These insights are the building blocks for a 
thriving business landscape. We extend our 
heartfelt thanks to all the business leaders 
who contributed their wisdom, and a special 
appreciation to Claire Gray from Thriving 
Culture for expertly guiding this thought-
provoking event. Together, we’re shaping 
a brighter and more prosperous future for 
Byron Bay’s business community.

www.byronbaychamber.com

BETTER BY BIKE

Come ride the Northern Rivers Rail Trail through lush 
hinterland, native rainforests and a 500m glow worm 
tunnel.
Better By Bike provides on trail e-bike hire or e-bike hire 
with return shuttle from your accommodation. They also 
rent their bikes out on multiday hires around town. 
Alternatively try their guided evening glow worm tour 
spectacular! The trail is suited to all ages and riding 
abilities. They cater for families with infants, young ones, 
couples and large groups
0408 444 858
www.betterbybike.com.au
info@betterbybike.com.au
Facebook: Better By Bike - Northern Rivers Rail Trail
@betterbybikeoz

WORMTICKLERS NURSERY

Wormticklers Nursery grow quality, organic seedlings and 
pride themselves on their seasonal herbs, veggies, greens 
and edible flowers!
Ethical and community conscious, Wormticklers are 
offering farm gate prices on all their seedlings from 7 to 
10am on the last Wednesday of every month.
Get ready to grow your own fresh food and create a bee–
friendly garden!
Bring your own box and stock up.
11 Ewingsdale Road, Ewingsdale
wormticklers.com

A WORD FROM 
THE BYRON BAY 

CHAMBER 

GARRY GRIFFIN, ND
NATUROPATHIC PRACTITIONER 
AND HOLISTIC WELLNESS 
EXPERT
‘After 30 plus years of learning, thinking 
outside the square and having testing 
proceedures that give us unique information, 
this practice has evolved a system that allows 
us to give much more insight into why a 
client is unwell and most importantly provide 
the most effective solution. This system has 
uncovered time and time again the root cause 
behind so many clients suffering, the key to 
unlock the problem in their unique physiology. 
We have succeeded many times where others 
have failed for years. The testing tools work 
exceptionally well and the treatment tools 
used are getting results beyond normal 
expectations.

When we marry all of this expertise it explains 
how we are so successful.’ 

Garry Griffin

www.garrygriffinnaturopath.com

FEATURED 
CHAMBER BUSINESS
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LEO TERRANDO DESIGN

Léo Terrando Design is an acclaimed Australian-based 
French design practice, located in Byron Bay. Focusing 
on premium luxury interiors for hospitality, residential and 
commercial projects, his unique perspective on design 
allows Léo to introduce depth and layering that tell stories 
through their multifaceted complexities.
125 Jonson St, Byron Bay
leoterrando.com 
@leoterrando

ORBIT ECO DRY CLEANING

Byron Bay’s eco-friendly dry cleaner will professionally 
clean your clothing and household items using their gentle 
biodegradable and non-toxic process. It’s safer for the 
environment and for the health of their customers and 
staff. Suits, coats, jackets, dresses, wedding dresses, silk, 
leather and suede, lounge covers, doonas, blankets and 
more! Gerard and Shelley look forward to welcoming you 
into Orbit!
Ph. 1300 ORBITS (672 487)
Shop 3/ 130 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
orbitecodrycleaning.com.au

SUNRISE WINDOW TINTING

Travel in style and comfort.
The Aussie sun is our blessing and our curse. Install 
the highest quality solar protection and fear no more 
the glare and heat. Secure your car, office, home and 
furnishings against the relentless shine and relax knowing 
their films are guaranteed against failure for 20 years. 
No bubbles, no troubles!
0412 158 478
3/21 Centennial Circuit, Byron Bay
sunrisewindowtinting.com.au

OTTWAY THE LABEL

Unisex & sustainable clothing consciously crafted in small 
batches using premium fabrics and moving away from 
fast-fashion.
With every purchase, you help install clean energy to 
the community! So far they have contributed to the 
installation of 940 solar panels to community-owned 
projects around Australia.
This Christmas give the gift of Clean Energy! 
15 Lawson Street, Byron Bay
ottwaythelabel.com

@ottway_thelabel

100% PETS

100% Pets Byron Bay is your local family-owned-and-
operated pet supply store.
Come and see their friendly and knowledgeable team for 
all your pet needs.
The extensive range of quality products at 100% Pets 
enables them to become your pet care partner for the 
lifelong journey of your pet. Their priority is the health 
and wellbeing of your pet, whether it’s a dog, cat, rabbit, 
guinea pig, bird and/or fish.
 02 6680 8121 
4/55 Centennial Circuit, Byron Bay

DR MOOSE

Dr Moose is a family-owned local business, since 1995. 
They offer same-day custom digital printing on t-shirts, 
stubby coolers, hats, tote bags and more. They use the 
finest quality AS Colour and ethically sourced 100% cotton 
t-shirts which are pre-shrunk and made to last.
Open every day 9.30am–5.30pm.
Locals christmas discount of 15% off for the months of 
November and December if you mention this in store.
02 6685 5825
48 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
drmoose.com.au
drmoose@drmoose.com.au

NO BONES

No Bones Byron Bay: Discover the original restaurant on 
Fletcher Street. Experience local DJ sets on weekends, 
daily happy hour 5-6pm, and tapas-style share plates – all 
100% plant-based!
No Bones Ocean Shores: They’ve got something for 
everyone - daily salads, Bali banana pancakes, kitchari, 
burgers, fresh cold-pressed juices, smoothies and 
cocktails! Open daily from 8am til 2pm.
11 Fletcher St, Byron Bay
82 Rajah Rd, Ocean Shores
@nobonesrestaurants

BAREFOOT BLVD

Barefoot Blvd is a locally-owned, family-operated business 
carrying a large range of footwear and lifestyle products 
for everyone. 
Brands such as Birkenstock, Blundstone, Yeti, 
CoolCabanas, Crocs and Frank Green are some of the 
names you’ll find in store, as well as ladies footwear 
brands such as Django & Juliette, Mollini, Teva, Billini and 
Freedom Moses to name a few.
0426 260 943 
13 Lawson Street, Byron Bay
barefootblvd.com.a
info@barefootblvd.com.auu
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Last week’s solution #515

Cryptic Clues 
ACROSS
1. Two elements: a contest for 

Rumpole (6)

4.  A study circle for mother’s tumours 
(8)

9.  Poison number 99 following behind 
(7)

11. Endure less leave (7)

12. Follow – time to run! (5)

13. John brings in fi sh for great jazzman 
(9)

14. Breezes from the side in angry 
turns (10)

16. Criticises snap back (4)

19. English church, ring and 
reverberate! (4)

20. Briar roses are elegant – sin to 
cultivate! (10)

22. Mounts garden tool, could be 
lucky (9)

23. A mountain, back over the last 
square (5)

25. Sacked? Ring back, not on (4,3)

26. Small, and a bloke who puts you to 
sleep (7)

27. Brew teas after balls, and gorges (8)

28. Good man, individual – deceased, 
out of it (6)

DOWN
1. Broken earth – pain and sorrow (9)

2. Follower of Haile Selassie – a star 
emerges (5)

3. Cones end diff erently – make it 
shorter (8)

5. Traders, traders … swindlers! (6,7)

6. South African writer Gordiner – not 
available to eat! (6)

7. Spoil potassium, time for a barrel for 
Samuel Clemens (4,5)

8. Faint poles around court (5)

10. Cannibalising the overweight – or 
just chatting! (7,3,3)

15. Return to that woman – intelligent 
and diff erent! (9)

17. Sydney University blemished, but 
endured (9)

18. Get moving – road over Eastern 
point damaged! (4,2,2)

21. Ask for money with individual? Piss 
off ! (6)

22. That man will ring for a greeting (5)

24. Amend, revise – they work in PR (5) 

Quick Clues 
ACROSS
1. Famous Roman lyric poet of the last 

century BCE (6)

4.  Benign growths; polyps (8)

9.  Highly lethal metallic element (7)

11. Experience (7)

12. Vestige (5)

13. US musician – the Duke! (9)

14. They blow at right angles to the 
ships path (10)

16. Uses metal container to search for 
gold (4)

19. Resound (4)

20. Briar roses (10)

22. Iron band nailed to the hoof (9)

23. Shopping centre (5)

25. Retrenched (4,3)

26. Character in European folklore who 
brings on sleep and dreams (7)

27. Binges (8)

28. Intoxicated (6)

DOWN
1. Anguish (9)

2. Afro-Jamaican sub-culture (5)

3. Compress (8)

5. Betrayers (6,7)

6. Girl’s name meaning ‘hope’ (6)

7. Author of The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer (4,5)

8. Pass out (5)

10. Making friendly small talk (7,3,3)

15. Else (9)

17. Nourished (9)

18. Go faster! (4,2,2)

21. Scram (6)

22. Hi (5)

24. They work in marketing (5)

Mungo MacCallum’s Crossword #516

R O L L I N G P I N N O A H
V O O O E O L

T E E T O T A L W A T T L E
R E I S V O

C R A T E S T E M P E S T S
A R E E R S

O T H E R W O R L D L Y
E A I I M P

S U P E R N A T U R A L
S U E A C S

T E R R A C E R T A H I T I
C E L E O O

T R O M P E B E R I B E R I
E A A I S U A

S T E P N O T F O R S A L E

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11

12 13

14 15 16 17

18

19 20

21

22 23 24

25 26

27 28

SCORPIO

ARIES: They say where there’s a will 
there’s a way, and where there’s an 
Aries, best not be getting in the way 
of that will. With your master planet 
Mars in its most forceful position, 
it’s wise not to impose your vision, 
best to magnetise support through 
goodwill and generosity.

TAURUS: Jupiter in your sign is 
as much about process as results, 
and with pleasure principle Venus, 
your galactic guide, entering into 
her most refined mode, this week’s 
interpersonal communications will 
respond to gentle encouragement 
and thoughtful gestures more 
readily than pressure: meaning 
bulldozing won’t be well received.

GEMINI: With quicksilver 
messenger Mercury zipping into 
its chattiest passage, exciting 
connections might sizzle then 
fizzle, but there’s still plenty of 
adventurous options to explore. 
Just be aware that while you’re 
in full-on communication mode, 
others might not be. Respect 
confidential info and material.

CANCER: Resourceful and 
determined new moon on 13 
November focuses its lucid beams 
on shared finances, passive income, 
property matters and investment 
opportunities. But remember that 
most people can’t read your mind. 
Try sharing those dreams and 
desires, and the response this week 
might surprise you.

LEO: Venus moving to her happy 
place showcases your majesty’s 
diplomatic talents and artistic 
skills. Put these into the service of 
the common good or a cause dear 
to your heart and the rewards will 
be outstanding in terms of inner 
riches: the most precious kind of 
wealth in these trying times.

VIRGO: Yes, November has its 
undeniably itchy and scratchy 
aspects, with Mars sparking drama 
divas to arc up with hissy fits and 
dummy spits, but ruff led feathers 
can’t help but settle again as your 
planet ruler Mercury heads this 
week into the sign of the bigger 
picture and blue sky dreaming.

LIBRA: You Venusians have the 
finest astral assistance possible 
this week from your guiding planet 
in her favourite homestay – your 
stylish, artistic sign – where she’s 
at her frisky, flirty best. And she’s 
agitating for a pre-festive season 
update to your wardrobe, brand, 
relationship or end of year plans.

SCORPIO: Next week’s annual 
Scorpio new moon on 13 November 
is the year’s peak date for that 
great breakthrough you’ve been 
waiting for, to finally put the past 
to rest and dive into your brand 
new birthday cycle. To begin a fresh 
chapter of growth opportunities 
and exciting initiatives.

SAGITTARIUS: When Mercury 
finally zips into your inclusive sign 
this week it’s tempting to focus 
on fun and ignore warning signs. 
But rushing into arrangements 
without due diligence could mean 
damage control when the celestial 
messenger retrogrades next month 
in peak pre-holiday season, so take 
your time.

CAPRICORN: This week’s 
megadose of celestial energy in 
your zodiac zone of groups and 
contributing to the collective 
couldn’t be more opportune for 
addressing yourself to that special 
project on your plate. If any part 
of that includes the subject of 
legacies, this is an auspicious time.

AQUARIUS: When new moon on 13 
November shines its penetrating 
light on an area of your life no 
longer workable in the way it has 
been, a make-or-break situation 
could provoke an unexpected 
relationship transition which will 
clarify your direction into late 
November’s promising horizons.

PISCES: This week’s stars suggest 
taking some space, quietening 
your mind and asking what to 
do next. Having a notepad ready 
to write down any inspiring 
downloads or lightbulb insights. 
Feeling resistant? What harm could 
there be in trying something that 
might be life-changing in the best 
possible way?

STARS 
BY LILITH
As Venus the planet of 
beauty, art, cash and 
romance moves into her 
favourite placement, who 
can resist splashing out 
on some utterly luxurious 
spirit-lift ing treat or 
gorgeous love gift  for 
someone special...

www.echo.net.au/soap-box

Peace for Our Children
Children are magical. They arrive 

innocent and new, a chance for 

humanity to have a fresh start. 

An ordinary result of human biology 

and the propagation of the species. 

Nothing quite prepares you for the 

miracle of that moment. I remember 

meeting the eyes of every one of the 

four children I birthed. I remember 

witnessing their existence and entering 

into an immediate unbreakable 

contract of love and protection. It 

wasn’t just a child born that day it was 

also the day I became a fierce mother. 

It is our duty as adults to nurture 

our children. To love and protect. To 

deliver them to a world with a future. 

But not just our children. All children. 

The children of the world are all our 

children. You don’t need to meet a 

child to hold them. Their eyes look 

beyond their parents to us all.

Yet we fail. As adults we continue to 

betray these children. Our contracts 

lay dusty and broken on the floor 

alongside discarded toys and promises 

that this will be different. It’s not. 

Circumstance makes perpetrators of 

us all. We are by our mere existence, 

complicit in the failure to deliver our, 

all children, a future free of poverty, 

of war, of sexual abuse, of climate 

catastrophe.

The story of our parenthood is the 

same as the story that came before 

us. We are the result of traumatised 

children having children continuing 

not just our gene pool but the 

unbroken legacy of trauma and pain. 

Every generation of adults has the 

opportunity to break the chain. Every 

generation fails. How do we as a world 

of fierce mothers and fathers transform 

our pain into protection? Our greed 

into good? Our hate into peace?

Right now over 1.2 billion children 

live in poverty. A recent study in 

Australia reported one in six Australian 

women and one in nine men have 

been sexually abused by the age of 

15. Globally, one in seven 10–19-year-

olds experience a mental disorder. 

Depression, anxiety and behavioural 

disorders are among the leading 

causes of illness and disability among 

adolescents. Our children are being 

born into a world with an uncertain 

future. 90% of the diseases resulting 

from the climate crisis are likely to 

affect children under the age of five. 

They watch adults continue along the 

path that is authoring their demise. 

Right now in Gaza children are being 

killed. The region has a population that 

is so young that 40% of its residents 

are under the age of 15. And 40% of 

those who have been killed in the siege 

of Palestine are children. Little kids. 

Babies. Toddlers. Teenagers. Children 

who arrived innocent to this ancient 

conflict, but became part of the cost 

of ‘retaliation’ for a crime they did not 

commit. A consequence of a world they 

did not understand. Choices they never 

got to make. At the time of writing this, 

almost 4,000 Palestinian children have 

been killed. They continue to be killed 

at over 100 a day. Tiny bodies whose 

limbs protrude from the rubble of the 

homes where they once played, pay the 

price for the failure of us all. The failure 

to adult. The failure to protect. The 

failure to understand peace. The failure 

to resolve our conflicts in any other 

way except with more conflict. 

Gaza is like a walled-in primary school 

under siege. Millions of children 

trapped in a nightmare they can’t 

escape. And those children who 

survive? What happens to them? They 

are a generation that will live with 

trauma as their parent. Their trauma 

as the hand on their shoulder that 

leads them to radicalisation and the 

continuation of a brutal pathway that 

will hurt, kill and betray future children. 

Hamas currently have 240 Israeli 

hostages, of them around 30 are 

children. Many who do not know why 

they are captive. All these children hurt 

and traumatised and killed because 

of the anger and the vengeance of old 

men. They are the human cost. 

No matter where you stand on 

this assault on Gaza, whether with 

Palestine, or with Israel, dig into your 

most primal duty and stand with the 

children. All children.

Killing children is wrong. It is the worst 

crime of humanity. And their blood is 

on all our hands.

Until children stop being murdered, 

none of our hands will ever be clean.

Ceasefire now.

– Mandy Nolan

MANDY NOLAN’S

No matter where 
you stand on this 
assault on Gaza, 
whether with 

Palestine, or with 
Israel, dig into your 
most primal duty and 
stand with the 
children. All children.
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Thursday 7 December 5pm

Wednesday 3.30–4pm
Saturday 11.30–12pm
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www.byronbayfn.com.au   |   sales@byronbayfn.com   |   35 Fletcher St, Byron Bay NSW 2481   |   02 6685 8466

5 HAKEA CRESCENT, SUFFOLK PARK

PRICE  |  Contact Agent

OPEN  |  Sat 11th November 9:30 - 10am

Luxury Family Home and 
Separate Studio in Quiet 
Neighbourhood

721M2

6 43 5

• Kitchen features high-end appliances and premium
finishes

•

• Approval for a pool

• Independent access to a separate studio, perfect
for multi-generational living, guest accommodations,
or additional income generation

24/8 BYRON STREET, BYRON BAY

PRICE  |  $850,000 - $900,000

OPEN  |  By appointment 

Modern Spacious Central 
Byron Apartment

• Situated in the heart of Byron Bay, easy access to
the beach, entertainment and amenities

• Lofty, raked ceilings create a bright and airy

•

• Communal pool

1 11 1

Su Reynolds  
0428 888 660

0400 028 594

Su Reynolds  
0428 888 660

0400 028 594

View over 50 homes at www.mrpropertyservices.com.au
Email: kprice@mrpropertyservices.com.au
139 Minjungbal Drive, Tweed Heads South

Phone: 07 5523 3431   Mobile: 0423 028 468

Mr Property Services

North Star Resort - Hastings Point

Call Kelvin 0423 028 468  $479,000

Banksia Waters - Tweed Heads West

Call Kelvin 0423 028 468  $345,000

2 1

1

1

Call Kelvin 0423 028 468  $485,000

2 1+1

Noble Lakeside Park - Kingscliff

Call Kelvin 0423 028 468  $200,000

2

2

1

2

1+1

2

Chinderah Lakes - Chinderah

 Discover hidden gems of the NSW North CoastTHE NORTHERN RIVERS’ BEST REAL ESTATE GUIDE 
24,700 copies distributed to homes and businesses across the region

Issue #4, November 2023   •  www.echo.net.au/property

Inside this issue: 
Taking a look south is not just about price – page 6

Byron Shire’s new 60-day STRA cap – page 12

BOOK 
NOW!

Echo Property 
Magazine is published 
monthly with a print run 
of 24,700 copies. It is 
inserted and distributed 
with all 24,500 copies 
of The Echo on the 
first Wednesday of 
each month, and the 
remainder strategically 
placed in high traffic 
areas across the region. 

ISSUE #5 OUT WEDNESDAY 
6 DECEMBER

BOOKING DEADLINE: Midday Friday 17 November
COPY DEADLINE: Midday Tuesday 21 November

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES: adcopy@echo.net.au  | 02 6684 1777
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6B BELONGIL CRESCENT, BYRON BAY

Oliver Aldridge  
0421 171 499

Turn-Key Ready!

PRICE  |  $1.65m - $1.75m

OPEN  |  Sat 11th November 10 - 10:30am 

397M2

3 21 1

• Recently renovated by Avenue One Design,
featuring timber veneer cabinetry, concrete

• Perfect for downsizers, small families, and investors
looking for a low-maintenance residence

• Architectural concept plans included adding further
development potential

• Highly desired North Byron location, close to
beaches and amenities

27 REDGUM PLACE, SUFFOLK PARK

Sharon McInnes
0408 659 649

Exciting Development 
Potential plus Spacious 
Family Home

ONLINE AUCTION ENDS  |  21/11/23 1pm

OPEN  |  Thurs 9th November 2 - 2:30pm

Sat 11th November 12:30 - 1pm

2276M2

4 22 2

• Development opportunities include dual
occupancy, multi-dwelling housing or subdivision for
a secondary dwelling with separate access (STCA)

• Four spacious bedrooms and multiple living spaces
make this an ideal family home

• Sliding doors from the family space open onto an
extensive covered deck, perfect for alfresco dining

• A separate large well built shed offers a variety of
uses for recreation, business or storage

26 HENDERSON LANE, MULLUMBIMBY Tightly Held Ridgeline Position 
on 1 Acre with Lighthouse
and Ocean Views

PRICE  |  $2m - $2.2m

OPEN  |  Sat 11th November 9 - 9:30am

• Breathtaking panoramic ocean and ridgeline views,
of the lighthouse, Julian Rocks, and Koonyum Range

• Development opportunity with DA approved
architectural plans for a luxury build

•
add character without obstructing the views

• Close proximity to Mullumbimby, Brunswick Heads and
Byron Bay

Tara Torkkola  
0423 519 698

Jasmin McClymont
0434 029 668

4 22 3

4836M2

13/11-19 COOPER STREET, BYRON BAY Private Villa with Leafy outlook

PRICE  |  $790,000 - $830,000

OPEN  |  By appointment   

2 1 1

• Situated at the end of a quiet cul-de-sac with no

• Generous lawn and garden spaces maintained by
strata, making it ideal for low-maintenance living

• Over 55s Community: Located within the Cape
Byron Estate, no extra entry or exit fees

•
veranda with a leafy green outlook

Su Reynolds  
0428 888 660

0400 028 594
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Shop 1/104 Dalley Street, Mullumbimby  $229,000 + SAV 

THE MULLUMBIMBY CHOCOLATE SHOP

Call Mark Cochrane for detailed information on 0416 142 663 
or email: markc@nclp.com.au

81–83 Burringbar Street,
Mullumbimby 
P: 02 6684 2615
E: sales@nclp.com.au
www.nclp.com.au

• Truly a unique and wonderful 
opportunity to acquire what must be 
one of the best little  businesses in 
Mullum.
• The presentation of this shop is 
outstanding and the trading figures 
match accordingly.

•  Excellent lease, great position and 
lovely staff. 
•  Has a product list the envy of 
everyone who likes to be spoilt with 
goodies.
• This is a “walk in and bank your 
profits” type of business.

0411 757 425
tim@millerrealestate.com.au 

millerrealestate.com.au

      4           3            2

A beautiful and private oasis on almost 2.5 acres in 
the village

9 KARINYA PLACE, CLUNES

9949m2

Price Guide: $1,550,000-$1,650,000
Open: Sat 11 Nov 10:45am
Auction: Sat 25 Nov 11:00am
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

ljhooker.com.au

Property
Management

02 6685 0177
rentals@ljhbrunswickheads.com

Save yourself thousands, 
call the expert property management team.

Investment Management Team
LJ Hooker Brunswick Heads

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We offer sound advice to property buyers and those looking 
to develop. Our advice includes providing you with the 

potential for development opportunities, restrictions on title, 
pre-purchase inspections, facilitating design & approval 

processes, managing construction contractors to completion.
Castrikum Adams Legal, our businesses 

undertake the complete suite of property transactions, along 
with construction and development project management. 

Complex property matters, conveyancing, easements, 
construction contracts, progress claims, completion 

inspections, we are there for you.

Buying & Developing Property?

caconstructionmanagement.com.au

Contact Craig Adams, 
Project Manager / Director

0411 575 991
craig@cacm.net.au

PROPERTY STYLING

cactushillproject.com.au 
home@cactushillproject.com.au

PROPERTY STAGING
styling for sale

call us for a free quote on 
0432 574 321

OPEN FOR INSPECTION

NP CONVEYANCING
PHONE 6685 7436 FOR A QUOTE

NPC

BUYING and SELLING REAL ESTATE?
We are here to help

PERSONALISED APPOINTMENTS 
IN BYRON BAY NOW

NOW OPERATING OUT OF CENTRAL OFFICE 
IN POTTSVILLE                  Lic No 06000098

Our services are:

• Conveyancing NSW and 

QLD – competitive fixed 

prices!  • Complex Property 

Matters  • Sale & Purchase 

of Business  • Retirement 

Village Contracts  

• Leasing  • Options

P: 02 6687 0548   |   F: 02 6678 0352   |   Suite 2/5 Lismore Rd, Bangalow NSW 2479

hello@bangalowconveyancing.com.au   |   www.bangalowconveyancing.com.au

Conveyancing (NSW & QLD)
Property • Leases • Wills
Estates & Probate

Contact Jess Riddell 
0428 773 416 

jess@jhmobilelawyers.com.au
Local for 20+ years

CONVEYANCING

FOR OPEN FOR INSPECTION

 HEAD TO 
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Amir Prestige

• 1 Thompson Crescent, East Ballina. 

Wed 2.40–3.10pm

Atlas by LJ Hooker Byron Bay

• 61 New City Rd, Mullumbimby. Sat 10–10.30am

Century 21 Plateau Lifestyle RE

• 12 Sanctuary Court, Goonellabah. Sat 9–9.30am

• 3/33-35 Green Street, Alstonville. Sat 9.30–10am

• 44B Ocean Drive, Evans Head. Sat 10.30–11am

• 1/77 Swift Street, Ballina. Sat 11.30am–12pm

First National Byron RE

• 2/5 Chinbible Avenue, Mullumbimby. 

Wed 11–11.30am

• 27 Redgum Place, Suffolk Park. Thurs 2–2.30pm

• Unit 2/24 Paterson Lane, Byron Bay. 

Thurs 4.15–4.45pm

• 11 Citriadora Drive, Ewingsdale. Fri 10–10.30am

• 41 Gordon Street, Mullumbimby. Fri 11–11.30am

• 103 Goonengerry Mill Road, Goonengerry. 

Fri 12–12.30pm

• 41 Bottlebrush Crescent, Suffolk Park. 

Fri 3–3.30pm

• 26 Henderson Lane, Mullumbimby. Sat 9–9.30am

• 14 Larelar Court, Ocean Shores. Sat 9.30–10am

• 2/5 Chinbible Avenue, Mullumbimby. 

Sat 9.30–10am

• 5 Hakea Crescent, Suffolk Park. Sat 9.30–10am

• 69 Lilli Pilli Drive, Byron Bay. Sat 9.30–10am

• 7/6-8 Norlyn Avenue, Ballina. Sat 10–10.30am

• 299 Myocum Road, Ewingsdale. Sat 10–10.30am

• 6B Belongil Crescent, Byron Bay. Sat 10–10.30am

• 8 Cemetery Road, Byron Bay. Sat 10.30–11am

• 128 Alcorn Street, Suffolk Park. Sat 10.30–11am

• 1/48-50 Cedar Crescent, East Ballina. 

Sat 11–11.30am

• 509 Rosebank Road, Rosebank. Sat 11–11.30am

• 4/7 Oceanside Place, Suffolk Park. Sat 11–11.30am

• 5/37 Childe Street, Byron Bay. Sat 11–11.30am

• 816 Federal Drive, Federal. Sat 11–11.30am

• 19/11-19 Cooper Street, Byron Bay. Sat 11–11.30am

• 38 Avocado Crescent, Ewingsdale. 

Sat 11–11.30am

• 3/64 Kingsley Street, Byron Bay. 

Sat 11.30am–12pm

• 14 Rifle Range Road, Bangalow. Sat 12–12.30pm

• 27 Redgum Place, Suffolk Park. Sat 12.30–1pm

• 2 Seastar Court, Byron Bay. Sat 12.30–1pm

• 160 Reardons Lane, Swan Bay. Sat 12.30–1pm

• 31 Tristania Street, Bangalow. Sat 1–1.30pm

• 41 Gordon Street, Mullumbimby. Sat 2–2.30pm

Harcourts Northern Rivers

• 22 Lindsay Avenue, Cumbalum. Sat 9–9.30am

• 7 Daydream Avenue, West Ballina. Sat 9–9.30am

• 6 Rodgers Place, Wardell. Sat 10-10.30am

• 41 Greenfield Road, Lennox Head. 

Sat 10–10.30am

• 27 Farrelly Avenue, Cumbalum. Sat 10–10.30am

• 54 Narooma Drive, Ocean Shores. Sat 10.30–11am

• 61 Norton Street, Ballina. Sat 11–11.30am

• 2/81 Burns Point Ferry Road, West Ballina. 

Sat 11–11.30am

• 2/51 Gibbon Street, Lennox Head. 

Sat 11.00–11.30am

• 7 Platypus Drive, Uralba. Sat 12–12.30pm

• 315 Sneesbys Lane, East Wardell. 

Sat 12.15–12.45pm

• 1/19 Beachfront Parade, East Ballina. 

Sat 1–1.30pm

• 165 Baraang Drive, Broadwater. Sat 1–1.30pm

• 1/14 Latta Avenue, Ballina. Sat 1–1.30pm

• 64 Rileys Hill Road, Broadwater. Sat 1.45–2.15pm

North Coast Lifestyle Properties 

• 421 Left Bank Road, Mullumbimby. 

Sat 10–10.45am

• 1 Cassia Court, Mullumbimby. Sat 10–10.45am

• Lot 4/46 Durrumbul Road, Mullumbimby. 

Sat 12–12.45pm

• 20 Fawcett St, Brunswick Heads. Sat 10–10.30am

• 54 Mullumbimbi St, Brunswick Heads. 

Sat 11–11.30am

• 2/80 Balemo Drive, Ocean Shores. Sat 11–11.45am

• 5/2 Langi Place, Ocean Shores. Sat 12–12.30pm

Ray White Byron Bay

• 14 Palm-Lily Crescent, Bangalow. Wed 2–2.30pm

• 62 Corkwood Crescent, Suffolk Park. Wed 2–2.30pm

• 22 Parkes Avenue, Byron Bay. Wed 3.30–4pm

• 31 Beachcomber Drive, Byron Bay. Thurs 1–1.30pm

• 21 Carlyle Street, Byron Bay. Thurs 1–1.30pm

• 2/4 Julian Rocks Drive, Byron Bay. 

Thurs 2–2.30pm

• 31 Beachcomber Drive, Byron Bay. Sat 9–9.30am

• 24 Coolamon Scenic Drive, Mullumbimby. 

Sat 9–9.30am

• 21 Carlyle Street, Byron Bay. Sat 10–10.30am

• 7 Gardenia Court, Mullumbimby. Sat 10–10.30am

• 2/182 Broken Head Road, Suffolk Park. 

Sat 10.15–10.45am

• 109-111 Broken Head Road, Suffolk Park. 

Sat 11-11.30am

• 62 Corkwood Crescent, Suffolk Park.

 Sat 11-11.30am

• 3 Lofts Road, Coorabell. Sat 11-11.30am

• 22 Parkes Avenue, Byron Bay. Sat 11.30am -12pm

• 2/4 Julian Rocks Drive, Byron Bay. 

Sat 12-12.30pm

Real Estate of Distinction 

• 35-37 Edwards Lane, Kynnumboon. 

Sat 10–10.30am

• 40 Old Bangalow Road, Byron Bay. Sat 1–1.30pm

• 14/64-70 Broken Head Road, Byron Bay. 

Sat 2.30–3pm

Ruth Russell Realty

• 54 Main Arm Road, Mullumbimby. 

Sat 11–11.45am

Tim Miller Real Estate

• 51 Tristania Street, Bangalow. Sat 9–9.30am

• 9 Karinya Place, Clunes. Sat 10.45–11.15am

• 1 Flatley Drive, Clunes. Sat 11.30am–12pm

• 62 Forest Road, Uralba. Sat 12.45–1.15pm

NEW LISTINGS

First National Byron

• 11 Citriadora Drive, Ewingsdale.

North Coast Lifestyle Properties 

• 258 Mullumbimby Road, Mullumbimby. 

$1,590,000

• The Chocolate Shop, Mullumbimby. 

$229,000 + SAV

• 39 Station Street, Mullumbimby. Contact Agent

• 5/2 Langi Place, Ocean Shores. $995,000

• 25/2 Langi Place, Ocean Shores. $935,000

• 20 Fawcett St, Brunswick Heads. 

By auction, Sat 9th December

• 54 Mullumbimbi St, Brunswick Heads. 

By auction, Sat 9th December
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entourage.com.au | (02) 6678 1751
Office 3/6 Jonson Street, Byron Bay NSW

Australian Credit Licence 475676
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0412 833 280

russel@acceptancefinance.com.au

Finance Broker

Acceptance Finance Pty Ltd ABN 62 953 405 689 Australian Credit Licence Number 391715
Credit Representative Number 395628

Home Loans
Investment Loans
First Home Buyers
Car Loans

Debt Consolidation
SMSF Lending
Commercial Loans
Development Funding

Property Business Directory

WE ARE HERE
TO SELL

INDUSTRY LEADERS IN HIGH END MARKETING AND SALES
Rez Tal

0405 350 682
Dave Eller

0404 364 284
Michael Ibrahin

0414 325 556

byronproperty.com.au
info@ byronproperty.com.au

PREMIUM SALES RESULTS IN A CHANGING MARKET

BRYCE & RACHEL CAMERON - 0412 057 672

3/47 Jonson Street, Byron Bay  |  0487 287 122
admin@c21byron.com | byronbay.century21.com.au

• Over 40 years of combined real estate/marketing experience
• Fresh and dynamic approach to marketing our properties
• Call our award-winning team to receive a complimentary new 

market value of your property
• Bringing world class corporate service with small town 

authenticity

12 years local Real Estate experience

Highly competitive fees & introductory offers

Friendly & Approachable agents you can trust

Premium results & peace of mind

Effective, modern technology  

Alyce Field & Kasey Williams
Ph: 04

E: admin@byronpropertyhub.com.au
Property Management & Sales

0411 757 425
tim@millerrealestate.com.au

millerrealestate.com.au
@timmiller_realestate

2022 - No #1 SALES AGENT 
2023 - No #2 SALES AGENT

for First National Australia Wide

SUSU RREYYNONOOLDLDSS
DIDIRECTCTOR/OR/SALES - CCHIEHIEH F CF CULTULTURAURAR L OL OOL OL OOFFIFICECECECERECE

0428282828288 8888888 6660  | ssrereynynnnnolololloolololoololololoooldsdsdsddsdsdsddssdsdds@b@b@b@b@b@b@@b@b@@@@@@@@@ yryry ononnnnbbayfyfffffnnnn.nn cocom

AGENTS

WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU

@taratorkkolafirstnational @taratorkkola_realestate

We felt fully supported through out the whole process. Tara 
and her excellent team went the extra mile, helping & guiding 
us right from the start and continued right through settlement. 

Tara is a joy to work with yielding formidable results.ts.

W

TARA TORKKOLA  - SALES
INTERNATIONAL MULTI MEDIA SELLING AGENT

0423 519 698 | tara@byronbayfn.com

Professional and results driven with 
extensive knowledge. Servicing the 
Byron Shire and beyond.

Call Paul for an appointment today.

PAUL PRIOR
SALES

0418 324 297
paulprior@byronbayfn.com

WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU

SHARON McINNES
SALES

0408 659 649
sharon@byronbayfn.com

LOOKING TO SELL? 
LOOKING TO RENT? 
WE DO BOTH!

CONTACT ME TODAY

justin@schmith.com.au
www.schmith.com.au 
@schmithrealty

FINANCE
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Service Directory

SERVICE DIRECTORY RATES, PAYMENT & DEADLINE
DEADLINE: For additions and changes to the Service Directory is 12pm Friday.

LINE ADS: $99 for 3 months or $340 for 1 year prepaid.

For line Service Directory ads email classifieds@echo.net.au.

DISPLAY ADS: $70 per week for colour display ad. Minimum 8 week booking 4 weeks prepaid. 

Please supply display ads 85mm wide, 38mm high. New display ads will be placed at end of section.

For display Service Directory ads email adcopy@echo.net.au.

The Echo Service Directory is online – www.echo.net.au/service-directory

ACCOUNTS & BOOKINGS: 6684 1777

INDEX 

Accountants & Bookkeepers ..........49

Acupuncture .................................49

Air Conditioning & Refrigeration....49

Architects .....................................49

Asphalt .........................................49

Automotive...................................49

Blinds, Awnings, Curtains, Shutters .49

Bricklaying....................................49

Building Trades .............................49

Bush Regen & Weed Control ..........49

Cleaning .......................................49

Computer Services ........................49

Concreting & Paving ......................49

Decks, Patios & Extensions.............50

Design & Drafting..........................50 

Driveway Maintenance..................50

Earthmoving & Excavation.............50

Electricians ...................................50
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Floor Sanding & Polishing..............50

Furniture Maker ............................50

Garden & Property Maintenance....50

Gas Fitters & Suppliers...................50

Graphic Design..............................51

Guttering......................................51

Handypersons ...............................51

Health ..........................................51

Hire ..............................................51

Landscape Supplies.......................51

Landscaping .................................51

Locksmith .....................................51

Painting........................................51

Pest Control ..................................51

Photography.................................51

Physiotherapy...............................51

Picture Framing ............................51

Picture Hanging ............................51

Plastering .....................................51

Plumbers ......................................51

Pool Services.................................51

Removalists ..................................52

Roofing.........................................52

Rubbish Removal ..........................52

Self Storage ..................................52

Septic Systems ..............................52 

Smart Farming..............................52

Solar Installation ..........................52

Television Services ........................52

Tiling ............................................52

Transport ......................................52

Tree Services .................................52

Upholstery....................................52

Valuers .........................................52

Veterinary Surgeons......................52

Water Filters .................................52

Water Services ..............................52  

Welding........................................52

Window Cleaning and Repairs .......52

Window Tinting ............................52

Writing Services ............................52

ACCOUNTANTS & BOOKKEEPERS 
BECK THE BOOKKEEPER: BAS Agent, Payroll & ATS (Accountant Translation Services) .02 66084372

ACUPUNCTURE 
ACUPUNCTURE CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE M Collis.............................................0490 022183

MARLENE FARRY Acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine marlenefarry.com .........0416 599507

ACUPUNCTURE at EASTERN MEDICAL ACUPUNCTURE. Ph Dr Derek Doran .............0414 478787

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

AU 37088 Lic 246545C

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
1st Year Apprentice &

A Fully Qualified Service Technician
T: 6680 9394 E: artisan@artisanair.com.au

Mullumbimby 
Refrigeration & 
Airconditioning 
Services

– Sales – Installation – Repairs 
– All Commercial Refrigeration 
– Residential & Commercial

Airconditioning 
– Coolroom Design & Construction 
– Freezer Rooms

45 Manns Road, Mullumbimby  
Lic: 299433C ARC: AU40492 6684 2783

COOLMAN AIR CONDITIONING 23 years experience. Lic 178464C AU30147 ..............0412 641753

CLIMATE CONTROL AUSTRALIA Lic 362019C AU 27106... JARREAU.............................0421 485217

ARCHITECTS
OCEANARC ARCHITECTS Reg. 6042 www.oceanarc.com.au.............................................. 66855001

ASPHALT

New Asphalt
Asphalt Repairs
Pothole Repairs

Base Work
Free Quotes

AUTOMOTIVE

6684 5296

CASH PAID FOR
UNWANTED CARS

Free metal drop off
Locally owned 6684aally owownedd

$50–$1500

CAR BODY REMOVAL
ABSOLUTELY FREE

BODY REMOVAL
CASH ON THE SPOT GUARANTEE
$50 - $1000
WE BUY UNWANTED CARS, UTES & VANS
PHONE 0466 113 333 24/7
EMAIL: enquires@adrians.com.au

BLINDS, AWNINGS, CURTAINS, SHUTTERS

6680 8862
FREE MEASURE QUOTE 

     
    

  

SPECIALISTS IN HOME AUTOMATION

666800 8862
FREEE MEASUREE QUOTEE 

     
    

  

CURTAINS 

SUNSCREENS 

AWNINGS  
ROLL BLINDS 

PLANTATION SHUTTERS 

6680 8862
FREE MEASURE QUOTE 

     
    

  

SHOWCASE DEALER SHOWROOM

6680 8862
FREE MEASURE QUOTE 

     
    

  

LOCAL    

6680 8862
FREE MEASURE QUOTE 

     
    

  

1/84 Centennial Circuit Byron Bay 

6680 8862
FREE MEASURE QUOTE 

     
    

  

B L I N D S    S H U T T E R S    A W N I N G S    C U R T A I N S

BRICKLAYING

WALLFIX
REMEDIAL

• 20 years’ experience in lintel replacement
• Crack stitching installation • Repointing
• Retaining walls and all damaged brickwork
Call: 0403 141 760 • Email: wallfixremedial@gmail.com

www.wallfixremedial.com.au
Servicing the Northern Rivers

Lic no. 292267C Master Builder No. 3029326

BRICK/BLOCK LAYING Contractors. Lic 291958C. Phone Mark ........................................0409 444268 

BUILDING TRADES
• DEPT OF FAIR TRADING: A licence is required for all residential building work where the reasonable 

market cost of the work to be done (labour and materials) exceeds $5000 (including GST).

Structural – Landscaping
Fencing – Composite Decking
Hardwood – Pine – Hardware

B&B Timbers
66867911

110 Teven Road, Ballina
New logo - Same quality & service

sales@bbtimbers.com.au            www.bbtimbers.com.au

www.stoneysbuildingcreations.com

Licensed builder, 
specialising in 
Bathroom renovations.Quality workmanship, and reliable and personalised service.0417 654 888

Lic: 317362C

DINGO DEMOLITIONS & ASBESTOS REMOVAL ................................. 66834008 or 0407 728998

BUILDER – JOHN McGAURAN Personalised Service. 20 yrs exp. Lic 170208C.............0415 793242

HAVEN BUILDING All aspects of building. Lic 326616C...............................................0432 565060

FABRICA JOINERY Quality kitchens/timber doors/windows. Lic 244652C ......................... 66808162 

CARPENTER qualified and insured. No job too small. Ph Dylan ....................................0497 292521

ALL CARPENTRY & BUILDING WORK Owner builder friendly, refs avail. Lic 203206c 0424 158585

BUILDER Extensions, reno, new homes, insurance, landscaping, all jobs Lic19953Q ...0403 458177

BUSH REGENERATION & WEED CONTROL 
WEED CONTROL SPECIALIST Bindii weed / broadleaf weeds in lawns etc. .....................0418 110714

CLEANING

Services List

(Low Pressure Softwashing)

Houses, Gutters, Roofs, Awnings,

Solar panels, Retaining walls

Driveways, Paths, Pavers, 

Fences, Decks, Patios, 

Pool areas.

Locally owned and Operated

Residential and Commercial

No job too big or small

Obligation free quote

Fully insured

0426 119 550      info@nraquapressurecleaning.com.au      ABN: 47576013867

AQUA PRESSURE CLEANING

Byron Bay 5 Stars
CLEANING SERVICE

CLEANS: Holiday, Residential, Bond, Commercial, Spring.

Phone Mick 0409 009 024
Email: mickbhl@gmail.com

DETAILED CLEANER/GUEST HOUSE MANAGER All natural products 4.8 Stayz rated..0410 723601

FULL CIRCLE REFINISHING Professional cold & hot water roof & pressure cleaning. ..........0455 5735545 

ANGEL5STAR HOUSEKEEPING & CLEANING SERVICES Efficient/Effective/Reliable ....0493 504192

COMPUTER SERVICES

We provide solutions to Windows PC 
issues in the convenience of your 
home or business. We service all areas 
from Byron Bay to Tweed Heads. Call 
Justine and Jeffrey today for fast, 
reliable and affordable service!

• Software/hardware installation.
• New or improved PC setup.
• PC cleaning.
• Improving PC performance.
• Internet connection issues.
• Printer connection issues.
• Networking solutions.
• File backup.
$100/hr.

0403 546 529
jjmooters@gmail.com

FLASH COMPUTERS Mac & PC. Affordable & helpful. 77 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby.02 66844124

CONCRETING & PAVING

SALISBURY 
CONCRETING  

Li
c.

13
67

17
c

Over 30 yrs’ local experience.
All forms of concreting. 
Residential • Civil • Industrial 

DARYL 0418 234 302

Lic No. 337066C

ALL AROUND 

CONCRETING
Free 

Quotes
Call
Daniel 0424 876 155

Tipper Truck with Driver Hire

SHAKA CONCRETING Driveways, sheds, slabs, p/ways, patios. Insured & Lic#391742C 0402 728207
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DECKS, PATIOS & EXTENSIONS

DECKS
FREE QUOTES

Call Mark 0498 115 182

Li
c 

N
o 

14
23

83
C

free quote: 0455 573 554
QUALITY DECK RestoratioN

fullcirclefinishing.com

easily sand over nail/screw heads!

THE DECK DOCTOR Sanding & refinishing, cable balustrading. Free quotes. Richard ...0407 821690

FULL CIRCLE REFINISHING – Specialist deck sanding and oiling. Free quotes ...........0455 573554

DESIGN & DRAFTING

BAREFOOT BUILDING DESIGN www.barefootbuildingdesign.com..........Bob Acton 0407 787993

DAVID ROBINSON DESIGN DRAFTING All Council & construction requirements ......0419 880048

BYRON ENERGY EFFICIENT DESIGN & DRAFTING www.beedad.com.au ...............0423 531448

FENG SHUI DESIGN CONSULTANT Lizzie Bodenham livingbalancedesigns.com.au.......0431 678608

NORTHFACE DESIGNS www.northfacedesigns.com.au..............................Cody Greer 0434 272353

MIRO HALFORD BUILDING DESIGN mirohalforddesign.com......................................0402 613638

MARK OAKLEY DESIGN & DRAFTING www.modesign.au...........................................0422 666464

DESIGN & DRAFTING Residential & commercial projects. borrelldesign ...................... 0412 043463

STUDIO153 ARCHITECTS Beautiful sustainable design studio153.com.au ..................0410 204431

DRIVEWAY MAINTENANCE

04677 4822 9948For Free Quote
Call Now!

Coast To Country 
AsphaltAsphalt

Specialising in: 
• Asphalt Driveways • Sub-divisions 
• Earthworks • Carparks 
• and all Maintenance!

ons sions

East Coast Asphalt
ALL ASPECTS OF ASPHALT 

& BITUMEN SERVICES

6677 1859
SERVICING THE EAST COAST OF 

THE NSW NORTHERN RIVERS
Burringbar

admin@ecasphalt.com.au

EARTHMOVING & EXCAVATION

TINY EARTHWOR
Philip Toovey 

0409 799 909
various implements available for limited access projects

CONSCIOUS EARTHWORKS • DRAINAGE DESIGN
• DRIVEWAYS • PADS • WATERWAYS

• ALL ASPECTS OF EARTHMOVING

Phone Zac: 0468 344 939    www.360earth.com.au

Ryan: 0477 285 074
newgroundex.com.au

Over 15 years experience.
Excavating with Care,

Precision and Respect.

S e r v i c i n g  t h e
Northern Rivers NSW

Driveways & Crossings | Trenching for Plumbing & 
Electrical | Drainage Solutions | House Pads | Flood 

Protection & Erosion Control | Pools & Ponds

• 1.7 Tonne Excavator • Fully Insured • Rockbreaker
• 300mm and 450mm Auger • 3M Tipper Truck • No job too small

Phone James on 0429 888 683

Lic# 378040C

NORTHERN RIVERS TRENCHING 65hp chain trencher, excavator, cable locating & tpr. 0402 716857

EXCAVATOR & TIPPER HIRE Concreting & landscaping................................................0484 861966

ELECTRICIANS

0439 624 945  AH 02 6680 4173
DOMESTIC
COMMERCIAL
24 HOUR SERVICE

ALL JOBS: SMALL 
OR LARGE

Lic: 154293c

LEVEL 2 ASP ELECTRICIAN
DOMESTIC • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL

SERVICING: • Tweed • Byron • Lismore • Kyogle
• Mains installs / alterations • Switchboard upgrades

• Meter queries • Tree maintenance near services

Matthew Rutland  matt.positivelectrical@gmail.com

0439 733 703
NSW Lic# 312117  ASP Lic# 5547 AUTHORISATION# 503808

COUGHRAN ELECTRICAL 24 hour service, Lic 154293C.......................... 0439 624945 or 66804173

RONNIE SPINKS Everything electrical. Lic 27673 .........................................................0429 802355

JP ELECTRICAL All electrical. Level 2 ASP. Solar, data + TV. Lic 133082C.......................0432 289705

JIM LABELLE ELECTRICAL O.Shores, Mullum, Byron, Brunswick. Lic 176417C..............0415 126028

BEN FORSYTH, Electrician. Lic:240691C. Ocean Shores & surrounds. No job too small...0422 136408

VALLEY WAY ELECTRICAL, 15 yrs exp. Domestic, commercial, new builds. Lic 253977c 0475 910622

FENCING

BT Straight Line Fencing
Quality Work & Reliable Service

Phone Scott
0419 443196

BYRON & BEYOND FENCING Any fence, any time, prompt quotes....... 66804766 or 0439 078549

EDL FENCING Installations & repairs. Prompt service. ..................................................0432 107262

FLOW FENCING Pool fencing, timber/colourbond, local, professional and reliable.......0416 424256

FLOOR SANDING & POLISHING
THE FLOOR SANDER New & old floors, decks, non-toxic finishes, special effects, free quotes..0407 821690

BYRON BAY FLOOR SANDING New and old floors. Non toxic.....................................0408 536565

FURNITURE MAKER

custom furniture and joinery

@ianmontywooddesign         0414 636 736

GARDEN & PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

0430 297 101
livingearthgardens.com.au

Est. 2010

All aspects gardening & mowing
Enhancive garden makeovers

STEEP SLOPES – UP TO 60°
HEAVY GROWTH SLASHING
GRASS, LANTANA, TOBACCO 
AND MORE

   Call 0493 458 956
   slopemower.com.au

SLOPE MOWING AND SLASHING

We mow where no man 
has gone before

LAWN CARE | PADDOCK SLASHING | SLOPE MOWING | TREE PRUNING
HEDGE REDUCTIONS | GARDEN BLITZES CALL/TEXT PAUL 0403 316 711

MULLUM.MOWING@gmail.com. Ride-on, large lawns & acreage. Ph Peter................0423 756394

GUTTERS CLEANED Solar panel cleaning, all areas, free quotes, fully insured .66841778 or 0405 922839

A-Z gardening & maintenance, lawns, acreage, hedges, gutters, p. clean-ups, tip runs ..0405 625697

LEAF IT TO US Specialists in tree services and acreage mowing ....................................0402 487213

TIP RUNS & RUBBISH REMOVALS 4m3 trailer..............................................................0408 210772

RICK’S PROPERTY MAINTENANCE Mowing, brushcutting, gardening, hedging.........0424 805660

GREEN DINGO for all your mowing and gardening needs. Ph Michael .........................0497 842442

POLLEN GARDENS Lawn & garden maint’. Professional & reliable. Dip. Hort. Dave......0438 783645

GW MAINTENANCE Ride-on mowing, acreage and large lawns. Ph George ................0408 244820

ACES Gardens, Maintenance, Handyman, Landscaping all aspects. ............................0477 851493

BYRON MOWING & GARDEN MAINTENANCE No lawn too big or small .....................0431 089537

MOWING, hedgetrimming, gutter cleaning and tree lopping. Call Trevor .....................0400 094265

GAS FITTERS & SUPPLIERS

Free Delivery
No Rental
Reliable

Locally Owned 
Est 1996

www.brunswickvalleygas.com  •  0408 760 609

Andrew Keller Plumbing & Gas Service Pty Ltd

• Commercial Gas Equipment, Installation & Service Specialist
• General Plumbing Maintenance & Hot Water
• Back Flow Device Testing
• TMV Servicing

Byron Bay & SURROUNDING AREAS

0418 662 784 kellergasplumb@gmail.com

p

m

32 yrs servicing the local area

LIC: 103119c
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GRAPHIC DESIGN

 @thinkblinkdesign
www.thinkblinkdesign.com

Graphic Design / Print
Branding / Tutoring

GUTTERING
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Call Junior for friendly, genuine advice and service.

www.spotlessgutters.com.au
0405 922 839 or AH 6684 1778 ABN 180 623 364 42

 Gutter guard
 Gutter cleaning
 Locally owned
 Fully insured
 Free quotes

HANDYPERSONS

Handyman 
Carpenter

Call 0403 793 834
All jobs: Big & small – All areas

HANDY ANDY Carpentry, plastering, welding ......................................... 66884324 or 0476 600956

AWESOME REPAIRS Professional, commercial & domestic. Wayne...............................0423 218417

ABSOLUTE HANDYMAN. Repairs, renovation, maintenance, painting. Call Mark ........0402 281638

KEEN HANDYMAN SERVICES Repairs, maintenance, gardening, odd jobs ..................0428 679704

HIGHPOINT Repairs & handyman services. Painting, plastering & tiling. Michael ........0421 896796

LOCAL, HONEST, RELIABLE, high quality work. Home maintenance, odd jobs. Ray..0407 802281

YOUR HANDYMAN No job too small or too big. Lic 203206c .......................................0424 158585

CARPENTER Lic 192987c. Doors and fit out. Small jobs.................................................0437 202050

HOME MAINTENANCE All aspects. Carpentry, decks, painting, repairs etc. Insured .....0434 705506

HEALTH

• OTHER HEALTH RELATED SECTIONS IN THIS SERVICE DIRECTORY: Acupuncture, Chiropractic, 

Counselling, Dentists, Osteopathy, Physiotherapy

ACUPUNCTURE & COSMETIC MEDICINE Dr Adam Osborne ........................................... 66857366

MULLUMBIMBY HERBALS Naturopathic and herbal dispensary, consultations.............. 66843002

MOVE TO NURTURE PILATES STUDIO & mat classes. Lennox Head ............................0404 459605

AYURVEDA, NATUROPATH, Herbs, Jacinta McEwen – Om Healing..............................0422 387370

SEASCAPELENNOX.COM Suffolk Pk & Lennox. Bowen therapy, massages & beauty....0409 112075

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 1 hour $50. Mark..................................................................0448 441194

THERAPEUTIC SUPPORT Mind and body healing, massage therapy. Rob ...................0432 583195

HIRE

MULLUM HIRE Marquees & all event equipment. Tools & machinery. Pool supplies & service 66843003

LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES 

Sand | Soils | Gravels | Pots & statues | Lots, lots more
1176 Myocum Rd, Mullumbimby (just past golf course)

6684 2323

LANDSCAPING 

Text or Ph: 0448 401 638

LANDSCAPING & EARTHWORKS

goldleaflandscaping

20 years local experience       

8
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www.goldleaflandscaping.com.au4 ton Kobelco 10 ton Kobelco

LALA

• General Landscape Creation
• Rural Lifestyle Landscaping
     Specialists
• Outdoor Carpentry (decks/ out
     buildings/ fencing/ garden walls etc)

• Garden overhauls
• Camphor/
     Macadamia Conversions
• Mass Plantings and
     Rainforest Creation

LOCKSMITH

Brendan Duggan Locksmith. Automotive car keys and lock installation/repair .......0412 764148

PAINTING

• DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING INFO: When dealing with home owners, painters are required 

to quote a licence number only for external work valued over $5000.

PERICA PAINTING 17 years exp. Qualified, licensed, insured Lic356906c .....................0424 135810

ALL-WAYS PAINTING
BYRON BAY

• Domestic & Commercial
• Servicing all areas 

• Workmanship guaranteed 
• Attention to detail

Li
c 

No
 18

91
44

C

0438 784 226 • 6685 4154

YVES DE WILDE  QUALITY PAINTING SERVICES

FINALIST OF THE MASTER PAINTERS OF 
AUSTRALIA AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

ENVIRO FRIENDLY PAINTING

 6680 7573 0415 952 4946680 7573 0415 952 494
www.yvesdewilde.com.au    

duluxaccredited.com.au

LIC 114372C

Call now for a free quote 0466 969 067 www.allanspainting.com.au

Allan’s Painting & Decorating Service
Family business for 40 years
Interior & Exterior
Special Finishes & Wallpaper
Also available Roof Restoration

All work guaranteed Licences: NSW (R53344) & QLD (15091890)

PEST CONTROL

YOUR PEST & TERMITE SPECIALISTS

 Free quotes on active termites  Environmentally safe

www.allpestsolutions.com.au

6681 6555

THE PEST MAN EXTRAORDINAIRE Second opinion / alternative views. 50 yrs exp .....0418 110714

BRUNSWICK BYRON PEST CONTROL................................................................................ 66842018 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Tree Faerie Fotos
Professional • Commercial • Personal

www.treefaeriefotos.com • 0417 427 518

30+ years experience in commercial 
photography and photojournalism

PHYSIOTHERAPY

NICK EDMOND Physiotherapy & Acupuncture. Open Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday

466 Main Arm Road, Mullumbimby..................................................................................... 66845288

ANTHONY D’ORSOGNA Physiotherapy, acupuncture, hydrotherapy Suffolk Park 1 Bryce St... 66853511

OCEAN SHORES PHYSIOTHERAPY Manual therapies, dry needling, custom orthotics, 

shock wave therapy, real time ultrasound. Nigel Pitman ..................................................... 66803499

PELVIC FLOOR PHYSIOTHERAPY 88 Byron St Bangalow with Lisa Fitzpatrick.............0422 993141

EWINGSDALE PHYSIO Matrix Therapy, all ages, massage, home visits. Renata ...........0437 647137

PICTURE FRAMING

MULLUM PICTURE FRAMERS Studio located in Ocean Shores ..................................0403 734791

PICTURE HANGING

PROFESSIONAL PICTURE HANGING, also display of art and objects. Phone Lenny .0407 031294

PLASTERING

ALL THINGS GYPROCK & MICROCEMENT Lic#255548C ..............................................0402 538155

PLASTERER, TRADE QUALIFIED repairs, renovations, cornices, quality assured. Kurt .0431 015414

PLUMBERS

NEED A PLUMBER? 
DRAINER? GASFITTER?
Chay 0429 805 081
25 YEARS LOCAL SERVICE

Licence No. 207479C

Taking on work NOW!
0427 528 108 | benwilton74@icloud.com

Ben The Plumber
    Servicing Mullumbimby, Ocean Shores,

  Brunswick Heads, Byron Bay & Surrounds
30 years’ experience  Lic: 321191C

0421 466 921

From leaky taps
to construction
Jetter & Camera
for all blockages

Two generations of local plumbing

• Drain clearing, inspections & repairs • CCTV camera & location equipment
• 1.7T excavator & tipper truck • Fully insured

Ph: 0429 888 683  unblockall.com.au

Lic# 378040C

Lic No: 218371C

YOUR LOCAL PLUMBER
24 Hour Emergency Service
Call us on 0406 07 07 38

BILL CONNORS All plumbing/draining. Lic #1051 .................................. 66801403 or 0414 801403

MARK STRATTON All plumbing & emergency. Sewer drain camera/locator. Lic 57803C ....0419 019035

DAVE SPARKES Plumber, drainer, LP gasfitter. Call out $120 inc first hour. Lic209669C ....0418 167074

POOL SERVICES

BLUE EDGE POOL SERVICES Cleaning, maintenance, etc. 20 years experience. Joe..........0405 411466
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REMOVALISTS

SHIRE REMOVALS & FREIGHT CO
From Middle Pocket to Middle Earth

Just give us a ring
• Freight services to Brisbane weekly

• Carriers of fine art • Furniture removal
• E-bay pick up & delivery

0409 917 646
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• Sydney • Gold Coast • Brisbane • Melbourne • Sydney • Gold Coast • Brisbane • Melbourne 
• North Qld • Country • Interstate • North Qld • Country • Interstate • • LOCALLOCAL

02 6684 2198  queries@mullumbimbyremovals.com.au

SERVICING THE NORTHERN RIVERS
AND BEYOND

Byron Coast Removals

Competitive rates and packing supplies available
0432 552 067 | 6684 5481 | byroncoastremovals@gmail.com

CAPE BYRON REMOVALS PTY LTD
Family Owned and Operated
Local Business since 1989
Servicing Locally:
Interstate:

Competitive Rates. Professional Service
0413 505 893
capebyronremovals@gmail.com

MAN WITH A VAN/TRUCK Reasonable rates. Phone Don ............................................0414 282813

BENNY CAN MOVE IT! .................................................................................................0402 199999

ROOFING

MONTYS METAL
ROOFING

Licence NSW: 30715C
Licence QLD: 1227049 

DOMESTIC • INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL

Metal Roofing Installations
Guttering  •  Downpipes  •  Fascia

Skylights  •  Whirlybird Patios
Repairs  •  Leaf Guard

Craig Montgomery – 0418 870 362
Email: montysmetalroofing@gmail.com

www.montysmetalroofing.com.au

free quote: 0455 573 554
QUALITY roof RestoratioN

fullcirclefinishing.com

‘Local team 10 years in business’

RUBBISH REMOVAL
OCEAN SHORES SKIPS Mini skip specialists ......................................... 0412 161564 or 66841232

TIP RUNS & RUBBISH REMOVAL 4m3 trailer................................................................0408 210772

SELF STORAGE
BYRON BAY SELF STORAGE............................................................................................... 66858349 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS
TRINE SOLUTIONS Local sewerage specialists. Plumbers, drainers & gas fitters. Lic 138031C. 0407 439805

SMART FARMING
BYRON SENSOR TECH wireless farm sensors...................................................................... 0459 422387

SOLAR INSTALLATION

Your local, qualified team. 
Specialists in standalone & 
grid interact system designs. 

Your local, qualified team.
Specialists in standalone & 
grid interact system designs....... 

m 0428 320 262
e sunbeamsolar@bigpond.com
w sunbeamsolar.com.au

Call us on
6679 7228

Pioneers of the solar industry Serving Northern
NSW since 1998

Electric Lic 124600c

TELEVISION SERVICES
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS REPAIR & SERVICE TV. Audio. Antennas .......... 66843575 or 0414 922786

TILING
AJ’s TILING: all aspects. Bathrooms, kitchens, walls, floors, waterproofing. Lic 239988C. 0416 345202 

TRANSPORT

arrive@byronbuscompany.com.au Call 0490 183 424

Airport Transfers | Tours | Nights Out | Beach Walks
Events | Parties | Weddings | Corporate | Festivals

Door to Door
Charter Services

BYRON
BUS Co

Get a Quick Quote Now

TREE SERVICES

CHOPPY CHOP TREE SERVICES
The Fully Insured Professionals

Mark Linder Qualified Arborist
0408 202 184  

choppychoptrees@bigpond.com

•  Stump Grinding  •  Bobcat  •  Cherrypicker  
• Crane Truck  •  18" Chipper

• 20 years local knowledge and experience • Fully insured / free quotes 
• 19 inch chipper • Bobcat • Cherry picker • Crane truck

www.harttreeservices.com.au

0427 347 380

PRUNING ~ REMOVALS ~ STUMP GRINDING
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0435 019 524

Martino
TREE SERVICES
Byron Bay & Beyond

TREE CARE SPECIALISTS

leafi ttous.com.au

kascha@leafi ttous.com.au

Local . Reliable . Insured 

0402 487 213
SUMMERLAND TREE SERVICES ............................................. Call Tim 66813140 or 0417 698227

BYRON TREE SERVICES Qualified, insured. Call Alex ....................................................0402 364852

MARTINO TREE SERVICES ............................................................................. Martino 0435 019524

LEAF IT TO US 4x4 truck/chipper + crane truck. Local, qualified, insured. Free quotes .......0402 487213

UPHOLSTERY
BANGALOW UPHOLSTERY Now at Billinudgel. Re-covering specialists............................. 66805255

VALUERS
BYRON BAY VALUERS NSW & QLD registerd. Chartered Valuers ............ 0431 245460 or 66857010

VETERINARY SURGEONS
MULLUM VET CLINIC: Richard Gregory, Bec Willis, Mark Sebastian – After hours avail ... 66843818

NORTH COAST VETERINARY SERVICES Dr Lauren Archer................................................. 66840735

WATER FILTERS

for home, commercial 
and rural properties

6680 8200 or 
0418 108 181

The Water Filter Experts

WATER SERVICES

• Same day & onsite pump repairs • 24 hour emergency call out
• Water filtration design, supply & installation

• Pool pump supplies & services  • Pool contract servicing
• Pool water testing  • Household water testing

6684 2022  A/H: 0419 963 750

WATER SERVICES

WELDING
WELDING & FABRICATION Structural, General, Repairs: Steel, Aluminium & Stainless ..0408 410545

WINDOW CLEANING AND REPAIRS
CLEAN VIEW Prompt, professional, insured. Phone David.............................................0421 906460

WINDOW TINTING

SUNRISE W. T. 3/19-21 Centennial Cct, Byron. Cars, homes, offices, etc. High quality ..0412 158478

SURFWAGON - Car/Home/Office tint. Lifetime Warranty. W/sale price.........................0434 875009

WRITING SERVICES

www.heartcraftcreative.com
Cassie Douglas  |  0407 199 183

COPYWRITING, EDITING
+ GHOSTWRITING

SERVICES
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 PUBLIC NOTICES
BREAK FREE! from feeling stressed, 

overwhelmed, sick, depressed or that 
life sucks. Be at Mullum Neighbourhood 
Centre at 6pm on 14 November to hear

how you can break free.
More info 0410761125.

PROF. SERVICES
DENTURES

LOOK GOOD
FEEL GOOD

Free consultation. SANDRO 66805002

HEALTH
HAWAIIAN MASSAGE  

Ocean Shores, Michaela, 0416332886

 PSYCHEDELIC ASSISTED THERAPY
psychedelicassistedtherapy.com.au

KINESIOLOGY
Clear subconscious sabotages.
Reprogram patterns and beliefs.

Restore vibrancy and 
physical health. De-stress.

0403125506
SANDRA DAVEY, Reg. Pract.

HYPNOSIS & EFT
Simple and effective solutions.

Anxiety, Cravings, Fears & Trauma.
Maureen Bracken 0402205352

TRADEWORK

TREE SERVICES
Leaf it to us 4x4 truck/chipper, crane 
truck, stump grinding. Local, qualified, 
insured, free quotes.  0402487213

FOR SALE
MIELE WASHERS 

Dryers and dishwashers available at 
Bridglands Mullumbimby. 66842511

ARCHIBALD’S CHEAP 
QUARRY PRODUCTS

Road base, gravel, blue metal and metal 
dust. ALL SIZE DELIVERIES. 

Phone 66845517, 0418481617

ITEMS UNDER $100
FREE: SAWDUST, North Head Road, New 
Brighton. Out the front, help yourself.

WANTED
LP RECORDS: good condition, no op shop 
crap! Matt 0401955052

CARAVANS
CARAVANS 

We buy, sell & consign. 
All makes & models.

0408 758 688

GARAGE SALES
22 GOONDOOLOO DR, O/S Sat & Sun, 
8am. Moving o/seas. Furniture, tools, 
men’s clothes, k/ware & h/ware.

12 BRUNSWICK TCE, MULLUM Sat 8am. 
Combined, family clear-out. H/hold, 
clothes, collectibles, kids stuff, vintage 
ceramics, plants n pots, bric-a-brac, etc.
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DISCLAIMER
Advertisements placed in The Byron 

Shire Echo do not reflect the views or 
opinions of the editorial staff.

The Byron Shire Echo does not 
make any representations as to the 

accuracy or suitability of any content 
or information contained in advertising 

material nor does publication 
constitute in any way an endorsement 

by The Byron Shire Echo of the 
content or representations contained 

therein.
The Byron Shire Echo does not accept 
any liability for the representations or 
promises made in paid advertisements 

or for any loss or damage arising 
from reliance on such content, 
representations or promises.

ECHO CLASSIFIEDS – 6684 1777
CLASSIFIED AD BOOKINGS
PHONE ADS
Ads may be taken by phone on 6684 1777
AT THE ECHO HEAD OFFICE
Ads can be lodged in person at the Mullum Echo offi  ce:

Village Way, Stuart St, Mullumbimby
EMAIL ADS
Display (box ads) and line classifi eds, email: 

classifi eds@echo.net.au 
Ad bookings only taken during business hours: Monday to 
Friday, 9am–5pm. Ads can’t be taken on the weekend.
Account enquiries phone 6684 1777.

DEADLINE TUES 12PM
Publication day is Wednesday, booking 

deadlines are the day before publication.

RATES & PAYMENT
LINE ADS:
$17.00 for the fi rst two lines 
$5.00 for each extra line 
$17 for two lines is the minimum charge.

DISPLAY ADS (with a border): 
$14 per column centimetre
These prices include GST.

Cash, cheque, Mastercard or Visa
Prepayment is required for all ads.

COMMUNITY 
HOT BRUNCH

FREE

FIRST SATURDAY OF EVERY MONTH
• Sausage sizzle • Hot dogs • Sandwiches 

• Coffee & tea • Fruit Salad

EVERYONE WELCOME
Come one come all and join us in a meal or just a chat.

Takeaway most welcome: COVID safe rules apply.

Frozen takeaway meals now available.

10am to 12pm
In the Ballina 
Presbyterian Hall
Corner of Cherry & Crane. Just behind the Presbyterian Church.
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HYPNOSIS 
& NLP

www.wendypurdey.com
33 years experience.

Call Wendy 
0497 090 233

FIREWOOD

FOR SALE

CALL MARK

0427 490 038
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Tip Runs &
Rubbish 
Removal

0408 210 772

Body BasedPsychotherapy
Somatic Practice

Julie Wells
Anne Goslett
 (nee Mannix)

Dip.Som.Psych, Clinical PACFA Reg.
Individual and Couple Therapy

Supervision and Coaching
(02) 6685 5185

9 Fletcher St, Byron Bay

Could poetry ever be a 
matter for calculation?
Could chess be inspired by a 
Muse? In this story two very 

White 
Horses 
and Dark 
Knights

David Lovejoy’s 
book is available 
at The Echo

GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE

CRYSTAL HEALINGS
& READINGS, REIKI

& KINESIOLOGY
Mullumbimby

Tap into your body’s innate 
wisdom & healing ability to 
identify imbalance & spark 
change at a cellular level. 

Process & release past 
experiences, behaviours
& patterns that no
longer serve you. 

0413 003 301
crystalsanddreaming.com.au

BYRON 
TWILIGHT 
MARKET

Every Saturday
Railway Park 

4-9pm

Mindfulness @ Work

Bring greater focus, 
clarity and calm into your 

workplace.

Certified Mindfulness 
Educator Paul Bibby

0401 926 090

0427 347 380
Fully insured • Free quotes

20 years local experience
• 19 inch chipper • Stump grinding 

• Cherry picker • Crane truck • Bob Cat 

Byron Bay & Surrounding AreasByron Bay & Surrounding Areas

6681 31406681 3140
Mobile 0417 698 227Mobile 0417 698 227

• Arborist • 15” Wood • Arborist • 15” Wood 
Chipper • Stump Grinder  Chipper • Stump Grinder 

• Fully Insured• Fully Insured

• FULLY INSURED
• PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
• FREE QUOTES

0402 364 8520402 364 852

TRADIES! 
NEW BIZ LOGO 

PACK

TRADIES! 
NEW BIZ 

LOGO PACKAGE

Professional Logo
Business Cards 

Shirt/Hoodie Design
Vehicle Wrap Design 

insta: @damabi_studio
damabistudio@gmail.com

Mullumbimby & District
Neighbourhood Centre
Connecting the Byron Shire Community

VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

- Kitchen Hands -
- Retail Assistants -

- Drivers and Co-driver - 
- Community Support 

Assistants -
MDNC is in needs of 

dedicated volunteers to be 
part of a big loving family. 

All skill sets welcome.

Contact Sylvia - 
Volunteer Coordinator 

Mon-Fri

6684 1286

FULL TIME PRIMARY 
SCHOOL TEACHER
COMMENCEMENT TERM 1 2024

Cape Byron Rudolf Steiner School is an independent 
K-12 school dedicated to the educational principles 
inspired by Rudolf Steiner. Our beautiful school is in 
Ewingsdale near Byron Bay NSW.

and experienced Steiner School Teacher for our 
lovely Class 3 students of 2024.

The successful applicant will be registered or eligible 
to register with NSW Institute of Teachers and hold a 

Applications close Monday 20th November.

Position description and application process 
available at: www.capebyronsteiner.nsw.edu.au 

AGMs

AGM notice update
The Annual General Meeting of Mullumbimby & District 
Neighbourhood Centre (MDNC) is being held at 5.00pm on 
Tuesday 14th November 2023 at the Ocean Shores Country 
Club, in the Boardroom.

If you would like to become a member of MDNC or are unsure 
of your membership status, contact the staff on 6684 1286 to 
ensure that your membership is valid before the meeting. 
You can join or renew your membership on our website www.
mdnc.org.au or at MDNC reception.

Members who cannot attend the Annual General Meeting can 
submit a proxy form which ensures each member’s vote is 
counted. Proxy forms are available at the MDNC reception. 

the AGM.

The Mullumbimby & District Neighbourhood Centre asks that 
interested people please RSVP their attendance for catering 

on 6684 1286.

BYRON BAY GOLF CLUB
Notice of Annual General Meeting. 

Notice is hereby given to all Full Playing 
Members of the Byron Bay Golf Club Ltd 
that the Annual General Meeting of the 
above club is to be held on Tuesday 12 
December 2023 at 6.00pm at the club.

THE BYRON ENVIRONMENT CENTRE is 
holding its AGM and general meeting 
on Tuesday 14 November at 2pm in 
Byron Bay at the RSL Club on Jonson 
St. For more info please email Renee 
renee8@aapt.net.au. All members are 
invited to attend.
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MOTOR VEHICLES

BUSINESS FOR SALE
HAIR SALON 

Long established. Owner retiring, low 
overheads. WIWO. $22k. 0434028328 

acutaboveballina@gmail.com

HOLIDAY ACCOM.
WOOLI holiday house between the river 
and sea. Spacious, 4 bdr plus sleepout, 
3 bath, sleeps 10, linen included. Avail 
November to 20 December. 0427841621

TO LET
LOCAL REMOVAL

& backloads to Brisbane. Friendly, 
with 10 years local exp. 0409917646

TO LEASE
MULLUM, STUDIO Cnr Station & Mill St. 
Stand alone brick building. Open plan  
6.4m x 6.4m. Attached bathroom 2.5m 
x 2.85m. Small kitchen. Close to centre 
of Mullum. Air con, parking. $440 p/w inc 
GST + electricity. 0419887775

POSITIONS VACANT
DISABILITY SUPPORT WORKER for 
Mullumbimby and surrounds to join our 
team. Must have WWCC, First Aid, driving 
licence and own vehicle. 0475242593 or 
email resume info@byronbaycare.com.au

LADIES WANTED, MUST BE 18+ Work 
available in busy adult parlour. Travellers 
welcome. 66816038 for details.

EROTIC MASSAGE STAFF reliable and 
friendly for Gentlemen’s Relaxation 
Centre 18+.  Tweed.  Grace  0418185791

TAXI DRIVERS WANTED
Flexible work hours – perfect 2nd income

Email operations@byronbaytaxis.com

COMPANION ANIMALS WELFARE INC. 
t/as BYRON DOG RESCUE

Would you like to help us? Would you 
like to contribute to the community and 

work with other like-minded people? 
We are looking for mature people who 

would like to volunteer in our Brunswick 
Heads Op Shops for a few hours a week. 

If this appeals to you, please contact 
Kylie 0492861905.

WORK WANTED
WORDPRESS WEBSITE CREATION
Fair rates info@wordpressit.com.au

TUITION
 FRENCH • ITALIAN • GERMAN

Eva 0403224842
www.languagetuitionbyron.com.au

MUSICAL NOTES
GUITARS, RECORDS, HI-FI

WE BUY AND SELL 66851005

432 Hertz - Healing Frequency

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: funky sunglasses on dunes 
overlooking Tallow Beach near Pacific 
Vista Drive track. Email classifieds@
echo.net.au

FUNERAL NOTICES

ONLY ADULTS
MALE 2 MALE MASSAGE

Sensual, relaxation, stimulation.
Very discreet. In & outcalls 

thehealingtouchbyronbay.com 
0476069889

BALLINA EXCLUSIVE
34 Piper Dr. Open 7 days 10am till late.

In & Out Calls. 66816038. Ladies wanted
Find us on Facebook and Twitter! 

FULL BODY RESTORATION
Healing Through Pleasure

massagebyronbay.com or 0425347477

KRYSTAL ADULT SHOP
Large variety of toys and lingerie

6/6 Tasman Way, A&I Est, Byron Bay 
66856330

LICENSED TO THRILL
Premium Massage & Play

touchofjustine.com/byron-bay-outcalls

SOCIAL ESCORTS
LOTS OF GORGEOUS LADIES available for 
your pleasure nearby. Spoil yourself. In-
house & outcalls. 7 days. 0266816038.

K6 EDUCATION ASSISTANT
Part Time (term time only)
Monday to Friday 9am to 3pm
COMMENCEMENT TERM 1 2024
Cape Byron Rudolf Steiner School is an independent K-12 school 
dedicated to the educational principles inspired by Rudolf Steiner. 
Our beautiful school is in Ewingsdale near Byron Bay NSW.

Assistant, who is passionate and committed to contributing to the 
personal growth and education of the neurodiverse students in 
our Primary School. 
The successful applicant will have:

• An approachable and supportive manner 
• Empathy and understanding of the importance of responding to 
individual needs and developing independence wherever possible

• Knowledge of autism spectrum disorder, developmental language 

The successful applicant will hold a current NSW Working with 

Applications close Monday 27th November.

Position description and application process available at: 
www.capebyronsteiner.nsw.edu.au 

FORD RANGER  
XLT 4X4

2017 Double cab ute, 
3.2 litre, auto 6 diesel. 

137,000 kms, rego 
to March 2024. New 

Cooper tyres, excellent 
condition, $35k ono. 

Contact 0429 881 017

contact@thinkblinkdesign.com
www.thinkblinkdesign.com

Adobe 
Tutoring

Experienced 
Professional Trainer 

• Photoshop 
• Indesign  
• Illustrator

Visit friendsofthepound.com to 
view other dogs and cats looking for a home.

ABN 83 126 970 338

Lovely Lola is a 2 year old Staffy X. 

She is sweet natured and a little shy. 

She is super affectionate and once 

she trusts you will love you with all 

her heart. M/C # 991003001419527

Location: Murwillumbah

For more information contact Yvette 

on 0421 831 128.

Interested? Please complete our online 

adoption expression of interest.

https://friendsofthepound.com/
adoption-expression-of-interest/

LOLALOLA

PANTHER
has the 
perfect 
name for a 
perfect black 
cat……arrived 
as if by 
magic in the 

Halloween season. Surely a good omen, 
but no trick or treat with Panther. 
Just a life time of treats should you 
welcome him into your home. He is 
about five and is very people oriented, 
loves attention and will follow you 
around. He’d make the ideal companion 
for someone on their own. Good with 
dogs, cats and children. He’s a lap cat. 
What more could you ask for…..he’s 
eager and waiting.

Please make an appointment 
0403 533 589 • Billinudgel

petsforlifeanimalshelter.net

All cats are desexed, 
vaccinated and 
microchipped. 
No: 95301000642476

Sweet, 
affectionate 
‘Leroy’ is a 
4-year-old 
Heeler x 
Border Collie 
x Kelpie. 
Great with 
other dogs, 
cats and 
kids.
Leroy comes 
from a traumatic past but is doing 
exceptionally well at our open-air 
shelter.
He loves women and fervently 
seeks one of his own.
Please contact Shell on 
0458 461 935.
MC: 941000023205533

LEROYLEROY

Byron Dog Rescue (CAWI)

Like us on Facebook!
AWL NSW Rehoming Organisation
Number: R251000222

Pooky is super affectionate and would 

like to be back in a home environment 

as soon as possible. She is new to the 

shelter but isn’t scared to seek love and 

attention. Pooky would likely settle 

quickly into any loving family.

To meet Pooky, please visit the Cat 

Adoption Centre at 124 Dalley Street, 

Mullumbimby.

OPEN: Tues 2.30–4.30pm, Thurs 3–5pm
Sat 10am–12 noon
Call AWL on 0436 845 542

PO
OK
Y

PO
OK
Y

NICHOLLS, 
Geoffrey Norton.

Passed away peacefully. 
Much loved husband of 

Beryl (dec). Loved father 
and father-in-law of Warren, 

Tim and Gary & Kathy. 
Loved grandfather of Emma, 
Kimberley, Molly and Jake. 
Loved great grandfather of 
Grace, Henry, Ollie, Evie 
and Audrey. Geoff will be 
sadly missed by all family 

and friends.

Aged 90 years.

Relatives and friends 
are invited to attend a 

celebration of Geoff’s life 
to be held at the Melaleuca 

Station Crematorium 
Chapel, Chinderah on 
FRIDAY (November 10, 
2023) commencing at 

10.00am.

Michael Currie at
Brunswick Valley Funerals

Mullumbimby
6684 6232  

Thorough and reliable
Regular bookings

One-off appointments
End of lease cleans

$45 an hour (3 hrs minimum)
95% Eco-friendly/low-tox 

products used
Servicing Byron Shire

Call Tina on 0400 015 939

TINA’S CLEANING SERVICES

Devoted to Pleasure
Couples, Men & Women
touchofjustine.com
0407 013 347

BEAUTIFUL THERAPY 
ROOMS

The Centre for Mind Body 
Wellness is welcoming 

psychologists, naturopaths, 
and other experienced 

practitioners to join 
our team in the heart of 

Mullumbimby. 

To apply visit 
www.centreformindbodywellness.

com.au/join.

Orlando Albert Handley
December 31st 2005 – October 25th 2023

It is with deep sadness that we say farewell to Orlando, beloved 
son to Mandy and Neil, dearest brother to Byron Grieves-Han-
dley along with his mother Rosina, and joyous friend to many.

Orlando was a sensitive, creative and quirky soul, loved by all. 
On the cusp of  his eighteenth birthday, he leaves behind the 

legacy of  his loving and vulnerable presence.

A ceremony to celebrate his life will be held at Ewingsdale Hall 
on 11th November from 2.30pm.

We invite you to wear bright clothing, bring a rug, a small plate 
to share, and your favourite beverage.

Our beautiful Orlando, we will miss you!

 Paperbark Deathcare
0466 526 156

PETS

LIFE CELEBRATIONS

DATE
(Nov)

DAY, 
MOON 
PHASE

SUN 
RISE /

SET

MOON 
RISE /

SET

HIGH 
TIDES, 

height (m)

LOW 
TIDES, 

height (m)

8 W 5:48

19:10

2:57

14:31

0602 1.13 

1753 1.36
1136 0.56

9 TH 5:47

19:11

3:24

15:23

0644 1.24 

1837 1.37

0025 0.35 

1229 0.50

10 F 5:47

19:12

3:51

16:17

0721 1.36 

1916 1.37

0056 0.29 
1314 0.45

11 SA 5:46

19:13

4:18

17:12

0757 1.47 

1954 1.35

0124 0.24 
1357 0.40

12 SU 5:46

19:13

4:47

18:09

0832 1.56 

2030 1.31

0152 0.20 
1439 0.36

13 M 5:45

19:14

5:19

19:09

0910 1.64 

2107 1.27

0222 0.17 
1521 0.33

14 TU 5:45

19:15

5:56

20:13

0948 1.70 
2145 1.21

0253 0.16 
1605 0.32

15 W 5:44

19:16

6:40

21:18

1029 1.72 
2227 1.14

0327 0.17 
1653 0.33

16 TH 5:44

19:17

7:32

22:21

1112 1.72 
2313 1.08

0403 0.21 
1745 0.35

17 F 5:43

19:17

8:31

23:20
1159 1.69

0445 0.26 
1842 0.37

18 SA 5:43

19:18

9:37 0005 1.02 

1251 1.65

0534 0.33 

1945 0.39

19 SU 5:42

19:19

10:44

0:12

0110 0.99 

1350 1.61

0634 0.41 

2049 0.38

20 M 5:42

19:20

11:52

0:57

0228 1.00 

1455 1.57

0748 0.46 

2151 0.35

21 TU 5:42

19:21

12:59

1:37

0347 1.07 

1600 1.54

0911 0.49 

2247 0.30

22 W 5:41

19:21

14:03

2:12

0457 1.20 

1702 1.51

1030 0.47 

2337 0.24

23 TH 5:41

19:22

15:07

2:45

0557 1.35 

1800 1.47
1141 0.43

24 F 5:41

19:23

16:10

3:17

0649 1.49 

1852 1.42

0020 0.18 
1245 0.39

25 SA 5:41

19:24

17:14

3:50

0738 1.62 

1940 1.35

0100 0.14 
1345 0.35

26 SU 5:40

19:25

18:20

4:26

0824 1.72 
2025 1.27

0137 0.12 
1439 0.32

27 M 5:40

19:26

19:26

5:05

0908 1.78 
2109 1.19

0214 0.12 
1530 0.31

28 TU 5:40

19:26

20:31

5:50

0950 1.79 
2151 1.12

0249 0.15 
1620 0.32

29 W 5:40

19:27

21:30

6:41

1031 1.77 
2232 1.06

0326 0.19 
1707 0.34

M

SUN, MOON & TIDES 
– TIMES FOR NEXT 3 WEEKS

Data sourced from Bureau of 
Meteorology. Times adjusted for 
Daylight Savings when applicable.

M

AMBULANCE, FIRE, POLICE .............................................000
AMBULANCE Mullumbimby & Byron Bay ................................131 233
POLICE Brunswick Heads .......................................................... 6629 7510

Mullumbimby ................................................................ 6629 7570
Byron Bay......................................................................... 6685 9499
Bangalow ......................................................................... 6629 7500

STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE Storm & tempest damage, flooding...132 500
BRUNSWICK VALLEY RESCUE Primary rescue........................... 6685 1999
BRUNSWICK MARINE RADIO TOWER.................................... 6685 0148
BYRON CENTRAL HOSPITAL...................................................... 6639 9400
BYRON COUNCIL: EMERGENCY AFTER HOURS............. 6622 7022
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE (Mullumbimby) ........................... 6684 1286
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 24 hour crisis line.................................1800 656 463
LIFELINE ...................................................................................................131 114
MENSLINE....................................................................................1300 789 978
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 24 hours .................................1800 423 431
AL-ANON Help for family and friends of alcoholics .......................1300 252 666
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Meets daily ...................................... 6680 7280
NORTHERN RIVERS GAMBLING SERVICE............................ 6687 2520
HIV/AIDS – ACON Confidential testing & information..................... 6622 1555
ANIMAL RESCUE (DOGS & CATS) ............................................ 6622 1881
NORTHERN RIVERS WILDLIFE CARERS.............................. 6628 1866
KOALA HOTLINE ............................................................................. 6622 1233
WIRES – NSW Wildlife Information & Rescue Service... 6628 1898

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Please stick this by your phone

1st SAT Brunswick Heads 0418 400 415

1st SUN Byron Bay 6685 6807

1st SUN Lismore Car Boot 6628 7333

2nd SAT Tabulam Hall 0490 329 159

2nd SUN The Channon 6688 6433

2nd SUN Lennox Head 6685 6807

2nd SUN Chillingham 0428 793 141

2nd SUN Coolangatta

3rd SAT Mullumbimby 6684 3370

3rd SAT Murwillumbah 0415 328 672

3rd SAT Salt Village Market, Casuarina

3rd SUN Federal 0433 002 757

3rd SUN Uki 0487 329 150

3rd SUN Ballina 0422 094 338

4th SAT Evans Head 0432 275 765

4th SAT Kyogle Bazaar kyoglebazaar.com.au

4th SUN Bangalow 6687 1911

4th SUN Nimbin 0475 135 764

4th SUN Murwillumbah 0415 328 672

4th SUN (in a 5 Sunday month) Coolangatta

5th SUN Nimbin 0475 135 764

5th SUN Lennox Head 6685 6807

FARMERS/WEEKLY MARKETS
Each TUE New Brighton 0424 168 672 

Each TUE Organic Lismore 6628 1084 

Each WED 7-11am M’bah 6684 7834

Each WED 3-6pm Nimbin 0475 135 764

Each WED 4-7pm Newrybar Hall

Each THU 8-11am Byron 6687 1137

Each THU 2.30-6.30pm Lismore 0450 688 900

Each FRI 7-11am Mullum 0424 168 672

Each SAT 8-11am Bangalow 6687 1137

Each SAT 8-11am Duranbah Rd (Tropical Fruit World)

Each SAT 8am-1pm Uki 6679 5530

Each SAT 8.30-11am Lismore

Each SAT 8.30-12am Blue Knob

Each SUN 7-11am Ballina 0493 102 137

MONTHLY MARKETS

The Echo updates this guide regularly, however sometimes 
markets change their routine without letting us know. 
Please get in touch if you want to advise us of a change.

nes 
fic 
@

g for a home.
BN 83 12222226 96 99999970 338

Please
0403 

petsfo
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District Pennant champions: (L-R): Mirtha Christian, Pam Scarborough, Judy Wallace, 

Jeanette Beaton, Kym Quinnell (skip), Pat Bigg (skip), Julie Higgins, Linda Child, Beverly 

Gawned and Anne Hadwell. Photo supplied

Sport Supported by Unblock Pipe Clearing

Lic# 378040C

Unblock Pipe Clearing is a Family owned and operated local business 
specialising in blocked drains. With 30 years of plumbing experience and 
being a 3rd generation plumber, you can be guaranteed the highest quality 
service and the job done right the 1st time.

Unblock Pipe Clearing has the latest technology and equipment for locating, 
eliminating and repairing all types of blockages no matter what the size. 

Phone James on 0429 888 683

• CCTV Camera and locators 

• High pressure Jet Rodder 

• Electric Eel - 1.7t excavator and 3m tipper truck  

•  Reliable Local Family run business 

Monica Wilcox 

Rainbow Region Dragon Boat 

Club (Lennox Head and Bal-

lina) recently returned from 

the Adelaide Masters Games 

very proud of their three 

bronze medals and overall 

results.

In all 35 members 

attended and competed in 

10 categories, with 26 of the 

members returning with a 

medal.

The senior A and B 

women’s teams were most 

successful winning a bronze 

medal each, while the senior 

C opens missed a bronze by 

a 100th of a second.

The third bronze medal 

was won by the Rainbows 

Breast Cancer Survivor 

team. Each team had three 

races and the winners were 

selected on the two best 

times.

To add to the challenge, 

cold gale force crosswinds 

dominated the two days of 

racing and Rainbow Dragon 

steerers had to draw on all 

their paddling skills to hold 

their line from the pontoon 

starts to the 200m finish line. 

Lots of the teams that 

entered were combined 

crews of the best competitive 

paddlers from three or more 

clubs – whereas Rainbows 

entered as a standalone 

club. 

This made the results 

more remarkable and special 

for the club. The camarade-

rie and Rainbow team spirit 

showed up and took them 

over the finish line.

Byron Bay Bowling Club 

women’s team has won the 

Tweed Byron District Pen-

nants Division 3 for 2023.

Because of rain the team 

faced a tight schedule in late 

October, with three games 

over five days.

‘The first match was 

on Thursday at Brunswick 

Heads, followed by a match 

on Saturday at Ocean 

Shores, and then battle-

weary girls turned out yet 

again on the following 

Monday, at Pottsville, for the 

final Pennant match for the 

Tweed Byron District 2023, 

playing against Brunswick 

Heads,’ Byron Bay’s Mirtha 

Christian said.

The previous five games 

had yielded Byron Bay 21 

points, but they still needed 

at least one of their two 

teams to win on the day to 

take the title. 

The conditions were tricky 

with a gusting wind playing 

havoc with the bowlers’ con-

centration, although both 

teams started off well. 

Pat Bigg’s team gained 

a good lead early on in the 

game, and continued their 

consistent play to win their 

game comfortably.

However the worthy 

rivals, Brunswick Heads, 

were chipping away at the 

lead of Kym Quinnell’s team. 

‘Down to the last end 

with the score at 20–17 to 

Byron Bay, Brunswick Heads, 

had four bowls in the head 

and the  prospect of defeat 

loomed large for that Byron 

Bay team, as skip Kym Quin-

nell prepared to send down 

her last bowl, and the last of 

the match.

‘Every breath was held as 

it left her hand beautifully, 

there was never a doubt as it 

rolled in a perfect line to pull 

to a stop just next to the little 

white jack,’ Mirtha said.

Overall result: Byron Bay 

48–Brunswick 30.

Byron Bay particularly 

enjoyed their success as 

winners of their division 

at district level, as a final 

accomplishment of the 

celebrations for their club’s 

centennial year (1923-2023). 

Byron Bay women’s bowls team celebrate 
centenary year with District Pennant victory

Rainbow dragon boaters win three bronze 
medals at Masters Games in Adelaide

The Rainbow Region dragon boaters turned up in force at the Australian Masters Games 

held in Adelaide and came away with 26 medals in total. Photo supplied 

Fun day for the ‘Dads’ Army’ team at the AFL 9s

The ‘Dads’ Army’ team made 

up of local Byron Bay fathers 

performed admirably against 

a field of 30 other teams 

(across four divisions) at the 

annual AFL 9s tournament 

held at the Cavanbah Oval 

over October 27 and 28. 

‘We came up against 

some former AFL players and 

had a lot of fun along the 

way,’ team member Andrew 

Bates said.

‘It was a great day out, a 

real community event’.

The team is made up from a group of friends centred around the Byron Bay FC and Tennis 

Club, and they had their first tilt at the AFL 9s last year. Photo supplied

Moonshiners beat Giants in Timmy’s T20 cricket match 

Rugby versus league in cricket: The Mullumbimby Moonshiners were too good  for the 

Giants league team when they played T20 cricket last Saturday. Photo supplied

The Mullumbimby 

Moonshiners rugby team 

overcame a tight last over 

to triumph over the Mul-

lumbimby Giants players 

in the annual T20 cricket 

game held in the memory of 

Tim Watkins.

It was the second win on 

the trot for the rugby players.

Raffles were undertaken 

and collection buckets went 

around with all monies being 

raised used to support the 

GoFundMe campaign for 

Charlie Emery, to fund an 

operation that will help with 

his Parkinson’s disease.
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Lismore Connections NSWRA  

(NSW Reconstruction Author-

ity) Watch Facebook page 

posted an intriguing adver-

tisement from seek.com the 

other day. At $1,000 per day, 

with super, the three-day-a-

week job states a ‘Property 

Officer is required by a NSW 

Government department 

based in Lismore… The 

Property Officer provides 

expert administrative and 

contract management 

services to support the 

operation of a significant 

development corporation 

established following the 

2022 floods across the 

Lismore and Northern Rivers 

region of NSW.’ The Echo
drudges have decided to 

retrain! 

One local has been having 

trouble with their wind-

screen wipers which started 

falling to pieces on both their 

cars! ‘Sometimes it would 

just be the ends of the rubber 

blades that would split, then 

I had a few rubbers that went 

missing altogether. 

‘After taking a new set 

of wipers back to an auto 

shop for the third time, the 

manager informed me that 

the crows in the area had 

been doing the same thing to 

others, and he was out of my 

wiper size as well.

‘I realised immediately 

that he was spot on. I had 

often seen crows hanging 

around the cars, but I 

thought that they had only 

been pecking at themselves 

in the mirrors. ‘So I searched 

for a way to deter them by 

covering the wiper blades 

with a blanket or similar. 

‘So instead, I thought that I 

would be ingenious, and put 

some “stop and grow nail 

biting solution” on the end of 

the rubbers – partial success. 

But the final cure was a dab 

of Deep Heat right on the end 

of the rubber itself. 100 per 

cent success! 

‘No dead crows – but  quite 

a few that headed off straight 

over to our dam for a drink, 

or a beak and mouth gargle!’

It looks like the hoverboards 

we were promised are not 

going to materialise so 

how about magnet and 

laser-driven, water-fueled, 

catalysed, plasma fusion 

energy cells for domestic 

energy production please?

With the Ray-Ban Meta col-

lection being able to ‘listen, 

call, capture and livestream 

– all with your phone in your 

pocket’ some might think 

it’s quite creepy that anyone 

wearing Ray-Ban glasses 

might be livestreaming your 

face-to-face interaction 

without you knowing.

SAVE THE DATE! SAVE THE DATE!

BRINGING BACK OUR TRAINS 
IS VERY POSSIBLE

INFORMATION EVENING
Thursday 16th November, 6pm

Bangalow Bowling Club
Join NRRL for updates on bringing back our trains as non-road 
public transport. Guest speakers will talk about the importance 

ENTERTAINMENT THANKS TO TAPESTRY ROAD 
Entry by donation

1300 748 948
hardysolar.com.au

YOUR LOCAL SOLAR SPECIALIST!

Solar
Maintenance

Batteries

Lic # 78609Lic # 78609

Join us to view our two new cabins at our

192 Friday Hut Rd, Tintenbar

www.byronbuilt.com / hello@byronbuilt.com

(02) 562 450 20

DISPLAY VILLAGE

10AM – 1PM

SATURDAY 11th NOVEMBER
(Last of the year)

Thirty Female Tradie graduates celebrated completing the Breaking the Barriers – Women 

in Trades at The Paddock Project on Friday, November 30 with mentor Brenton Williams 

and founder Penny Petridi. The six-month project provided a practical building skills 

program with ongoing mentoring, to encourage and support more women to enter the 

building industry. The program concluded with a final build at Queer Family house in 

Mullumbimby which saw the women build a new fire pit area, with screening and seating. 

‘The program has already proven very successful, with several women already entering the 

workforce and/or starting their own businesses. Given the shortage of building industry 

workers and high need in the region, this is a great outcome, but it’s not the only one,’ 

explained Female Tradie founder Penny Petridis. Photo Jeff Dawson

SUNDAY 12 NOVEMBER
8am – 2pm

Williams Reserve

FAMiLY FUN 
FOOD & LiVE MUSiC

Sky Eater

REGiSTER
TO STAY UP TO DATE!

Type store name here  Type store address here   T 0000 0000

02 6685 5212 
16 Brigantine St, Byron Bay

Only Byron Shire Residents Eligible 
Face-to-Face in Byron Campus Required

SCAN QR CODE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE SCHOLARSHIP

MSS50122 Diploma of Sustainable Operations

$15,000 FULLY FUNDED 
SCHOLARSHIPS

ONLY 5 SPOTS LEFT!

iploma of Sustainable
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